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ABSTRAC'I' 
Most pottery studies in the Pacific to date have 
been concerned with typol9gical characteristics, 
particularly decorative features. Although this \vork 
has been very successful at revealing historical 
relat.ionships bet:ween cultures, there is much more that 
could be learned of Oceanic prehistory, especially in 
the r·ealm of technology, by expanding the informa·tion 
base in future. In particular, little is knmm of the 
physical properties of pottery in the Pacific region. 
'l'his thesis is concerned with providing some basic 
data on this subject. Water Absorption, Apparent Porosity, 
Bulk Density, Specific Gravity, Hagnetic Susceptibility, 
Degree of Sand Temper, and Loss of Weight following a 
refiring test were examined for over 650 sherds selected 
from 30 assemblages scattered widely around the Pacific. 
The initial physical properties, particularly Bulk 
Density, Apparent Porosity and Specific Gravity were 
found to.easily distinguish the North Pacific from South 
Pacific assemblages. 
Lapita assemblages and early North Pacific pottery 
types were found to be more variable in character than 
other types of pottery. Multivariate analysis suggests 
that. later pottery industries were of a somewhat less 
differentiated character. At a lower level, it is 
i 
interesting that Lapita assemblages showed a wide range 
but generally high values for Porosity, and higher 
Magnetic Susceptibility than many ot~er types of 
pottery. rrhe higher Magnetic Susceptibility may have 
resulted from the use of a slip of some kind. Several 
sherds f:com late assemblages from the South Pacific 
were fired at rather higher temperatures than early 
pottery. Also of interest vlas the fact that the· 
Sasoa 1 a Thin Fine Ware possesses similar physical 
characteristics ;vith that of Lapita assemblages. 
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I. A REVIEW OF POTTERY STUDIES ---------
IN THE PACIFIC AREA 
ETHNOARCHAEOLOGICI~~L STUDIES 
There have been a number of studies undertaken to 
find out v-1hether certain patterns can be inferred from 
archaeological data by examining modern ethnographic 
data. The pioneering work in this field was published 
by Deetz (1965), Longacre (1964, 1970) and Hill (1970). 
Several excellent works on potte:ry of American Indians 
were also provided by Fontana et aZ. (1962), Arnold (1971) 
and of Pakistan by Rye and Evans (1976) . In the Pacific 
area, only a few ethnoarchaeological st.udies have been 
done thus far on pottery manufac·t.:ure. 
Irwin studied surface collections of pottery from the 
Shortland Islands in the Solomon group ethnoarchaeologically 
(Irwin 1972; 1975). Firstly, he examined the distribution 
of carved paddle motifs "~;vhich show particular sociological 
relationships with the paddle owners and users. Secondly, 
motif distribution was examined to see whether or not it 
could be used for .horizon markers (Irwin 1975:369). 
Subsequently, he made an ethnoarchaeological study of 
pottery in Mailu village in Papua New Guinea. This was 
By observing these modern poti:ers, he recorded the pot.tery 
making techniques. He found considerabJe differences in 
the firing temperatures within single pots. He also 
carried out a pottery census in order to document 
sociological contexts. This proved to be of value in 
interpretating certain archaeological as well as 
ethnographic data. His analysis of the distribution of 
pottery motifs in asso-ciation with the movement of 
women is of particular interest. 
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Rye conducted an interesting experimental investigation 
on the use of salt for the calcareous pottery of Papua 
New Guinea (Rye 1976). Using ethnographical data, he 
compared the clay slabs which were made with either fresh 
water or seawater which were fi~ed under different 
temperat.ures. 'I'he resu1 t of these tests shows that salt 
has an effect of preventing post-firing damage to vessels 
caused bv hydration of CaO .in the fabric. He also found 
that when beach sand containing shell is used as a temper, 
there are distinct advantages in using seawater to wet 
the clay instead of freshwater. 
The ethnographic data of pottery manufacturing has 
been recorded by a nu~ber of archaeologists. For example, 
from the New Hebrides by M. Shutler (1971), Fiji by 
Palmer and Shaw (1968 a,b), Yap by Gifford and Gifford (1956), 
Palau by Osborn (1966) and so on. However, these studies 
are ordinarily used simply as supportive reference data; 
rather than being considered ethnoarchaeologically. 
3 
TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
Typological analyses of excavated pottery by 
archaeologists varies between area, islands, and excavators. 
In the southern Pacific area, particularly in Melanesia, 
several complex poti:ery traditions have been studied. 
Amongst these, the most notable is Lapita pottery. The 
attention of archaeologists has concentrated on pottery 
design, and this has been used as the most important 
factor in distinguishing Lapita pottery from other 
traditions. 
The basic study of Lapita pottery decoration was 
done by Donovan (1973) and Mead et aZ.. (1975). They 
analysed and classified a considerable number of decorative 
motifs, and made use of these in comparing one assemblage 
with another. From her study on the sherds from the 
Reef islands in Santa Cruz, Donovan placed ·the Santa Cruz 
Lapi ta pottery tradition as part of a "Hestern Lapi ta style, 
which exhibits no·table contrasts from that of an Eastern 
Lapi ta style from Fiji,, Tonga and Sa1noa. 
The study of the decorative system of Fiji pottery 
made it clear that the early pottery in Fiji belonged to 
one technological tradition and decorative system. 
The Lapita pot·tery excavated from ~vatom Island has 
been studied by Specht. He observed four types of 
4 
decorative methods: dentate stamping, applied relief, 
linear incision and nail impression (Specht 1969). The 
characteristics of lrapita pottery were recently summarized 
by Green (1979:40): 
The use of a set of comb-like toothed 
stamps to produce the dentate design 
impressions, probably filled ~tli th lime or 
some other white substance is especially 
distinctive. However, other types of 
impressing, as vv-ell as incising, mode ling, 
applique, and cut~away relief, \vere also 
used as decorative techniques. The pottery 
is a sandy-textured low-fired ear-thenware 
whose surface is sometimes burnished or is 
slipped with a reddish clay. 
Slab-building techniques \vith paddle and anvil finishing 
as vJell as ring building and hand moulding and modeling 
were also observed. 
There are several other pottery traditi9ns distinguished 
from Lapi ta pottery in Melanesia.. Finishing technique, 
temper, pottery shape and decorative motif are the main 
factors which distinguish these from Lapita pottery. 
Sohano style pottery in Buka (Specht 1.969), Mangaasi st.yle 
pottery in the Central New Hebrides (Garanger 1972), and 
Banks Island pottery (Ward 1979) belong to different 
traditions. 
Pot::_t:ery from Buka Island, called Sohano style pottery, 
has four different decorative methods: punctation, incision, 
applique and rows of stamped circles. It .is characteristic 
for its spherical baggy shape which is not included in the 
Lapita pottery tradition (Spech'c 1969:254·-5). 
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Mangaasi style pot.tery from the Central New Hebrides 
is characterised by its incised. and applied relief 
decoration. This type appeared in the deep levels dated 
to around 700 B.C. It is made by the coil technique, and 
naturally tempered clay was used, no signs of paddle and 
anvil finishing is evident. There is no evidence of 
slipping, dentate stamping· and t:he complex rim forms 
v1hich are characteristic of Lapi.ta pottery. Based on the 
similarity of pottery handles, Garanger suggested the 
origin of incised pottery from the northeast region of 
New Guinea. On the other hand, he also supposed that the 
New Hebridian potters influenced those of Fiji and 
New Caledonia. He bases this on the resanblances in 
decoration (Garanger 1972:125). 
Nearly nine hundred sherds fi:'om the Banks Islands were 
analysed by 1'\fard (1979). f'our sets of data were studied: 
manufacturing evidence, formal evidence, decorative 
evidence and chronological evidence. The similarity in 
the proportions of inclusions, the construction and 
finishing techniques, the condition of the excavated 
sherds, the vessel shape and rim characteristics, the 
presence of handles, and the decorative techniques led 
to his conclusion that the pottery from the Banks Islands 
fits more closely with the 111angaasi ware defined by 
Garanger for the Central Islands of the New Hebrides. 
In New Ca1edonia, decorative methods in conjunction 
with the time sequence have been used to classify the 
pottery tradition. The early period is associated ·with 
Lapita and Paddle impressed pottery. The later period, 
r.: v 
called the Oundjo horizon by Green and Mitchell, consists 
of plain and a few incised pottery sherds, although 
incising technique occurs throughout the ceramic sequence 
ih New Caledonia (Green and Mitchell n.d.). 
Several regional developments of pottery traditions 
have been recognized in Fiji. A Late Eastern Lapita 
horizon dating to betr:veen 1000 B.C. and 500 B.C. is now 
known from Yanuca, Nagari and Sigatoka. Between 500 B.C. 
and 300 to 200 B.C., dentate stamped pottery disappeared 
and plain ware and carved paddle-impressing (cross~hatched 
and parallel ribbed relief variety) became predominant in 
Yanuca while a few paddle impressed sherds were found in 
the earliest Lapita levels. On the other hand, the 
cross-hatched paddle impressed sherds were found with 
dentate stamped pottery from Nagarai. Such evidence as 
this shows that the impressed ware in Fiji was locally 
developed from Lapita ware (Groube 1971, Hunt 1980). 
The Impressed pottery tradition continued until about 
A.D. 1100 and the incised pottery tradition then followed 
after. 
In Polynesia~ a single pottery tradition and ceraTP.ic 
sequence has been studied. Lapita pottery was gradually 
transformed into Polynesian Plain v.rare. 'I'he general 
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evidence of this evolution from Tong a was t.:he progressive 
disappearance of handles and applied discontinuous reliefs. 
In Samoa, the use of the same temper and the use of the 
same kinc of notched decoration were thought to be 
evidence of continuity" 
In order to refine the long sequence of the Polynesian 
pot.tery tracli tion, Green divided it into three: 
Early Eastern Lapita, Late Eastern Lapita and Polynesian 
Plain ware. He based this typology on the changes in rim 
form and vessel .shape, temper material, surface decoration 
and paste texture (Green 1974b). This typological 
approach meshes the pottery assemblages from Tongatapu 
and Niuatoputapu (Kirch 1978). Poulsen has divided the 
sherds from Tongatapu into two periods based on the study 
of body shape, rim form and decoration. The pottery from 
the early period corresponds roughly with Green'· s early 
eastern Lapita while the late period corresponds with 
lat.e eastern Lapita and Polynesian plain ware (Poulsen l967}. 
However, Poulsen has identified three ceran:dc periods 
in a later paper (Poulsen l976:241}. The early ceramic 
period which goes back to the 13th century B.C. has a 
high degree of decoration with complex pot shapes. 
According to Poulsen, the middle ceramic period, from 
about the 9th cent.ury B.C. to about the 6th century B.C., 
declined in its decoration index and has a lfiOYe re~tLiuted 
rang•2 of vessel for.ms. The potsherds from the late ceramic 
period consists mainly of plain ware and has only a few 
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pot forms. This period dates to after the 6th century B.C. 
The decorative study of Tongan pottery revealed that it has 
some differentiation between Fijian motif inventories and 
already contaim-;·a series of motifs at present unique to 
•ronga (Head et aZ. 1975). 
The two major types of Polynesian Plain ware found in 
Samoa are an earlier thinner fine~tempered ware and a later 
thick coarse-tempered vmre. These were found at Vailele 
(Green 1969 a,b,c,d) and Sasoa'a (Green 1974a:ll7-131}. 
Thickness, tempering material and vessel form were taken 
into account. Recently, Holmer has analysed the potsherds 
of ceramic assemblages from several sit.es in Western Sam.oa 
using computer methods. The variables analysed were 
slip, te~nper type, temper density, temper size clay 
structure, paste colour, carbon streak, wall thickness, 
colour irregularities and crazing. The results from factor 
analys.is showed some significant differences as well as 
some regional variations. 
Potsherds found from the iv1arquesas Islands are too 
few for definitive typological analysis. 
In the northern Pacific islands, in Hicronesia, it \vas 
not until the mid-1970's that pottery was discovered from 
the central area. Until then, only people in Western 
Micronesia (Iv1arianas, Yap and Pala1..1.) were t.hought to have 
produced pottery. However 1• archaeologic<:tl surveys were 
.l_:.n Most of the islands er island 
groups were not sufficiently surveyed to establish even 
a chronological sequence, artefacts or assemblages. rrhe 
current classifications of pottery can now be summarized 
however. 
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The pottery tradition of the Marianas can be classified 
into two types: Marianas Red and Marianas Plain. This 
classification was originally described by Spoehr (l9S7:107-l2 
based on the excava·ted materials from Saipan and •rinian. 
Marianas Red ware, the earlier type, is distinguished 
from Marianas Plain mainly by surface colour, slipped 
surfaces and the numerous white inclusions used as temper. 
It also tends to be thinner than Marianas Plain. Although 
the appearance of Marianas Red varies from island t.o island, 
it was dominant in early times and gradually faded in 
significance. It was not present in historic times. The 
oldest date of 1527+200 B.C. was obtained from Saipan. 
Spoehr identifies another type of pottery called 
Lime-filled impressed trade ware (Spoehr 1957:l20)_, The 
scarcity of this type of pottery led him to conclude that 
it was a trade ware. It is somewhat friable and contains 
numerous minute white inclusions as well as particles of grit. 
Some sherds have been observed as slipped on either outer 
or the inner surface. I·t is distinguished from Marianas 
Red because of certain decorations1" such as impressing on 
the outer surface or on the lip with opposed chevrons 
parallel vertical lines and incised zigzag· line filled 
with lime. 
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Microscopic examination of this type of sherd from 
Rota revealed that these sherds were locally manufactured 
and not imported (Dickinson 1977) • These sherds were 
strongly suspected to have some tie with pottery from the 
Philippines, based on design and lime filling (Pellet and 
Spoehr 1961:323}. 
Three variations were observed for Marianas Plain ware 
by Spoehr. He named these Marianas Fine-line incised 
ware, Marianas Cord-marked ware, and Marianas Trailed ware 
(1957:112--117). ·These varieties are the same in paste, 
thickness, and colour as ones found in Marianas Plain, but are 
distinguished essen·tially by surface decorations, 
Gifford and Gifford classified Yapese pottery into 
two types: Laminated ware and Unlaminated ware (1959). Yapese 
Laminated ware tends to split longitudinally and no temper 
has been observed. Unlaminated 'l.<iare was fourid chiefly 
in southern Yap. It is tempered and has been identified 
as the same type of pottery as Spoehr's Marianas Plain 
\·lare. The r.ai'ninated ware appeared by about A. D. 1000 
(later than the Unlaminated ware},, and is tl1e same type 
of pottery as tlLat of the modern ethnographic period. 
A third type of pottery \vas found under t.he layer 
of Unlaminat.ed ware or in association with it by Takayama 
and the present author in 1980. It has numerous ro.inute 
'vh:L te inclusions for b?.rnper, including small crushed 
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of red-slip, these Yapese C.:ll<?areous potsherds may be 
supposed to have some relationship with J.l.1arianas Red 
(Takayama n.d.:lO). 
Pottery from Palau does not fall into distinct categories 
by composition or decoration, Osborne, who conducted a 
wide range survey on Palau, applied a traditional American 
archaeological approach in examining Palauan pottery. He 
classified pottery based upon four major variables: 
thickness, paste (coarse, medium and finest), surface 
treatment, and rim forms. This approach did not produce 
distinct types and consequently he concluded that the 
Palauan pottery tradition can be described as a 'ceramic 
continuum' which evolved from finer pastes and thinner 
vessel walls to coarser pastes and thicker vessel walls 
(Osborne 1966:460-465). However, Takayama et aZ. have 
subsequently classified the pottery into two types with 
several varieties based upon an intensive analysis and 
isolation of rim foLms (Takayama et al. 1980), although 
there is no suggestion of any cultural break in the 
pottery tradition. 
In 1980, Gumerman et al. obtained a number of poJcsherds 
from southern Babeldaob which vvere also remarkably uniform 
in appearance suggesting a parallel continuum to that 
:r.n ;:;n.::~1uc:e>e< n-f 
---- --~- -~-.L_- -~- --
+hi .~1<-n.oc:<c: ---- -------- , Tr\YTfl-___ ....... , 
thermal shock resistance and the d·ensi ty of inclusions 
by X-ray analysis are now progressing (Gumerman et al. 1981). 
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A large amount of pottery sherds were first discovered 
in 1977 an Truk. As no definitive stratigraphy \vas observed, 
these were described by colour, rim and lip forms, thickness. 
and hardness. Some were observed to have anvil marks on 
their surface. Most of the sherds were tempered with 
calcareous sand with the ratio about 30 to 50 per cant. 
'rhe colour ranged from dark brown to black except for some 
dark red sherds. Most of them were very friable, a 
result of poor firing and/or too much temper. These 
characteristics are shared with Marianas Red pottery 
although the colours are markedly different from that 
of Marianas Red. 
·TECHNICAL STUDIES 
A fundamental technical analysis of pottery has been 
the petrographic study of mineral inclusions of pottery 
(Shepard l9 56, Key n. d.) . This method can directly 
establish whether or not a pottery collection is indigenous 
because of the geological components of the pottery 
itself, and whether or not these can be obtained locally. 
There are four major regional temper provinces whose 
geograp~ical distribution is systematic and predictable 
in Oceania (Dickinson and Shutler l979) . 
Oceanic Basalt Tempers, wherein there lS an abundance 
of olivine and absence of quartz, are indigenow3 to the 
Marq~~1esas !' 
(."1 -. ....... -. .... 
1.-:J CU1!.1o...JO.: frin<;_re 
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the l\1e1anesian island arcs in the Santa Cruz group and 
parts of Fiji, and on scattered islands between these and 
along the northern edge of the Fiji Plateau. 
Andesitic Arc Tempers, in association of pyroxene 
and hornblende, with the presence of pumiceous volcanic 
glass and traces of quartz are indigenous to the Marianas, 
Palau, New Britain, Bougainville, the New Hebrides, 
Kc:mdavu, Lau, and Tonga. Similar temper sands can also 
be collected within Indonesia and the Philippines. 
Volcanic-Plutonic Orogen Tempers, abundant in quartz 
and feldspar are known from the Ryukyus, and Viti Levu in 
Fiji. 
Tectonic Highland 'l'empers, abundant in quartz and 
low in feldspar are found from New Caledonia and Yap. 
Dickinson has been doing extensive petrog-raphical 
analyses of Pacific pottery, and some notable results 
can be listed as follows. 
In the southern Pacific area, petrological studies 
show an intricate transport of pots or temper materials· 
bet\·veen islands. This is proven by sherds that contain 
exotic temper types. The sherds found on Nissan atoll 
and Ontong Java in ·the Solomons contain similar temper 
(Dickiuscu l974:t}. 
pottery of Buka has also been found on Teop Island 
(Dickinson 1975) . 
Some of the potsherds from Watom have a possible 
origin in the northern Solomons or New Ireland. 
Pottery from Bellona is all imported because the 
mineral temper is not indigenous to this raised atoll. 
It has been found to be imported from the Nevv Georgia 
G;r-oup. 
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The similar raised coral atoll, Santa Ana, revealed 
volcanic sand tempered pottery which could have been 
transported either from San Cristoval or Ulawa. According 
to Dickinson, there \.Vas trade reported between Santa Cruz 
and the Solomon islands (Dickinson 1978~) . 
In the New Hebrides, three types of temper 
groupings are known (Dickinson n.d.), and the exotic 
tempered pottery demonstrates a prehistoric relationship 
with New Caledonia. 
Pottery from Fiji, particularly from Viti Levu has been 
well studied (Dickinson 1971). Six temper types, Navatu, 
Vunda, Sigatoka Dune, Yanuca, Natunuku and Nasilai are 
known. On the north coast most of the sherds contain 
highly pyroxenic tempered sand and along the whole south 
coast, complex temper sands composed of mixed volcanic and 
plutonic components are u.st~ally found. 
The potsherds from Lakeba in the Lau group consist.ing 
of pyroxene-rich ferromagnesian sand may be derived from 
elsewhere, probably from central Fiji. F:i.j ian pott.ery 
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was also found from Tonga and the Harquesas (Dickinson 
and Shutler 1974). 
All the pottery bearing islands-in Micronesia have been 
studied petrologically. On all of them, except for some 
coral atolls such as Lamotrek, Ngulu and Kapingamarangi 
(which do not have any clay sources for pot·tery 
man,.:tfacturel, the components have been shown to be 
indigenous to each island from which the pottery was 
excavated.* 
Pottery from Palau is unique in using broken-sherds 
as a tempering material. Some of .the sherds excavated 
from Lamotrek atoll hqve been iden·tified as Palauan in 
origin because they contained the fragments of broken-sherd 
aggregate (Dickinson et al. 1979). However, the fact 
that sherds on Yap and Ponape have recently been found to 
contain fragments of broken-sherds points to·certain 
complications in tracing the origin of this pottery. Pottery 
found on Ngulu atoll have been identified as of both Yapese 
and Palauan in origin on the basis of their physical 
features (Intoh 1980, Dickinson 198lb). One Ngulu sherd 
and three Yapese sherds may have been imported from the 
Philipp-1.-:ne Islands 1 although they could be indigenous to Yap. 
Among Dickinson 's reports, the Palaua:r1 one is unique 
in that in contains questions and ans\·Jers bei:ween geologist 
* However, some exotic temper materials have been found 
recently from the sherds from Nan Madol in Fonape 
Bs rne.nt.ioned later in Cl-1aJ?te.r III ~ 
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and archaeologist. It is important for archaeologists to 
increase their geological knowledge of the materials used 
for temper. 
A single sherd excavated from Kapingamarangi appears 
to be from an island in the Pacific margin environment 
(Dickinson l98la, Landis 1981, Intoh and Leach l98l). 
Besides the exotic temper materials, the proportions 
of some mineral grains can also be used to distinguish 
sherds from different islands. For example, there are 
characteristically differing proportions of plagioclase 
pyroxene, and opaque mineral grains between sherds from 
Tonga, Efate in the New Hebrides, vJatom, and New Britain, 
although they all belong t.o the andesi tic arc temper 
type. 
Other studies in the Pacific using mineralogical data 
have been provided by Key (1968, in Groube 1971, 1973}. 
Several sherds have been cross checked by another 
geologist, and have given completely different results. 
For example, Key adjudged the Lapitoid pottery from Buka 
island as similar to a Watom sherd. However, Dickinson 
'ltvas able to point out differences in the mineral fractions. 
Furthermore, Key {in Groube 1971} su.ggested that pottery 
from 'l'onga was imported from Fiji, whereas Dickinson (1972) 
considered it must be indigenous to Tonga. 
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Irwin used optical mineralogical examination and the 
XRF method in order to identify the material composition 
of pottery from Mailu in Papua New Guinea (1977:391-407). 
He compared the element composition of sherds with that. 
of dlay from several sources. This study was very 
successful in showing· the prehistoric pattern of pottery 
manufacture and its distribution. 
Anson used an electron microprobe method to analyse 
the chemical composition of Lapita pottery from Watom, 
Talasea and Ambitle Islands. His comparison between the 
fabric of pottery from these islands agreed with results 
obtained from petrological analysis by Dickinson and Shutler. 
No obvious evidence of exchange of pottery between sites 
was obsE:rved. 
X-ray radiography has been used for the study of 
manufacturing technique of pottery from Papua New Guinea 
(Rye 1977). Radiography shows the orientation of minerals, 
particularly shell fragments, in the sherds. Therefore, 
variation in temper quantity andparticle size range can 
be recognized by this technique. However, sherds larger 
than 10 x 10 cm are required in order to identify the 
manufacturing technique. This is a rare occurrence with 
Oceanic po·ttery as most pieces are very small. ~\Then Gillies 
examined potsherds from Thailand and the Reef island hy 
X--ray radiographs, he could determine slab building finished 
with paddle and anvil for the larger pieces of pottery 
from Thailand only (Gillies 1979) . 
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This technique has a.nother problem that irradiation 
of sherds during X-ray studies will render such sherds 
useless for thermoluminescence dating at any later stage. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Concerning ethnoarchaeological studies, the work 
carried out to date is of some assistance in understanding 
the late pottery traditions. However, most of the islands 
ha.ve changed their pottery types through time and ethno-
archacological data is only broadly useful for more remote 
periods" Cooperation with experimental laboratory work 
may be of some help. 
In the southern Pacific area, Lapita pottery has. 
been particularly well studied in its decorative system 
in order to compare it with assemblages from other 
islands. .t-1ost of the pottery assemblages are classified 
by their decorative methods as well as by several manufacturing 
techniques and/or.forrnal differences. Furthermore,.pottery 
traditions that c.lo not include decorated pott:ery have been 
classified by other factors, such as rim fonns in Anuta 
{Kirch and Rvseudahl 1973) and Palau. ;J.:he plain wares 
associated with decora·ted pottery have been either 
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unstudied or unpublished, as ~olson pointed out (1971: 73). 
Physical analyses can provide much information, whether 
decorated sherds or plain ware. 
In the study of pottery decoration, ·the minor designs 
associated with major decorat.ion (for example, checked 
paddle impressed ware in Ne'i-V Caledonia) te!1d to be 
neglected. They too need to have mineralogical and 
physical examinations in order to more accurately assess 
such questions as cultural contact between different 
pottery traditions. Notwithstanding this, we must be cautious 
in our comparative approach, and much attention must be paid 
to the development within each pottery tradition on each 
island. 
Although insufficient arc;::haeological work hc:ts been 
done to establish pottery sequences in Micronesia, the 
general quality of analysis and description of the 
pottery has been poor to date. For example, the 
identification of such evidence as slip has yet to 
receive scientifical confirmation. The scarcity of 
decorated pottery and the abundance of shell artefacts 
from Micronesia, may be one of the reasons for the lack 
of comparative analysis of potteJ7. 
The petrological study of the mineral inclusions of 
pottery has been shown to be very useful. The evidence 
of traded pott.ery has been suggested by exotic temper 
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materials. Host of these results are reasonable and 
coincide with the results of other methods of s·tudy. 
However, the analysis of a number of thin sections from 
such assemblages has left some apprehension. Horeover, 
there is further insecurity in that only one geologist 
has done any extensive work on Pacific pot·tery. The 
differing results from two geologists on the materials 
from Buka and Tonga suggest that the present pet.rological 
results are not absolutely reliable. 
The use of broken-sherds for tempering pottery in 
Micronesia adds a complication t:o identifying pottery 
origins, unless the minerals included in the broken-sherds 
are identical with those in the surrounding mat:erials of 
the paste. 
The relationship between the northern and southern 
Pacific potteries has only recently been considered. 
There are several investigators who assume that there 
is a similarity between IJapi ta and Marianas lime-filled 
pottery. This assumption is based on the similarity of 
the decorat.ion as well as the same method of filling the 
incised decorat.ion with lime. HO<.vever, these two pottery 
traditions exist so far away from one another that there is 
yet no definitive way of identifying a positive relationship 
In order to compare pottery not only between these 
two regions but also between the areas which typological 
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or petrolog-ical work have suggested some connection, 
additional. studies on the physical and chemical properties 
of Oceanic pott.ery might be of some help. In par-ticular, 
there has been practically no physical analyses of Oceanic 
potteries to date. This is basic information to detailed 
regional studies, and should be carried out as a matter 
of urgency. The examination of key characteristics of 
Oceanic pottery was selected as the main theme of this 
thesis. The availability of a wide selection of materials 
from throughout the Pacific made such a study feasible. 
The follovling matters are of prime concern in this 
research: 
1. To examine the physical characteristics of Pacific 
pott.eries on a broad ·front: to see if this type of 
information can be used to support major divisions, 
based on typology. A particular concern is to see 
if there are any dist:inctive differences betv.1een 
the physical properties of the northern Pacific 
Islands (Micronesia) and the southern Pacific 
Islands (Melanesia and part of Polynesia) • At a 
more local level, another objective is to test ·the 
extent to •.vh~ch relationships or connections bet.ween 
individual island groups suggested by previous 
typological analyses and mineralogy might also be 
observed through an analysis of their physical 
characteristics. 
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2. A oarticular concern is to determine whether the 
~ . 
suggested relationship bebveen Lapita and the 
Marianas Red (particularly the lime-filled ware) 
is supported by sharing similar physical properties. 
3. To provide some basic descriptive information of the 
physical characteristics of Pacific potteries on a 
broad front as a background to later studies of the 
pottery making technology of individual regions. 
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11. PREVIOUS TECHNICAL STUDIES OF POTTERY 
Technical study of pottery began in the later part of 
the nineteenth century. Since then, a number of scholars 
became interested in the subject and the first conference 
on archaeological ceramic technology was held at the 
University of Michigan in 1938 under the sponsorship of 
the National Research Council (Shepard and Horton 1939). 
In 1956 Shepard published her valuable and still basic work 
for the archaeologist after a series of studies on pottery 
from the Southwestern United States and Central America 
(Shepard 1956). This work provided a detailed introduction 
to the nature of ceramic materials and the process of 
manufacture as well as many other aspects of ceramic 
analysis. This book continues to be used as a valuable 
reference work. 
With technical progress in the sciences, a number of 
methods have developed and been applied to determine ancient 
pottery manufacturing techniques. 'l'hese have been recently 
reviewed by Peacock (1970). 
A kroad range of technical studies throughout the 
world are reviewed here in order to see which techniques 
may be most. fruitful when applied to Pacific pottery. The 
choice of which analytical methods may be useful will of 
course depend on the character of the archaeological site 
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and to some exte;.1t on such factors as the pottery tradition 1 
and the general archaeological and geographic background. 
Even so, the following three major analyses are fundamental 
and should be carefully considered: the physical, chemical 
and mineralogical properties of pottery. This chapter 
reviews previous studies separately according to these 
categories. 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
COLOUR AND HARDNESS 
The colours of pottery depend on various conditions: the 
nature of the clay used (the iron oxide content, ·the amount 
of organic matter present or added and the texture) 1 firing 
temperature, the duration of the firing and the atmospheric 
conditions employed in its manufacture. 
Among these, the firing atmosphere (whether oxidizing 
Ol! reducing) may greatly influence the colour. When there 
is a good draft affording an excess of oxygen over that 
required to burn the fuel, the atmosphere will be 
oxidizing. Carbonaceous matter in the paste or soot on 
the vessel surface will burn out. The iron oxides will 
be brought to their highest state of oxidation and will 
attain their clearest colours. 
If 1 on the other hand, there is insufficient oxyg·en 
for complete combustion of the fuel, carbonaceous matter 
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in the paste will remain unburned. The iron oxides \vill 
be reduced to a lower valency state and their colour effect 
will be grey or black instead of red. 
In open firing, the atmosphere will be con·tinual.ly 
changing during- different stages of combustion concommi tan·t 
with shifting draft and air currents. This may result in 
uneven coloration, or in different colours in different 
parts of the same vessel. 
Firing conditions and temperature have been studied 
by using colour changes (Harper 1944, Matson 1937, 1955, 1971) 
However, as Goodyear pointed out, colour depends very much 
on firing conditions and iron content (Goodyear 1971:12). 
Therefore, colour analysis may be useful for one local 
group, but in another may not fulfill requirements to be 
used as a basis for classification. 
Hardness is one of the criteria by which we judge how 
serviceable pottery is, although the term 'hardness' does 
not designat.e a well-defined property. It has been given only 
a minor place among the physical properties of pottery 
by the Committee on Standards of the American Ceramic 
Society (1928:457). Primitive pottery in particular is 
not sui:t·able for exact ha.rdness meas·urement since it. is 
porous and heterogeneous -- a mixture of clay and other 
minerals. Mohs 1 mineral-hardness scale has been widely 
used in measuring excavated pott:ery. This method is· 
of 
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hardness is wide. Pottery may be hard due to a variety 
of factors such as low-fusing, dense-firing clay; or it 
may have been fired at a relatively high tempera·ture; or 
in an atmosphere that promoted vitrification. Ho~'lever, 
it may show some differences bebmen a nUJ.11ber of assemblages 
only after measuring reasonable amounts of potsherds. 
POROSITY 
Porosity is the proportion of pores or interstices 
be·tween the solid particles of· which a material is 
composed, and is defined as the ratio· of the volume of 
pore space ,to the total volume of the piece. The volume 
of pore space as well as the size and shape can affect 
density, strength, permeability, degree of resistance 
to weathering and abrasion, extent of discoloration by 
fluids,_destructive action and rate of efflorescence of 
soluble salts, and resistance to t.hermal shock (Shepard 
1956:126). The clay continues to become more porous with 
the oxidation of carbonaceous matter, but begins to 
shrink when sintering or incipient vitrification starts. 
As vitrification proceeds, interstices are filled with 
liquid matter, the body shrinks, and porosity decreases 
(ibid.:.l27). When the body is completely vitrified, it 
has little or no porosity (Matson 1940:469). 
The porosity of a mass is influenced by varlous 
factors such as the shape; the size and the grading of 
the part.i:cles: the nat.ure of the mat.erials comprising the 
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mixture; the treatment to Y.7hich the materials are subjected 
during manufacture; and the relative position of the 
particles (that is, whether they are closely compacted or 
lie loosely on one another) • Ra-vv clay itself varies 
considerably in porosity (Searle 1930.:424). 
While a considerable number of porosity studies, were 
included in early works (for example, Bradfield 1931, 
Jvlyers and Earnshaw 1937, Shepard 1936; Jvlatson 1937), the 
most detailed porosity study was done by Matson (1937, 1940). 
He concluded that 
although porosity studies may give 
interesting information, they are not 
useful as objective criteria in ceramic 
classification or description .... It is 
conceivable that in detailed studies of 
pottery from one site, l:JOrosity figures 
might be of importance in demonstrating 
the differences in firing temperatures 
(Matson 1940:4 76) • 
The porosity of fired goods varies widely even for 
the same ware fired in ·the same oven, and the variation 
usually amounts to several per cent. It depends in part 
on the forming process (Salmang 1961:122). This variation 
in porosity should be considerable for those pieces fired 
in an open fire. In this regard, the att.empt to compare 
the porosity of refired pottery made by Shepard is of 
interest (1956:130). She refired the sherds at 1200°c and 
refired pottery brought out some differences, as well as 
relationships among several types of sherds which are 
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often unrecognised in the original sherds. Shepard did 
not make any interpretation of these particular results, 
because in themselves they do not ne9essarily indicate 
specific differences or relationships between one pottery 
assemblage and another. It could simply show the vitrification 
point of the clay which may be due to the great influence 
of the temper in it.. However, this method may have some 
value in comparing several assemblages using clays from 
different sources. 
EVIDENCE FOR MANUFACTURING ~rECHNIQUE 
This section deals mainly with the shaping of pottery 
and firing conditions. 
Clues on the shaping of pottery 
Pottery sometimes includes materials other than clay 
or sand as one of the materials in the mixture or as a 
coating material. 
According to Peacock (1970:380), a mixture of blood 
in the clay of pre-Scythian pottery was identified by 
Duma and Lengyel (1969} using XRF analysis. Sauter (1967) 
investigated the coatings of Hallstatt cera.t"Uics by 
infra-red spectrometry. 
Shell has also been widely used as a temper as well 
as limestone and calcite, even though it can cause spalling 
or pitting of the surface (Shepard 1956:30, 54). When it is 
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heated above 650 C, calcium carbonate (CaC03) b8gins to 
lose carbon dioxide (C0 2 ), which passes off as a gas, 
leaving calcium oxide (CaO) . If calcium oxide does not 
react with the constituents of the clay during firing, it 
\vill take up moisture from the atmosphere after firing, 
thus forming calcium hydroxide, a reaction accompanied 
by expansion which will in turn cause popping or spa.lling 
of the vessel surface. 
'I'he shell content of potsherds can be detemined by 
acid treatment of samples with the absorpt~ion of the carbon 
dioxide evolved, by titratiol)., and by loss of weight. 
Shell in proportions of 15·-30% is common in American 
Indian pottery, but even up to 50% by weight has been found 
in some sherds (l'1atson 1955:44). 
The advantage of shell tempered pottery is not clear. 
However, shell tempered pottery is generally thinner-walled 
than grit tempered (ibid:43). The reason advanced 
for the inclusion of shell is that the lamination \'IThich 
results may increase the strength (Stimrnell 197 8: 26G) . 
The way in which the primitive potters have overcome 
problems resulting from heating may be explained by the 
use of salt. Rye (1976 ) determined that the presence of 
salt may cause increa.sed vitrification during firing due 
to the presence of fluxes. This means that vitrification 
begins at lower temperatureswhen salt is added. 
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There are a nurnber: of fundamentally different ways 
of shaping pott.ery: modelling, coil construction, paddle-
and-anvil, and wheel-making. It. has been of importance 
for the archaeologist to know which me·thod was used in the 
manufacture of pottery since it may indicate something 
of the cultural background of the potters. 
The shaping method can be detennined by examining 
the orientation of the mineral inclusion and air spaces 
in the thin sections. As a general rule, in wheel-thrown 
pottery particles tend to become oriented with their long 
axes lying horizontally (that is, parallel to the rim and 
base), while in wares made by other means they. are normally 
oriented in whorls or vertically. Wares made by ring- or 
coil-building techniques may show quite distinct cleavage 
between the joints; but on th~ other hand, these junctions 
may become completely obliterated depending upon the 
qualit,y of the clay used and how much later shaping was 
done (Hodges 1963:108). 
Beside the information from thin sections, additional data 
on manufacturing method can also be obtained from X-ray 
analysis. 
Tifterington first used X·-rays to study the size and 
concentration of temper grains in pottery (1933). Digby 
studied Peruvian methods of spout attachment which ga.ve 
r;.,romise for distin9uishing techniques having chronological 
significance (19tl8). After a few i1-rv·estigations \-.rere done 
in France {Bertrand et al. 1962, Milanesi 1966), X-ray 
radiographs were then used for the Papuan pottery from 
Boera and Mailu Island (Rye 1977). This straightforward 
X-ray technique proved useful in distinguishing vJheel 
throvm sherds from others. 
As for such surface finish, microscopic thin sections 
afford dist.inct advantages for slip identification 
because they show minute differences in the texture of 
body and slip not otherwise detectable. A coating that 
is indistinguishable in ordinary light will stand out as 
a sharply demarcated la.yer acting opt.ically as a unit when 
the polarizing prism is introduced. 
A number of methods have been applied to determine 
the initial firing temperature of pot·tery. They may be 
classified into two main groups. The first grouping 
utilizes the existing minerals in pottery, by observing 
their changing form at different firing temperatures. 
This is deteJ.."''nined by the techniques of thin sections and 
X-ray diffraction. The other is to observe the changing 
form or character of clay after refiring. Differential 
thermal analysis and thermal expansion analysis may be 
A maximum temperature ih an open fire was estimated 
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as 940°C by the experimental work of Shepard. Consistent 
with this finding, ethnographic dat.a from Papua Ne\v Guinea 
showed the firing temperature in the open fire to be 
between 600 and 700°C (Lauer 1974). The firing tests at 
Mailu in Papua New Guinea have also revealed that the 
0 firing temperature was below 1000 C, except for one. case 
(1-nvin 1977). Therefore, the Oceanic pottery can be· 
presumed to have been fired under 1000°C. 
Although no definitive method to determine the original 
fi.ring temperature of ancient pottery has been report.ed. yet, 
a number of partly successful \vorks have been used, and 
these may be described under the following headings: 
Petrographic ana.lysis, X- ray Diffraction, Differential Thermal 
Analysis, Thermal Expansion Measuremen-ts, Porosity and 
Specific Gravity, Scanning Electron Microscope, Mossbauer 
Spectrometry,. and Magnetic Measurement. 
Petrographic analysis 
Clay itself contains several minerals, and the added 
temper material varies in mineral content. These minerals 
shovl particular characteristics in different temperatures. 
·For example, calcite decomposes to calcium oxide, with the 
emission of carbon dioxide in the t:emperature range 
750 - 850°C. Be-tween 700 - 850°C, the optically anisotropic 
clay minerals break down and form an arnorphous phase. 
Therefore, it is possible to dete:r:mine the maximum firing 
temperature using the existence of particular minerals in 
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thin sections. However 1 t.hese optical properties o
f the 
clay give us only a rough estimation and can be used
 only 
for relatively low-fired wares. 
Thin sections also give : us some information about 
the 
firing condition. The quantity and distribution of 
residual carbon seen j,n thin section provides some 
indication of the atmosphere during firing whether i
t was 
fired under the oxidizing condition or a reducing a
tmosphere. 
However, precise statements about the atmospheric 
conditions are not possible since the distribution o
f 
carbon also depends on the porosity of the fabric, 
the 
maximum temperature reached, and the duration of the
 
firing. 
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
Perinet (1960) applied an X-ray diffraction method 
for the study of pottery in the Mediterranean area 
from 
the sixth to second centuries B.C. Since calcareou
s 
clay was used, the following estimation of the init
ial 
firing temperature was made. 
TA:BLE 1! Firing temperatures for calcar eo us pottery 
from the Hediterranean area, estimated on 
the basis of the mineral phases present 
(after Perinet, 1960} . 













*The lower limit of 500°C is based on the absence 
of hydrated clay minerals (e.g. kaolinite) from 
the pottery, while the upper limit is based on 
the fact that calcite· starts to decompose in 
the temperature range 750-850°C. 
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This estimation was based upon the identification of 
the calcium alumino-silicates (gehlenite-2CaO.Al 2 o3 .Si0 2 ; 
anorthite-CaO.Al 2 0 3 .2Si02 ; wollanstonite-CaO.Si0 2 ) which 
had been formed during firing by reactions between the 
clay and the calcium carbonate. Bmvever, as Ti te has 
pointed out (1972:324), themajor hazard involved in 
estimating the firing temperature from the presence or 
absence of calcium alumino-silicates and other high 
temperature crystalline phases, such as mullite (3Al 2o 3 .2Si0 2 ) 
and cristobalite (Si0 2 ), is the fact that the temperature at 
which they are formed depends on the chemical composition 
of the pottery. Therefore, repeat application of X-ray 
diffraction mRasuremen~s after refiring the pnttery Rt 
temperat.ures above and below the estimated firing 
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temperature should be done. If the estimated firing 
temperature is valid, further mineralogical changes will 
be observed after refiring at the hig):l.er temperatures, 
but i.J.ot aft.er refiring at the lower te.rnperatnres. 
Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 
Differential thermal analysis has been used extensively 
in clay mineral research, and it affords a useful means 
of identifying types of clay. When a clay sample is heated 
and loses its hydroxyl ions, an·endothermic peak is 
:r·ecorded by the DTA in the temperature range in which the 
reaction occurs. Hence, from the resultant chart it is 
possible to see where the peak occurs and to compare this 
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Figure 1: Hypothetical differential thermal analysis curve 
:i J 111 st1' ... ~t i!-!g the }?ri:r!~ ipctl ~e~-~-tions th=~ t ca11 o~c~r 
in a pottery Srullple: b:~mperature difference between 
pottery sample and inert s&Llple Vei'SUS temperature 
of pottery Silillple (after Tite 1976). 
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These reactions indicate the specific minerals (for example, 
clay minerals or those of calcite) which in turn can 
provide an estimate of the original firing temperature of 
the pottery. The special advantage of this method is in 
the analysis of very fine-grained materials that are 
difficult to identify by petrographic methods. 
Kingery (1974) has showr1 that differential thermal 
analysis can be a useful tool for the study of hydration 
processes in some archaeological pottery. Enriquez et aZ. 
(1979) examined the pottery from the mouth of the Amazon 
river with D'I'A 'eo establish a correlation between the 
hydration phenomena and the observed changes in the iron 
oxides of the pottery. In this study, they found a 
correlat1.on between the size of DTA pea.k, the release of 
structural water, and the age.of the Amazonian pottery. 
It must be emphasized, however, ·that t.his technique 
for estimating the firing temperature has rather limited 
application since the majority of pottery samples only 
exhibit the uninformative low temperature peaks associated 
with loss of the absorbed water ar1d the combustion of 
organic material (Tite 1972:295). 
Thermal Expansion .Heasurements 
The the:t1Tlal expansion mei:hod is based on the 
assumption that if a fired clay ceramic is heated up 
steadily from room temperature, it exhibits normal 
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reversible thermal expansion characteristic of its 
mineralogical composition until temperatures comparable 
with the original firing temperature are reached. With 
a continued increase in temperature, the ceramic begins 
to contract since, superimposed on the reversible 
expansion, there is an irreversible shrinkage associated 
with the resumption of sintering (that is 1 when the .firing 
of the ceramic is continued beyond the point reached 
during its original firing}. The temperature at which 
expansion ceases and contraction begins should therefore 
provide an estimate of the original firing temperature, 
the former being defined as the 'shrinkage temperature' 
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Figure 3: Thermal expansion curves during heating (solid 
line) and cooling (dashed line} for typical 
pottery samples. (a) Post-medieval pottery: 
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(after Tite 1976) . 
Since the refi.ring shrinkage of sherds was used as 
an indicator of the original firing temperature in the 
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study of Greek pottery in 1907 (Le Chatelier 1907) satisfactory 
results have been obtained by many peopl(~ (JYlatson 19 3 7, 
1938, Kiefer 1956, Terrisse 1959 1 Eto 1963; and Roberts 1963). 
Further examples of this application are those by 
Matson (1937) , who observed <:m irreversible expansion 
at 500 - 800 °C for low fired American Indian pottery, and 
Cole and Crook (1962} who observed a complicated pattern 
of irreversible expansion and contraction for the Roman 
bricks. 
A very complete study has been carried out by 
Tite (1969). This has shown the validity and accuracy 
of the thermal expansion method for the determination of 
firing temperature in ancient ceramics. It depends on 
the firing temperature employed and the mineralogical 
composition of the clay. The following two cases are 
illustrative. 
Firstly, when the shrinkage temperature is less than 
700°C (that is, no vitrification takes place during firing) 
or when the ceramic contains calcite, the thermal expansion 
data can only provide a very approximate value for the 
equivalent firing temperature and must be considered in 
conjunction with the mineralogical data. 
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Secondly, when the shrinkage temperature is greater 
than 700°C (that is, some vitrification takes place during 
firing} then a value for the equivalent firing· temperature 
accurate to ±20°C for a single specimen, can be obtained 
from the thermal expansion data using their equation with 
a firing time of one hour assumed. 
Goodyear suggested the combination with another 
method. He used the thermal expansion method with the 
porosity method and the specific gravity method to 
determine the initial firing temperature (Goodyear 1971). 
These methods showed that Indian pottery was fired around 
950°C. However, as he suggested, this method can not be 
used for pottery fired belmv about 800 °C, yielding only a 
range estimation for such low fired pottery behveen 500 
to 700°C). Therefore, this technique is not suitable £o 
estimate the original firing temperature of most Pacific 
Island potteries. 
Porosity and Specific Gravity 
The Porosity and Specific Gravity of pottery have a 
close relationship and can be obtained from the same 
measurement. They have also been used for estimating 
the init~~al firing temperature. 'l'hese depend on the 
characteristic vitrification in clay. As mentioned above, 
clay usually increases in porosity up to about 750 - 850°C 



















Figure 4: Effect of increasing temperature on 










If the original firing was stopped in this stage, the 
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original firing temperature can be estimated by looking 
at. the point at which vitrification starts when it J.s 
refired. However, the original firing temperature must 
have been more than about 900°C for the method to work. 
Plant (1970) and Paramasivan (1967) used porosity 
measurement to determine firing temperature, although 
they did not indicate precisely the method used. The 
former studied the porosity change of biscuirt pottery 
after r~firing at different. temperatures. Four pieces 
of each sherd were refired at different temperatures 
(850, 950, 1050 and 1150°C) and showed a change in 
porosity. If the test pieces had been fired above the 
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tempero.ture a.t which thevitrification begins, the refiring 
tesJc may show the point at V'Jhich incipient vitrification 
\vas approached. On the other hand, if the test pieces 
had been fired at a lmver temperature than ·that at which 
vitrification begins, the results may only show the point 
at v;rhich the clay of the sample begins to vitrify. Plant 
does not seem to have paid attention to this latter 
problem. 
Most recently, pore structure analysis has been 
reported of use for characterizing and classifying ancient 
pottery (Morari u et a Z. 1977) . The pore structure of 
four groups of pottery divided by the estimated initial 
firing ternperatures using DTA was measured with a Carlo 
Erba mercury prosimeter. 'l'he res•.1.l ts revealed t.L'lat the 
higher the firing temperature the narrowe:r:- ·the pore size 
distribution. Some of the pore size distribution curves 
are very specific to a particular cultural origin. It 
could be of great interest to examine Pacific potteries 
by this method, to see whether they show different 
characteristic curves. 
On firing, the true specific gravity of pot:tery 
changes --~n inverse ratio to mineral inclusions, 
decomposition and change in the state of constituents, 
fusion, chemical reactions, and crystallization. The 
apparent. specific gravity is' further affected by change 
in pore space and the formation of bl.ebs. However, there 
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are so many factors operating, and specific gravity data 
are rendered difficul·t to interpret. Therefore, they have 
rarely been used in the study of prehistoric pottery 
(Matson 1945, Shepard 1956)" It can be of some use, 
however, when studied in relation vli th porosity. 
Specifically, the comparison of the relation br;_~tween these 
two characteristics before and after :refiring may show 
differences or similarities between several pottery 
assemblages. 
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
Recently, pottery sherds from Iraq dating from 
6000 B.C. to A.D. 750, and from Turkey from about 5000 B.C., 
have been examined using SEM by Tite and Maniatis (1975} . 
It shovlS how the elements determined on a larger sample 
by atomic absorption are distribu·ced at the microscopic 
level. Based on the stage which had been reached in t.he 
progressive development of vitrification, they divided 
the pottery in the four groups: 
belmv 85 0 ° c 
\ 
850°C - 1050°C 
1050°C - 1150°C 
above 1150°C 
The results showed that the firing temperature of mos·t of 
0 
the pottery from Iraq was bebTeen. 850 and 1050 C, but a fev.' 
were as high as 1050 - 1150°C, and some even over 1150°C. 
By comparison, sherds from Turkey were all fired under 800°C. 
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This method may be more useful in the future. However, 
it requires comparative standard exo.mples fired at known 
temperatures. These should have the same clay composition 
with those of the potsherds to be examined. Moreover, as 
Tite and Maniatis have suggested (1975:122), the 
relationship between firing temperature and soaking time 
must also be considered. Significantly faster heating 
ra·tes (say 80 0 °C per hour) and shorter soaking times (5 min.} 
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necessitate firing temperatures higher by about 50 C in 
order to achieve the same extent of vitrification. In 
such a case, such careful and delica·te work is not sui table 
for a large number of comparative analyses, but quite 
appropriate for the analysis of one assemblage. 
Although the clay which was used for the ancient 
pottery in the Pacific is still available; by and large 
the pottery was fired at a lower temperature than that 
which can be estimated by SEH. Therefore, this technique 
is not really suitable for Pacific pottery. 
Mossbauer Soectrometrv 
~ ... 
Mossbauer spectrum analysis is a useful technique for 
the determination of the oxidation state of iron and the 
symmetry of its irruuediate molecular environment. Since 
this method ~-vas first applied upon ancient pottery by 
Cousins and Dharmawardena (1969}, it has been used in 
order to obtain information on both the iron bearing 
minerals present in the clay as well as the firing 
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conditions. Cousins and DharmavJardena sugges t:ed that if 
the clay source of the pottery was knmvn, the fir.·ing 
temperature for the pottery could be estimated by comparing 
its spectrum \vi th ·chose of clay samples that have been 
fired to various known temperatures. 
Mossbauer spectra also provide information on the 
oxidation state of the iron present in the pottery as \•Tell 
as data on the atmospheric condition prevailing during 
firing. 
On the other hand, some studies of samples of different 
ages suggest that alteration in the iron oxides may be 
connected with subsequent hydration processes in the 
pottery in the archaeological site (Kostikas et al. 1976 , 
Danon et al. 1976). 
Mossbauer spectrometry has also been used for 
Japanese pottery, and has revealed that Jomon pottery and 
Haji pottery were fired under an oxidizing atmosphere, 
although the initial firing temperature cannot be 
determined easily. This technique has been applied 
successfully for Sue pottery which was fired in the kiln. 
The firing temperature has been estimated around 760 -
0 . -
1020 C (Maeda et aZ.. 1979, 1980). 
This technique is particularly useful for pnttery 
which has been fired in kilns, but t.~e analysis of low 
fired pottery in open air still presents some problems. 




The firing conditions of pottery have been examined 
by virtue of their magnetic properties, using material 
from northeastern Iran aged about 3000 B.C. (Coey et al. 
1979). 'l'hree kinds of sherds were analysed from two 
related sites comparing these vJi th clay fired in the 
laboratory under controlled conditions. Focussing on the 
parame-ters de-termined from the sherds' magnetic hys-teresis 
loops, they suggested that the distribution of iron among 
the mineral phases differs significantly from one type 
of ware to another, and also, that the firing temperatures 
vary co11siderably within each group. They suggested that 
test firings and magnetic anaiysis of other soils and pure 
clay minerals should be done in order to establish whether 
such main features as the appearance and disappearance of 
magnetite in reducing conditions, or the peak in the 
magnetization above 1000 °C in oxidizing condi t.ions, are 
invariant features, or are peculiar to particular clays 
(Coey et al. 1979:7777). 
This is a new method to characterise ancient pottery, 
and promises to offer some interesting results for Oceanic 
pottery about its firing condition. 
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CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
Modern analytical techniques of elemental analysis 
were first applied to the study of the provenance of 
pottery by Sayre and Dodson (1957) and Young and 
Whi tmore ( 19571. Recent developments in i:he methods for 
multi 1:race element analysis such as neutron activation 
analysis, X-ray fluorescence analysis and atomic absorption 
spectroscopy have increased the possibilities of obtaining 
information about trace element composition of pottery" 
Although this information is useful principally in the 
study of tl1e chemical composition of paints and glazes 
(Shepard 1956:145), it can also serve to fingerprint 
material from different geographic sources, even though 
trace elements may have little influence on the properties 
of the pottery itself (Millett and Catling 1967) . 
Some of the techniques used will be discussed 
separately below. 
OPTICJl .. L EMISSION SPECTROMETRY (OES) 
Optical emission spectrometry involves the excitation 
of the outer electrons of the atoms in the sample under 
analysi~~ The energy released when these electrons return 
to their unexcited ground sta·te appears in the spectrum 
near ultra-violet and visible light. This light consists 
of a number of sharply--defined wavelengths of spectral 
lines which are characteristic of the particular element 
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excited. The presence of different chemical elements is 
represent.ed by lines at specific places on the photographic 
plate, and their intensity is proportional to the percentage 
of the element. 'l'hus if a sample of unknown composition 
is run, and the identity of different lines are compared 
with that of a sample of known composition, then the 
chemical composition of the unknown element can be 
quantitatively estimated. Optical emission spectrometry 
has been extensively employed for the chemical analysis 
of pottery, and various studies are reviewed by Peacock 
(1970). However, Tite predicted that this technique would 
be increasingly replaced in the future by either neutron 
activation analysis or by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 
(Tite 1972~315). 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY (AAS) 
In atomic absorption spectrometry the atomised sample 
produces peaks in the near ultra-violet or visible light, 
with sharply defined wavelengths corresponding to the 
characteristic emission wavelength of t.he particular 
element chosen for analysis. This technique has many 
features in com:non vlith optical emission spectrometry 
althougl~~it is more accurate than the latter. Several 
years experience of the application of atomic absorption-
spectrophotometry has shmvn that this method provides 
information on t.he internal composition of an object 
rather than an analysis of its surface. 
However, the elements which are valuable for pottery 
analysis varies betvmen scholars and pottery examined. 
Four groups of problems are associated such as sampling 
and sample preparation, sample decomposition, standard, 
and instrumentation (Gritton 1978}. 
X-RAY DIFFP~CTION (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction is used to identify the mineral 
phases and chemical compounds pre.sent in archaeological 
artefacts. Until recently, it was used in potsherd 
classification (Drier 1939) and characterization (Young 
and Whitmore 1957). 
Although this technique was once thought to be limited 
in application f_c)r ceramic archaeclogy since clay minerals 
present in raw clays cannot be compared directly with the 
patterns· for fired clays (Shepard 1956:147, Matson 1960), 
X-ray diffraction has now been perfected t.o the point 
where it can be extensively used in the study of pottery 
to identify the clay minerals. It is particularly useful 
in determining the firing temperature using certain 
factors such as the relative proportions of calcium 
carbonate and clay minerals, and the types of clay mineral 
and the presence of fluxing impurities. After the potsherd 
is refired at temperatures below and above the estimated 
fi:;:.-.:L.ig tt-lr!}?•~:LaLt.ue, further mineralogical changes will 
be observed after refiring at the higher temperature,·but 
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not at the lower temperature (Tite 1972:324}. Perinet 
(1960) has estimated the firing temperature of pottery 
from the Mediterranean area using the calcium alumino-
silicates XRD pattern. Bimson (19 69) identified the 
high-temperature crystalline phases \t¥hich distinguished 
between the various hard-paste procelains produced in 
Europe after the sixteenth century A.D. 
X-~.Y FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETRY (XRF) 
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A major advantage of XRF is that it :i_s possible to 
directly analyse t:lH'; artefact, without the prior removal 
of a small sample. The method can be entirely non-
destructive. It is quantitatively useful for the analysis 
of all elements above calcium in the periodic table, 
but cannot normally be used for accurate determination 
of elements such as sodium, potassium, magnesiumr aluminium 
and silicon (Matson 1960:37). 
In considering the suitability of this method for 
analysis, it must be remembered that X-rays are strongly 
absorbed by matter and therefore ·the analysis relates 
only to a thin surface layer of the specimen. Consequently 
XPJ? is suita.ble for the identification of pigments, 
colouran?c.s a.nd the general nature of glasses and glazes, 
and partially for the composition of ceramic bodies \vhich 
Cd.wwt be destructively sampled. lo.ft.er Young and Whitmore 
(19S7} first used this technique to characterize the 
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composition of specific types of.Japanese and Chinese 
wares and excavated sherds, a number of studies have been 
reported (for example: Picon et aZ. 1~71, 1975, Poole 
and Finch 1972, Hall et al. 1973, Frierman et al. 1969, 
Birgul et al. 1979, Trigger et al. 1980). 
In the application of ·this method to pottery, the 
follmving problems must be considered. The material. is 
analysed only to a depth of about 0.01 to 0.1 mm; and thus 
if the surface has been treated in any '-/Jay, or if surface 
enrichment or depletion in elements has taken place during 
burial, the analysis may not be representative of the 
sample as a whole. In order to avoid this problem, 
samples of 2 - 5 gm can be crushed into a fine powder 
(after removal of the outer layers) and then made up 
into an artificiai 'pellet' , the surface of which can then 
be analysed giving a t.ruer picture of the chemical 
composition (Peacock 1970:378). 
In using energy dispersive XRF this t.ype of problem 
can be overcome by simply snapping the sherd to reveal 
a fresh interior portion, and analysing this part. 
NEUTH.ON AC'I'IVA'I'ION' ANAI,YSIS (Nl-.A) 
Neutron activation analysis involves the excitation 
of the a'l-:.omic nuclei and is achieved by bombarding t."l.e 
sample with neutrons in a nuclear reactor, inducing 'it•Jeak 
radioactivity. One of t .... ~e merits of this method is 
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that it provides an analysis of the entire specimen, 
rather than merely the thin surface layer which is 
analysed with X-ray fluorescence spectrometry. This 
method is nov7 being used to determine the concentrations 
of the minor and trace elements in a wide range of 
Inaterials; not only pottery, but also flint, obsidian, 
glass a.nd faience (Tite l972:278}. 
Hany studies have been done on pott.ery to date to 
help archaeologists investigate ceramic potsherds as to 
their origin, production period and other characteristics 
(for example, Ashwork and Abels 1966, Sayre 1972). 
However, only in the last few years has NAA been able to 
be extended over a large number of elements at the same 
time. Early Hork had been carried out on various groups 
of Mediterranean pottery (Sayre and Dodson 1957), on 
Samian ware (Emeleus 1960, Emeleus and Simpson 1960) and 
on pot.tery from a number of sites in America (Sayre 
et aZ. 1958, Bennyhoff and Heizer 1964). As Shepard 
(1956, 1966) has pointed out, one drawback with this 
work is that only the concentrations of sodium and 
manganese have been studied. Although the results show 
promise, it: is difficult to put much weight on 
characterization based on two elements. 
After several works were reviewed by Peacock (1970), 
a number of pottery analyses using NP.A have been published 
(for example: Sayre et aZ. 1971, Banterla et aZ.. 1973, 
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Abascal-M. et aZ. 1974, Davidson and HcKerrell 1976, 
Hancock 1976, Birglil et aZ. 1977, and Attas et al.l977). 
Amongst these the work of Perlman and Asaro (1969) is a 
particularly detailed account of a partially automated 
procedure (see also Widemann et aZ. 1975). Harbottle has 
studied potsherds from Knossos and Mycenae which had 
already been analysed at Oxford (1970). The results 
indicated that this procedure can be a useful complement 
to the emission spectrography. 
Recently, Roman coarse ware from Cyrenaica has been 
studied (Krywonos et aZ. 1980) and the difference of 
uranium content in pot.tery was also examined using 
delayed neutron counting to identify the clay source 
involved (Filberth et aZ. 1980). This study simply 
shmved the similarity of uranium content for the same 
type of pottery. However, more detailed multi-element 
analysis is required, and the tempered material must be 
considered. 
The NAA technique promises to be most useful in the 




Because of variations in geological background, it is 
possible to distinguish the products of different regions 
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on t.he. basis of the rock temper such as andesite, basalt, 
tuff and sand-stone which are added to the clay according 
to their local availability. 
The most extensive pe·trographic studies of pottery 
have been made by Shepard (1936, 1939, 1942, 1948a, 1948b, 
1952) • Shepard has studied in careful detail the 
mineralogical, chemical, and physical properties of the 
pottery; and has ree.h able to trace the sources of raw 
materials and trade wares (19 3 6 1 19 42) , and L~e chemical 
nature and the r.:irobable single source of Plumbate, a 
widely distributed ware found in Central Ameri::::a (1948a). 
Elsewhere, a number of petrographic analyses have 
been successively carried out (for example: German 
pottery by Buttler and Obernauer 1934, and Otto 1939 1 
some sherds from •rroy by Felts 1942, an extensive study 
on a series of sherds from Hellenistic capitals by Matson 
1939, 1943,. 1945, 195la, 195lb, 1953, 1956, and Indian 
pottery from Michigan also by Matson 1937, 1938). 
References to this technique in the Russian lit.erature 
are found in papers by Krug (1965) and Petrun (1966). 
Most of these workers have successfully distinguished 
the clay sources· .or traded pottery (for example, see 
Peacock 19 68) . 
This technique has given very successful result.s in 
the Pacific area (Dickinson and Shutler 19 79} . Exot.ic 
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minerals, identified in thin sections, have been used to 
determine prehistoric trade and movement of pottery. 
Petrological examination, however, can only be 
used to ident.ify the source of the raw materials when 
distinctive minerals or rock fragments are present, 
particularly igneous or metamorphic rock fragments. 
Therefore it is usually impossible to say very much about 
the provenance of such commonplace materials as quartz 
sand, sometimes the only inclusion present in much 
pottery. In such cases, heavy mineral analysis is a 
useful approach (Tite 1972:226). 
HEAVY MINERAL ANALYSIS 
Since Peacock's formative paper outlining the 
archaeological potential of heav-y mineral separation 
(1967), this method has been increasingly employed as a 
useful· way of distinguishing between pot.tery fabrics as 
well as for indicating the likely areas of origin for 
particular wares. For example, Peacock has been able not 
only to distinguish two distinct categories of the black-
burnished ware found on Roman sites throughout Britain, 
but has also indicated its scale of trading. Identification 
of the heavy mineral grains after petrological examination 
provides the key to the kind of geological formation from 
which the material came. A corpus of .information on the 
dis t.ribution of heavy minerals throughou·i: the geological 
sysl:.eru is uvailab1e for certain parts of the world such 
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as Britain. The most re\'llarding results achieved by 
heavy mineral analysis have usually been carried out on 
fairly coarse fabrics, heavily tempered with sand, which 
normally provide:. a large assemblage of heavy minerals 
(for example: Romano-British black-burnished ware by 
Williams 1977, Dales ware by Loughlin 1977, and early 
medieval Class 'E I -..vare by Peacock and Thomas 1967) •. 
This method 1s excessively laborious, time-consuming 
and not suitable for routine examination. !~oreover, 
detailed background geological survey reports are 
required for the method to be useful. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Three kinds of properties of pottery (physical, 
chemical and mineralogical) have been discussed above. 
The choice of which analyt.ical method to use in a 
particular instance depends on the condition of the 
samples as viell as the type of pottery technology involved. 
Horeover, it can vary depending on .the purpose of the 
study or the problem being analysed. Hultiple analyses 
for one assemblage are desirable in some cases. 
For example, Harper (1944) used thin sections, 
hardness; rolr.ur; Find rpri r inn -fnr ;::~ c: t-nilu nf Tnr'l i ;.;n --· ---------_, --- -- ------J. ~-- ----------
pottery. Similarly 1 Farns1.vorth (19 70) chose thin 
sect.ions, spectrographic and neutron aci:.i va tion analysis, 
X-ray diffraction analysis, and the firing tests for 
Corinthian pottery. Hammond (1971, on the other hand, 
used colour, hardness, thickness, porosity, and the 
refiring test for pottery from Iran. Matson (19 71) 
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studied the firing temperature used in Ancient Mesopotamian 
pottery using colour, hardness, loss of weight in refiring, 
true specific gravity, the firing shrinkage, porosity and 
thin section. From this study, he suggested that colour 
and loss of weight are useful, while hardness and true 
specific gravity have limited application (ibid.:72). 
Physical properties may sufficiently indicate most of 
the manufacturing techniques of ancient pottery. Among 
them, colo11r and hardness are not suitable for the 
comparative analysis of a number of pottery assemblages f1:om 
different areas because they vary. wi t.h too many other 
facto:rs such as clay, temper, firing condition, and so on. 
However, physical properties do offer some information. 
about firing conditions, and such analysis can be especially 
useful when the sherds are refired in t.he laboratory. 
Manufacturing techniques (for example, shaping methods 
and surface finish) have also been observed by ar:chaeologists. 
Although the technique observed on late pottery is similar 
to that from the ethnographic data, one can only conjecture 
that it is the same as that for the prehis·t9ric pottery. 
For example, evidence of slip which appears in thin sections, 
may actually be the result of such factors as partial 
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oxidation, or bloom caused by salt and not a slip. 
Porosity may be of some value r.vhen comparing a number 
of different assemblages from different clay sources, 
particularly after using the refiring test. Several 
factors such as clay, temper and firing condition must 
be taken into account in order to interpret the results. 
The correlation between specific gra-vity and porosity 
may also indicate interesting features between different 
assemblages. 
Firing temperature is of great interest to the 
archaeologist. It may provide information on the 
technological capabilities of the potters. However, no 
definite way of estimating the original firing temperature 
has been accurately establish~d yet, although the 
combination of several techniques have proved effective 
for estimating the limits in low fired potteries. Based 
on the archaeological and ethnographical evidence, it is 
assumed that Oceanic pottery '\.vas fired in an open fire. 
This supposition allows us to est.imate the maximum firing 
0 temperature as normally below 1000 C. Petrological and 
x-ray diffraction analyses are recommended to estimate 
the t.en1perature of this low fired pottery. 'I'hese both 
examine t11ose minerals which exist only at cert:ain 
temperatures. 
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Studies of the chemical properties of ancient pottery 
are still developing, and as yet there is little agreement 
as to which elements are the most useful. These analyses 
can be valuable only after a number of multiple analyses 
of one assemblage have been completed. In Ocean:D.a, much 
basic inforntation in this field, is still required. 
Multiple analysis is desirable for Pacific pottery at 
this stage. However, it will be some time before information 
is available on a broad front in the Pacific islands. 
Amongst the various properties which require study, 
physica.l properties stand out as especially worthy of 
examir.ation at this early stage. To date, there is 
practically no information on this subject. The main 
focus of this present work was therefore related to 
physical analysis. 
In particular, degree of temper was examined 
using the thin sect.ion method. Porosity before and 
0 
after refiring to 1000 C was measured to examine 
whether peculiar tendencies or differences could be 
observed between island groups or between major regions 
of the Pacific (northern and southern Pacific islands) . 
Finally, magnetic susceptibility was determined before 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
It is necessary for this kind of exploratory study 
to examine as many assemblages as possible from throughou·t 
Oceania. A request was made to a number of archaeologists 
known to have immediate access to excavated assemblages 
for a sample of about 30 'thumb-sized' sherds from any 
discrete cultural assemblage from the Pacific Islands. 
Pottery from thirty twc assemblages were offered from 
eleven archaeologists. However, two of these assemblages 
were excluded from this study because of the uncertain status 
of the assernblage in one case (New Hebrides surface 
collection) , and small size in another {Santa Cruz) . 
The selected assemblages also include a few sherds 
later found to be unsuitable. The sherds actually chosen 
for study were selected for t.heir size (about 3 x 3 cm) 
and physical condition (solid enough for survival under 
low pressure in a vacuum. 'rhe individua·l assemblages 
are as follows. A sum.rnary of the IT)ateri.al available for 
this study is g·iven in 'I'able 2. 
ASSEMBLAGE J.: REEF ISLANDS I.APITA WARE 
Three of s1x sites on the Main Reef Islands in the 
Santa Cruz Group were excavated by Green in 1970. An 
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assemblage of pottery ex cava t.ed from these sites belongs 
to the Lapi ta pottery tradition. 'rhe oldest radiocarbon 
date for this assemblag·e is 1005±95 B.C.* 
Roughly one third of the excavated~ sherds v1ere 
decorated. The decorative system has been analysed by 
Donovan (1973). Most of ttle pottery was manufactured 
within the Main Reef Islands, while a few exotic tempered 
sherds are thought to derive from the nearby Santa Cruz 
Group (Dickinson 1978a:6-8, Green 1976:261). 
A grab sample of 23 plain sherds was selected from 
the materials excavated from r.ayer I of the Nenumbo site 
on the island of Ngangaua. There is every reason to expect 
that these 23 sherds constitute a distinct cultural 
assemblage. 
ASSEMBLAGE 2: BANKS ISLANDS ~"/ARE 
An assemblage of pottery on the Banks Islands 
situated bet:ween Santa Cruz and the New Hebrides was 
excavated by Ward in 1973. The major excavation was 
conducted on the Pakea Islet and this produced a 
considerable number of pot:sherds. Despite a re1ati vely 
small proportion of decorated pottery (6%), there is a 
wide range of vessel, rim and lip forms. These sherds 
c>..re considered to be related to the Mangaa;=d style pottery 
from the Cen·tral New Hebrides. in terms of inclusions, 
All radiocarbou dates in tl1is th.esis J:~~::fe:r:- to the old 
half life without secular correction. Where t.he 
status of the date is uncertain.i then it is designa.ted t. 
construction and finishing techniques and other 
observations concerning firing and manufacturing 
condition. 
Two sherds exhibited a difference in the radio-
graphic anaJysis; these were distinguished from the 
main assemblage and called Pakea II by Ward. The 
time range of the major occupation layer L3b is 
55-430 B.C.t. However ·this pottery appears up to t.he 
presen·t ground surface. 
A grab sillnple of 22 sherds excavated from Pakea 
Islet and 12 sherds collected from the ground surface 
of other islets (two each from Mota, Mota Lava 1 Gaua 
and Va.nua Lava and four from Rowa) was selected for 
the present study. The former includes two sherds 
of the Pakea II type of pottery (AH720 and AH721) . 
In view of the range of circumstances of finding 
these various sherds, we cannot be fully confident that 
it forms one single cultural assemblage. 
ASSEMBLAGE 3-4: TAUMAKO 
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An-assemblage of pottery on the Polynesian Outlier 
of 'I'aumako in the eastern Solomon Islands was excavated 
by Leach and Davidson in 19Ft/ 18. Apart trom one or t\vo 
sherds, it appears that this entire assemblage dates 
between 0·-1000 B.C. 
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This pottery belongs to an essentially plain ware 
tradition, although there are rare examples of bo·th 
dentate stamped and incised decoration. The cultural 
affini i.:ies of the assemblage are s·till ·the subject 
of study, but may b2 considered similar to material 
from other Polynesian outliers such as Anuta. 
Petrographic study of the assemblage has sho\'m there 
to be about equal proportions of she~ds with andesitic 
temper and pyroxenic temper. Both these temper types 
are indigenous to Taumako. A few late sherds have 
exotic temper, and were clearly brought into the 
island group. These were not included in the present 
study. This petrological division of the pottery is a 
convenient basis for separating the following two 
sub-assemblages for study as ~allow. 
A grab sample of 24 sherds 'vas selected from the 
material available, subjectively covering the range 
of variation. 
Asf:>em!)lage 4: Taumako Pyroxenic Ware 
I 
A grab sample of 18 sherds was selected from this 
material, again in an atte.rnpt to ·cover the range available. 
ASSEHBLAGES 5-7: NATUNUKU 
A sherd·-rich site at Natunuku on the north west 
coast of Viti Levu 1 Fiji "Vlas excava·l:ed by Shaw in 1966. 
The excavated sherds are classified mainly into three 
types - Dentate stamped and Plain Lapita ware, Paddle 
Impressed Ware, and the incised and plain late ware. 
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The oldest radiocarbon date for the Lapita horizon 
is 1290±10cO. B.C. lUthough a brief decorative study has 
been done (Shaw +975), the whole collection is presently 
under active analysis, mainly in the decorative systems. 
The petrographical analysis revealed two distinctly 
different temper types., one certainly indigenous and one 
possibly foreign (Dickinson 1971) • 
Three sub-assemblages for study are as follow; each 
·can probably be considered discrete cultural assemblages. 
Assemblage 5: Natunuku Lapita Ware 
A grab sample of 24 decorated and plan sherds was 
selected from this group. 
Assemblage 6: Natunuku Paddle Impressed Ware 
Only four sherds from this assemblage were available 
for study. 
~ssernbla.ge 7: Natunuku Late Incised \'/are 
A grab sample of 20 incised and plain sherds was 
slected from this group. 
ASSEMBLAGE 8: SIGATOKA PADDLE IMPRESSED vlARE 
Birks and Birks excavated i:he Sigatoka dune site 
in 1965/66 (Birks 1973). Pottery belonging to both the 
Lapita and an Impressed ware tradition was recovered. 
The date for the former tradition is about 500 B.C., 
while lOO B.C. is a date for ·the latt.er. Only sherds 
of the Paddle Impressed txadi t.ion was available for 
study. Six rim sherds and five base sherds v.1ere 
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select.ed, Some of these sherds may belong to the same pot. 
ASSEMBLAGE 9-14: YANUCA 
A' large collection of pottery was excavated by 
Birks and Birks in 1966 from the floor of a rock shelter 
on Yanuca Island, southeast Viti.Levu. They have been 
classified into three major groups according to their 
decorative method and time depth. Dentate Stamped 
Lapita Ware and the associated Plain Ware were found 
in the earliest period, the esti_mated age for which 
is 1150 B.C. - A.D. 1450. The middle period consists 
of Paddle Impressed Ware and an associated Plain Nare. 
The Paddle Impressed Ware is further divided into 
tvm types based on difterences of ·the design on the 
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paddle - cross hatch and parallel rib. The age for the 
middle period has been estimated to be 50 B.C. - A.D. 950. 
Only plain sherds were found from the late period, and 
the age is about A.D. 1350-1750. The decorative 
system at this site has been studied by Hunt (1980). 
Petrographic analysis·has shown that the pottery 
is indigenous to Yanuca (Dickinson 1971~113). 
A grab sample of 98 sherds was selected from these 
assemblages .. Th.ey have been classified into the following 
6 sub-assemblages according to the differences mentioned 
above. 
Assemblage 9: Yanuca Early Lapita Decorated vJare 
A sample of 15 sherds was available. 
Assemblage 10: Yanuca Early Plain Ware 
A sample of 28 sherds was available. 
Assemblage 11: Yanuca Middle Period Carved-Paddle 
Impressed ilParallel-Rib) Ware 
A sample of 15 sherds was available. 
?\Ssell'lbli.,ige 12: Yanuca Middle Period Carved-Paddle 
Impressed. (Cross-Hatch) Ware 
A sample of 15 sherds was available. 
Assemblage 13: Yanuca Middle Period Plain Ware 
A sawple of 15 sherds was available. 
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Assemblage 14: Yanuca Late Plain Ware 
A sample of l 0 sherds was avaj_lable. 
Clearly 1 some of these assemblage dist.inctions may 
not necessarily denote discrete cultural status. In 
particular, the plain and decorated sherds could belong 
to identical pots. It is probably wise to consider 
the possibility that these assemblages should be grouped 
into three-- early, middle and late. 
ASSEMBLAGE 15-17: LAKEBA 
An assemblage of pottery was excavated on Lal~eba 
Island in the Lau Islands, F'iji by Best and Rog,ers in 
1975/76 (Best 1977). The excavation of a rock-shelter 
demonstrated a sequence of three major ceramic styles 
on the island. The early assemblage belongs to the 
Lapi ta pot.tery t.radition, and has yielded dates 
ranging from 1050 to 650 B.C. The Paddle Impressed 
Ware followed, and has been dat:ed from about A.D. 250 t.o 50. 
Tlie Late Plain Ware, which has a different mineral content, 
has been dated between A.D. 990 and 1350. Various kinds 
of analyses on the pottery assemblage, are under progress 
by Best. 
Petrographi e i'lna ly!=: is has revea_led the:'-1: the sand 
tempers are indigenous to Lakeba or the Lau group as a 
'ilhole (Dickinson 1978b). A grab sample of 50 sherds 
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was separated (by Best} into three groups according to 
the time sequence as follows: 
Ass~mblage 15: Lakeba Lapita W?-re 
A sample of 30 sherds including five which are 
dentate stamped, vvere available. 
Assemblage 16: Lakeba Paddle Impressed Ware 
A sample of four sherds were available. 
Assemblage 17: Lakeba Late Plain Ware 
A sample of 16 sherds were available of this 
type. 
However, asse.mblage 16 was so small in number 
that ithad to be treated with Asse.mblage 17 in the 
presen·t study. Thus, one of the assemblages must be 
considered mixed in composition. 
ASSEMBLAGE 18 MULIFANUA LAPITA WARE 
A numer of potsherds were collected from the Ferry 
Berth site at Mulifanua, Western Upolu. This site, 
about ldO m offshore in the lagoon, is submerged under 
sea water. The sherds were discovered during dredging 
for t-h,::. -fpr;··v. ---·- -- -- -~ -
Pottery from Mulifanua belongs to the Lapita 
pott.ery tradition and has been dated to 940±80 B.C. 
About 8% of the sherds are decorated (dent.ate stamped, 
incised and applique) and have been described by 
Green (1974c). Petrographic study reveals that these 
sherds are indigenous to Samoa (Dickinson 1974b). 
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A grab sample of 28 sherds was selected for the 
present study, ar.d forms a· discrete cul tura.l assemblage. 
ASSEMBLAGE 19: VAILELE THICK COARSE WARE 
The Vailele. site in northern Upolu was excavated by 
Green in 1963/64. The excavated sherds belong to the 
Polynesian Plain ware tradition and have been classified 
into two types ·- Thin Fine Ware and Thick Coarse Ware, 
the same as those at the Sasoa' a site. 'l'he proportion 
of these two types of pottery is different at different 
site locations in the Vailele valley. For example, 
Va-1 had only 0.3% of the ~hin ware, while Va-4 had 86.5%. 
On the whole, Thin Fine ware appears to be earlier than 
the Thick coarse, although they overlap in age. Radiocarbon 
dates for this pottery are about A.D. 100. These sherds 
are indigenous to Samoa, according to the petrographic 
analysis (Dickinson 1969) . 
A grab sample of 20 sherds of the 'chick coarse ware 
was selected for analysis, and is a tight cultural unit 
for st.udy. 
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ASSEMBLAGE 20-21: SASOA'A 
A considerable number of pottery sherds were 
excavated from Sasoa'a, eastern Upolu by Green in 1967. Tne 
two same types of pottery as Vailele were found 
Thin Fine ware and Thick Coarse ware. The Thin Fine 
Ware preceded Thick Coarse ware although there is a 
chronological overlap between the two. The radiocarbon 
dates suggest that this pottery dates to before the 
Christian Era. 
Assemblage 29: Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware 
A grab sample of 30 sherds was selected from this 
. group. 
Asserrblage 21: Sasoa I a rrhick. Coarse \.Vare 
A grab sample of 28 sherds were chosen from this 
group.' 
These two assemblages may not necessarily represent 
discrete cultural units, particularly in view of the 
time overlap. It is possible that there is a functional 
difference in the pottery. This possibility should be 
kept inrmind in considering the results obtained later • 
.. r"foi"'"'',,.I'T"">T..,..r'i'T":" "")"') "'\~ .. 1t.lf~T"\T"''\'1o."f~ T""'T"h'lo"T""I""' 
/:"'!..0 L) DL'!.D.u.t"i\.;ID 1[.. k- ,E.,..;> ;: L'U~..Lhl~.t-1 .L.ul.Jtll'HJ.::> 
'l'wo major types of pottery have been found from the 
Nariana Islands, raentioned in Chapter I. One of the most 
undisturbed islands 1 Ro·ta, was surveyed and excavated 
by Takayama three times in 1970/71, 1971/72, and 1975. 
The Muchon site, situated on the north end of Rota, 
showed a pottery sequence from earlier I·1arianas Red, 
to a later type, Marianas Plain. The oldest date for 
the Harianas Red Ware (1527±200 B.C.) was obtained from 
Saipan by Spoehr (1957). The date for the Marianas 
Plain Ware is about A.D. 800. 
Petrographic study has revealed that these sherds 
are indigenous tb the Mariana Islands (Dickinson 1977) . 
Assemblage 22: Marianas Red Ware 
A grab sample of 17 sherds was selected. They 
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were excavated from Layers VI and VII of the M-4 site, 
Rota. Because most of the available sherds of this type 
were small and friable, the number: of sherds which could 
be examined in this study was restricted. 
Assemblage 23: Marianas Plain Ware 
A grab sm~ple of 30 sherds was selected from those 
available. 
These two assemblages can probably be considered 
as reasonably distinct. 
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ASSEt-1BLAGE 24-26: YAP 
The Pernrang site, 'irvhich has a substantial pottery 
assemblage, and the Boldanig site in southern Yap were 
re-excavated by Takayama and Intoh in 1980. Three 
chronological types of pottery were excavated, although 
considerable overlapping wa:s observed. The earliest 
type is a Calcareous Pottery and dates back to about 
200 B.C. The Unlaminated pottery was excavated from the 
middle layers. 'l'his Unlarninated Ware has been 
identified by Spoehr as Marianas Plain Ware (Gifford and 
Gifford 1959:181). Although these are somewhat similar 
in appearance, more careful physic~l or petrographic 
examinations may prove otherwise. It is not obvious 
when Unlaminated ~vare changes into Laminated ware; 
however, Laminated ware is identical with the pottery 
knmvn ethnographically. Petrographic analysis has 
revealed that most of the pottery is indigenous to Yap, 
while some sherds may be derived frci:rr. elsewhere, perhaps 
from the Philippines (Dickinson 198lb). 
A grab sample of 3'7 sherds \vas selected for this 
study. They are all from the Pemrang site. 
A~~embl~ge 25: Yap Middle Period Unlaminated Ware 
A grab sample of 30 sherds excavated from Pemrang 
cl1C1ser1 frorn tl1.ose available 1 and one sl1e:rd 
from the Boldanig site. 
Assemblage_ 26: Yap Late Lc.mina.ted \.>Vare 
A grab sample of 30 sherds \vas selected from the 
Pemrang site, and three sherds from Boldanig. 
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In view of the overlapping chronology relating to 
these assemblages, some caution is needed in considering 
them as discrete cultural units. 
ASSEMBLAGE 27: NGULU ISLAND WARE 
Ngulu, an atoll situated behveen Yap and Palau, was 
dug by Intoh and Takayama in 19 80 (Intoh n. d.) • Tvm of 
five excavated areas produced a nUl-nber of sherds. These 
potsherds are believed to have been imported from nearby 
high islands, such as Yap and Palau. This conclusion is 
supported by petrographic analysis (Dickinson 198lb). 
The oldest radiocarbon date is A.D. 190±75. 
A grab sample of 30 sherds 'das selected from the 
material available. This sample must be considered to 
be a mixed assemblage. 
ASSEI-1BLAGE 2 8: PALAU PI.AIN Wli.RE 
A general survey and some test excavations on Palau 
islands were undertaken by Takayama et a'l. in 1977/78 
(_•rakayama 1979, Takaya.'lla, et al. 1980). Pottery from 
Palau is not easily subdivided into distinct categories 
as mentioned in Chapter II. Host of the sherds from 
Palau are plain, although there are a fevl decorated 
pieces. As the material available for the present 
study was a surface collection, the age is not known. 
It may be noted in passing, however, that the earliest 
date obtained for pottery on Palau is 1120±400 B.C.t 
(Osborne 1979:236-239). 
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A grab sample of 30 sher.ds from Palau was selected 
for this study; this includes 18 from Alptaciel Island, 
nine excavated sherds from Kayangel atoll, and two from 
Angaur Island. In spite of the surface collection, they 
may form one single cultural assemblage. 
ASSEMBLAGE 29: FEFAN ISLAND CALCAREOUS WARE 
An assemblage of pottery "\'Jas excavated on Fefan 
island in the Truk group by Shutler et al. in 1977 
(Shutler et aZ. 1978). These sherds were discovered 
from the sea bottom during dredging. Although no 
definite stratigraphy was observed, a radiocarbon date 
of 70±8? B.C. was obtained. 
Petrographic analysis has revealed that these 
sherds were manufactured in the Truk Islands (Dickinson 
1978c). 
A grab sample of 22 sherds were selected. Most of 
these were obt.a.ined as a surface collection from the 
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beach but four were excavated from the TKFE site. There 
is every reason to believe that they constitute a distinct 
cultural assemblage. 
ASSEMBLAGE 30: NAN MADOL PLAIN WARE 
The Nan Madol site on Ponape was surveyed and 
considerable pottery was obtained by Athens in 1979 
(Athens 1980). Most of the sherds are plain except for 
a few rim sherds which have some indentations. The dates 
for these sherds range from about 1200 to 1400 A.D. 
A grab sample of 29 large sherds was selected from 
these available. Petrographic analysis suggests that 
some sherds from the site come from outside Pona.pe 
(Landis 1981: pers. corru:n.), so the discreteness of this 
assemblage can only be advanced with caution. 
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Reef Islands Lapita Ware 
Banks Islands Ware 
Taumako Andesitic Ware 
Tamnako Pyroxenic Ware 
Natunuku Lapita ~vare 
Natunuku Paddle Impressed \vare 
Natunuku Late Incised \flare 
Sigatoka Paddle Impressed Ware 
Yanuca Early Lapita De.corat.ed Ware 
Yanuca Early Plain Ware 
Yanuca Middle Period Carved-Paddle 
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Impressed (Cross-Hatch) Ware 
Ya.nuca Middle Period Plain Ware 
Yanuca Late Plain Ware 
Lakeba Lapita Ware 
Lakeba Paddle Impressed Ware 
Lakeba Late Plain Ware 
Mulifanua Lapita Ware 
Vailele Thick Coarse Ware 
Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware 
Sasoa'a Thick Coarse Ware 
Marianas Red Ware 
Mar ia na s i? la in vlar e 
Yap Early Calcareous Ware 
Yap Middle Period Unlaminated Ware 
Yap Late Laminated ~vare 
Ngulu Plain \\Tare 
Palau Plain VJare 
Fefan Island Calcareous Hare 
Nan Madol Plain I'Jare 
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POROSITY MEASUREHENTS · 
Clays are a mixture of grains of many shapes and 
si:les, and in ·the burning process they are sintered 
together by partial fusion of the material, although 
there is no complete melting. It follows that a 
fec.ture of the fired product will be the existence of 
innumerable fine spaces and passages of irregular 
shapes and varying size penetrat.ing it in all directions. 
'I'hcse spaces wi-thin the body of the mat.erial are called 
pores. Figure 5 shows the various kinds of pores. 
a = Channel pores 
b = Loop pores 
c == Blind alley pores 
d = Pocket pores 
e = Sealed pores 
{after Butterworth 1948) 
Figure 5: Th~ various types of pore 
The volume of pores are obtained as follows: 
Apparent volume ::: V a 
True Voll.:une = Vt 
Bulk Volume = vb 
Volume of closed pores 
Volume of open pores. 










= V0 +Vo = Vb-Vt 
The Volume of the pore space, and t.he size and shape 
of pores affect density, strength, permeability, degree 
of resistance and so on (see Shepard 1956:126). The 
porosity of the pottery may be described in two ways: 
True PorosH:y and Apparent Porosity. True Porosity 
measures the total pore space and Apparent Porosity 
expresses the relative volume of the open pores only. 
There is lit·tle differences in the two values in low-fired 
pottery, which lacks sealed pores to any degree. Thus, 
Apparent. Porosi t.y is likely to be a satisfactory measure 
of the porosity of Oceanic Pottery. For this reason, 
and the difficulty of measuring True Porosity, only 
Apparent Porosity was measured in this study. 
There are several methods \vhich could be used to 





Air Poro~imeter method 
The irnrnersi0n !'Q.etl!od l1as bec.:r1 eho~~:11 t~ be 
theoretically unreliable. A little of the entrapped air 
may find its way out in the course of long continued 
soaking, but the pores will not be filled completely, 
even after the brick has been immerced for months 
(Buttenrorth 1948:70). 
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The Boiling--in-Air method is very time consuming and 
is not recommended. For example, boiling for three hours 
in the open air results in the same level of water 
impregnation as boiling in a vacuum for one hour. 
Furthermore, boiling in air results in a loss of weight 
due to dissolved material (1-2%), and a gain in weight 
due to rehydration (ibid.:98l). This problem may also 
occur in the Boiling-in-Vacuo method. 'I'he vacuu.rn 
method is widely accepted as the most trustworthy way 
of determining porosity, although if only a. poor vacuum 
is available, the boiling in vacuo method can also be 
recommended (ibid. :979). 
Another quite different method of measuring porosity 
takes advantage of the relation between the pressure and 
volume of a gas, usually air. The specimen is tested 
dry and no \vetting is necessary. Quite a variety of 
instruments have been devised to work on tl1is principle. 
They all measure, not the volume of the pores, but the 
net volume of the material enclosing the pores, 
the overall volume (bulk volume) is easy to measure, the 
volume of the pores can be worked out by simple 
subtraction (bulk volume minus apparent volume). One 
method is to use an air porosimeter (~utterworth 1948). 
These air expansion methods of measuring porosity have 
some attractive features, but there are still problems 
that need further experimental work ·to clarify~ This 
method of measurement also needs greater skill and more 
refined apparatus than water absorp·tion methods. For 
these reasons, the method is not widely recommended by 
cerarnic testing laboratories, although it is possible it 
may be increasingly adopted in future (Grirnshaw 1965: 
421-424). 
The common Vacuum method has been thoroughly tested 
in various laboratories and has proven reliability, so 
long as certain precautions are taken. This method was 
therefore used for this present study. 
'rhe following equipment was used for the porosity 
measurements. A Qualtrex analytical oven (set at 110°C) 1 
a glass desiccator containing silica gel, a vacuum 
chamber which can be evacuated down to 100 Torr, and a 
Sartorious top loading digital balance with a precision 
of 0 .·001 _grn. To obtain the weight of potsherds suspended 
in water, a \vire cage was attached to the underside hook 
of the digital balance, passing through a vibration free 
concrete bench, and placed within a 5 litre beaker of 
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water in which a few drops of a wetting agent (Triton) had 
been added, to overcome surface tension problems. 
The follovving three weight measurements for each 
sherd are required: the Dry Weight (We) of the sherd, 
the Wet Weight (Ww), and the weight submerged (Ws) in 
water. Using these measurements, Water Absorption, Bulk 
Density, Specific Gravity and Apparent Porosity can be 
calculated. 'l'he formulae are given below. In order to 
become familiar with a standard method bf porosity 
measurement, the·ceramic Laboratory of McSkimmings Ceramic 
Industries Limited was visited. Three modern tiles were 
obtained from McSkirrunings and each broken in half. These 
separate pieces were then tested to see if the same 
porosity could be obtained. All sherds were also measured. 
by the laboratory technicians at McSkimmings in order to 
cross-check results. Their results are given below in 
Table 3 • 
TABLE 3 : The porosity measurements of the tile Standards 
we Ws Ww WA AP BD SG 
#1 94.42 170.29' 94.42 ]3.07 25.95 1.98 2. 68 
#2 82.92 149.39 82.92 12.85 25.59 1. 99 2. 68 
#3 77.18 140.01 77.18 13,69 26.83 1.96 2. 68 
#4 63.48 114.41 115.41 13.91 27.13 1.95 2. 68 
#5 95.8'9 59.69 106.18 10.73 22.13 2.06 2.65 
#6 56.10 35.15 62.20 10.87 22.55 2. 07 2. 68 
#1 & #?, #3 & #4, #5 & #6 ? .. re ....... ':"' , ,.... ,.... cf ,..1,....,....._....:1- .L:~- -M• .J-1 ...... sarut! I:'_ ......... ._.. ...;J-.L\;".;;.1-\,.l,::) .L..L.VJ.U L.J.J..t: 
tile. 
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Initial attempts to obtai!l the same values on these 
tiles as those achieved by the Ceramic Laboratory tests 
clearly demonstrated hov-1 difficult it is to ob·tain 
reliable and repeatable results. Extreme care is 
required, and the modern brick tiles measured by 
McSkimmings were used as 'Standards' to act as frequent 
cross checks of the reliability of all subsequent 
measurements. 
Preferably, 30 sherds for each assemblage should be 
available, to give a knowledge of the statistical 
variation present. Some sherds of Oceanic pottery were 
found to disintegrate during vacuum impregnation. The 
size should be at least about 3 x 3 cm. Smaller pieces 
will result in unacceptable errors in measuring the 
Wet Weight (see below) . Pottery from one assemblage 
is measured during one experimental series to prevent . 
any accidental admixture with other assemblages. One-of 
.the Standard sherds should be examin€d with each assemblage 
to test on the accuracy of results at every point in the 
procedure. The experimental procedure is as follows. 
Firstly 1 the sherds are cleaned with compressed air 
and placed in the Qualtrex analytical oven set at 110°C 
for one night in order to obtain ·the Dry Weight (W0 ) . 
'J'hPy i'lrP then pJ;:,r:ed in the desicc2to.!· E!""!.der vacuu!l..1 fo.!" 
a few hours to cool down in a dry atmosphere. When cool, 
the shc:rds are taken out from the desiccator and w·eighed 
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immediately on the digital balance. Since these dried 
sherds quickly absorb moisture from the air 1 only three 
sherds are taken out of the desiccator to be weighed at 
any time. This method of measuring the Dry Weight yields 
very accurate and repeatable results; the possible error 
* is only ±0.1% . 
Soon after t.he Dry Weight is obtained, the following 
steps are taken to obtain the suspended weight, while 
the sherds are sufficiently dry. 
They are put in a clean dry five litre beaker. If 
the sizes of the sherds are fairly large, it is preferable 
to divide them into two groups and measure each group 
separately. Otherwise, the sherds near the bottom can be 
crushed by the weight of the upper sherds when they are 
saturated in the water under vacuum. The beaker is then 
placed in the vacuum chamber, and a plasJcic hose (\'Jhich 
is connected to. t.he inside of the chamber) inserted in 
the beaker. The end of the hose should be a little 
higher than the upper level of the sherds to prevent 
contact with any bubbles when \vater is let into the 
beaker. After the door is shut, the vacuum chamber is 
evacuate9. 'slowly until a vacuum of 250 Torr has been 
reached. It is important to pull the vacuum slowly 
otherwise the sherds can break up with the rush of air 
* The possible errors are discussed below; see 
'Discussion of Errors 1 • 
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Sherd 
Figure 6: The system of measuring the Porosity 
out of them.. Also, it is necessary to leave the chamber 
in this condition for about 20 minutes to gradually let 
out the air contained within the sherds. The vacuu.rn 
pump is turned on again and freshly boiled, cold, distilled 
water is then admitted to the beaker from out.side the 
chamber by means of another hose connected \vi t.h the first 
via a valve through the chamber wall. It \vas found that 
the water should be admitted slowly, otherwise, many air 
bubbles appear from the sherds which can cause severe 
damage to them. During familiarisation with these 
procedures, quick evacuation or rapid letting in of 
water caused severRl sherds 
The water inside the beaker can boil vigorously unde~ 
the low pressures, unless great care is taken. A view 
port was available in the vacuum chanilier used, and this 
allowed the progress of the procedure to be monitored. 
The water valve was turned off when the vJat.er was 
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a few centimeters above the upper level of all the sherds 
inside the beaker. The vacuum pump was kept on until 
the pressure reached 150 Torr. Lower pressures can cause 
some sherds to break up. When the pressure reached 
150 Torr, the vacuum pump was turned off and left for 
one hour in this condition to allow the sherds to 
thoroughly soak. If this final stage is omitted, 1 or 2% 
less by weight can be obtained for the Standard sherds, 
in both the recorded Suspended v~eight and wet weight. 
After one hour, if no further bubbles are observed 
coming from the sherds, the vacuum is released and the 
sherds are left under water at atmospheric pressure 
overnight. This will allow further water penetration. 
At this stage, most of the open air spaces in the 
potsherds are now filled with water. 
'rhe Suspended Weight (W8 ) can nmv- be measured. 
Each sherd is put on the wire bridge suspended in a 
large beaker of distilled water. The water should 
contain a few drops of a preparatory wetting agent 
(':h-i ton) t.o lower the surf ace tension. 'l'he w1re 
bridge is attached to the underside hook of the digital 
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balance through the vibration free bench. The balance 
is ad:iusted to zero vli·th the wire· irmnersed in the water. 
The meter reading is done after the movement of water 
has ceased. Sherds are placed quickly in the tray filled 
v.rith distilled water after the measurement of Suspended 
Weight. 
weight. 
The possible error is ±0.9% for this suspended 
The next stage is to obtain the Wet Weight (Wwl 
following detachment of the wire bridge. Each sherd 
is carefully wiped of excess water on the surfaces with 
a damp sponge cloth. The sherd is then v'leighed quickly 
on the digital balance before too much evaporation takes 
place. Since the archaeological sherds have rough 
surfaces, particularly in cross section, 1.viping must be 
done carefully to remove the v.Ja ter from hollows. A 
large potential error is introduced at this stage of 
the method. It is always likely to be positive rather 
than negative, and is adjudged to be up to 0.5% in error. 
The three weights have now been ob·tained. However 1 
as Matson observed (Matson 1940:470-1), there is a 
possibility that some sherds will lose a fraction of 
their or1g·inal Dry Neight after they have been soaked 
in water because of soluble salts that may have been 
initially present in them deriving from the archaeological 









IDss of weight between Dry Weight 
measurements before and after water 







Loss of Weight 
(%) 
10.669 10.414 2.4 
9.112 8. 936 1.9 
6.242 6.108 2.1 
14.898 14.765 0.9 
10.815 10.685 1.2 
19.401 19.242 0.8 
10.410 10.300 1.1 
11.420 11.379 0.4 
7.229 7.171 0.8 
13.921 13.861 0.4 
11.792 11.721 0.6 
24.331 24.268 0.3 
13.389 13.365 0.2 
10.592 10.589 0.03 
10.215 10.167 0.5 
22.653 22.506 0.6 
30. 225 30.042 0.6 
26.484 26.320 0.6 
---
Hean = 0.86% 
determine the Dry Weight after saturation. 'l'his 
procedure was followed, vli th the sherds dried slowly 
overnight in a drying room at 28°C, and then for a 
furth(~r 24 hours in the Qualtrex oven at 110°C. 
Most of the sherds did indeed show a loss of 
weight between these tvm dry weight measurements 
(see Table 4). This is not only due to soluble salts 
in the sherds, but also because of a small degree of 
damage during the saturation process. The basis 6f the 
subsequent calculations is as follows. 
The amount of pore space per uni·t of dry weight, 
expressed as a per cent, is known as Absorption. It 
can only be used for comparative purposes when the 
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Bulk Specific Gravity of the series is knovm, since Jche 
porosity is calculated as the product of the per cent 
Absorption and the Bulk Specific Gravity (Matson 1937:108). 
Water;.Absorption (%) x ± 0.8% (=2.7% error) 
Densi~·· 
In cer:amic work the i:erms true, apparent, and 
Bulk Density an.:! used and the relat:ionships between them 



































Since it is difficult to obtain the True volume of 
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a solidr-only Bulk Density was calculated for this study. 
Bulk Density is the ratio of the bulk volume of a body, 
tc 
volume of water. This property of ceramic bodies is. 
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affected inversely by porosity: that is, the more 
porous a body, the less it will weigh per unit of 
bulk volume. 
Bulk Density (gm/cc) = ± 0.03 (=l.9% error) 
Specific Gravity 
There are three kinds of specific gravity which can 
be calculated. ·'l,he Apparent Specific Gravity is the 
ratio of the apparent volume (which excludes open pores, 
but includes closed pores), to an equal volume of water. 
It may be obtained by the following calculation: 
Apparent Specific Gravity = ±0. 05 (=:1.9% error) 
The Bulk Specific Gravity is also known as 
Bulk Density (see above). The True Specific Gravity is 
the specific gravity of the solid substance of which 
t.he material is composed, and is exclusive of all open 
or closed pores. It is necessary ·to crush the material 
to a fine powder and measure the volume with the 
Picnometer to obt.ain the True Specific Gravity. Only 
Apparent Specific Gravity was calculated in this study. 
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Porosity (%) 
There are two kinds of porosity; True Porosity and 
Apparent Porosity. The Apparent Porosity is the relation 
between the volume or weight of the mass of an article 
and the volume or weight of the water absorbed when it 
is irrrrnersed. As the volume of the sealed pores is 
difficult to determine, the True Porosity of a material 
is seldom considered, and the term 'porosity' usually 
refers to the Apparent Porosity only. 
True Porosity, which measures the total pore space, 
expresses the relative volume of the open pores. 
Bulk Density 
Tru0 Porosity {%) l - X lOO 
True Density 
True Porosity is about 1.5 - 2.5 times greater 
than Apparent Porosity in well-vitrified wares that 
contain sealed pores, but there is little difference 
in the two values in low-fired pottery, which does not 
have so many sealed pores. Apparent porosity, as 
Shepard (1956:126) suggested, is therefore a satisfactory 
measure for pre-wheel pottery. The follmdng is the 
calculation to obtain the apparent porosity: 
vJ __ -- w_ 
Apparent Porosity (%) :::: 
w lJ 
------ X lOO ± 2. 00,9.; Ul. 4~.; error) 
VJ\\T - WS 
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All data were entered into a terminal on a VAX 
computer interactively, and a data archive was therefore 
built up during the progress of the work. The VAX 
performed all the necessary calculat.ions and statistical 
analysis using a FORTRAN-77 program POROS, and this was 
very useful to check on results while the data was being 
produced. On examining the outpu·t data, almost 
invariably, several sherds showed very different results 
from other samples in each assemblage. These were 
re-measured to obtain either confirmation of original 
results, or more accurate ones. In most cases, these 
sherds showed similar results with the previous set, 
thereby increasing confidence in the reliability of the 
methods adopted. I·t cannot be stressed enough, how 
important these frequent checks are, as well as the 
regular use of Standards, to obtain satisfactory results 
for archaeological material, particularly of highly 
porous material such as that from Pacific Islands. 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY 
The use of Magnetic Susceptibility measurements to 
examine soils on archaeological sites is well known 
(see for example, Tite and Mullins 1971). It has been 
sho'\'m that heating soils in air at temperatures greater 
than 450°C (as vlOUld arise from fires on archaeological 
sH:es) provides an extremely effective mechanism for 
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enhancement of soil Magnetic Susceptibility. The high 
Magnetic Susceptibility of soils on archaeological sites 
is consistent with. enhancement by heating. 
Magnetic Susceptibility measurements have been used 
to analyse prehistoric pottery, although it is a 
compa:catively new and undeveloped field of study. 
Pottery acquires magnetic properties due to iron oxide 
contained in the original clay, and the nature of these 
properties depends on the firing temperature and type of 
at~osphere used in the firing process. The magnetic 
properties of pottery have been shown to be useful in 
differentiating between assemblages made under different 
manufacturing technologies. 
Studies of Mossbauer effects in ancient pottery 
samples show that these magnetic properties arise in a 
complex manner:, and depend on a number of variables -
original oxide composition of the paste and temper, 
firing temperature, soaking time, but above all the 
type of atmosphere in which the pottery is fired. 
has been found that pottery fired in an oxidising 
..,..._ 
.Ll.. 
atmosphere shows a relatively flat spontaneous magnetis:ation 
curve u~~il 1100°C, and will only result in a Magnetic 
Susceptibility (MS) of about 1-5 .emu/gm of Fe. On the 
other hand, pottery fired in a reducing atmosphere 
at.tains a Magnetic Suscept.ibili ty of 15 emu/gm of Fe 
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0 at tempera-tures as low as 500 C. These differences 
are largely due to the relative abundances of ferric 
oxide and magnetite (which have MS of 1-10 and 100 emu/gm 
respectively). Of further int.erest is the fact that 
under reducing conditions, if the firing temperature 
exceeds 800°C, the Hagneti? Susceptibility begins to 
f~ll, and is practically zero by ll00°C (see Chevalier 
et al. 1976). To fully appreciate what the prehistoric 
firing conditions were like, it is necessary to carry 
out not only Magnetic Susceptibility measurements, but 
obtain M~ssbauer spectra also. On the other hand, if 
the main purpose of one's study is to detect difference 
in ceramic technology (without necessarily being able 
to identify their exact nature) , then measurement of 
Magnetic Susceptibility by itself can serve this 
purpose. A recent study by Coey et aZ. (1979) 
demonstrated considerable differentiation bet'l.veen 
pottery assemblages using Magnetic Susceptibility, 
although clearer differences were detected by looking at 
magnetic hysteresis loops as a second variable. For 
the purposes of the present study, which is largely· 
exploratory in nature, it was felt that measurement of 
Magnetic Susceptibility by itself might yield information 
on subtle differences in ti1e firing technology employed 
There are various methods for measuring Magnetic 
Susceptibility (see :t-1ulay 1972). A convenient and 
simple instrument has been described by Scollar (1968) , 
and this formed the basis of a digict:al version designed 
and built at Otago University. The principal of 
opera·tion is relatively simple - two closely matched 
coils form a bridge circuit, and are fed with an AC 
signal and carefully balanced until they exactly cancel 
each other out. A sample is then introduced into one 
coil, and the resulting signal imbalance is then 
amplified to yield a measure of the induced magnetic 
moment. The instrument designed has two amplifier 
systems - one before the coil circuit and one after it. 
This enables one to adjust the sensitivity from one 
extreme to the other (extreme:)_y sensitive to very 
insensitive). Thus, magnetic susceptibility (MS} can 
be measured over a very wide range of materials. If 
absolute values of MS are required, it is necessary to 
calibrate the signal imbalance against Standards for 
any particular sensi ·ti vi ty setting. This was not 
considered necessary in this exploratory study; instead 
all results are on a relative scale only, and given as 
mv imbalance. 
The procedure adopted \vas to place each sherd in a 
polycarbonate tube and measure the relative MS after 
adjusting sensitivity to a standard condition. The 
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amount of imbalance was scaled to unit mass for each 
sherd to yield a measure of relative magnetic susceptibility 
per gram. 
THE DEGREE OF TEMPER (%) 
Five sherds from each-assemblage were selected and 
thin sections prepared. The sample consisted of one 
sherd which showed the highest por:osi ty wherever possible 
(sometimes the relevant sherd was too small or too 
friable) , as well as one sherd with the lmvest porosity 
wherever passible. The remaining· three sherds were 
chosen amongst those wi·th an average porosity. The 
sherds were sawn off to yield a section of the pot. 
wall, and impregnated with Epoxy resin (Araldite), 
mounted on a glass slide, and ground to 30"".m. 
Using a polarizing microscope, and a point counteri 
500 points were counted for each thin section slide. 
Clay and sand were distinguished under the microscope 
and counted to obtain the degree of sand temper in 
the sherd. 'rhe distiction between clay and sand counts 
was made with the guidance of an expert mineralogist. 
Firstly, several Standard slides of knm·m degree 
of temper were examined. The test blocks from \vhich 
these thin sections were taken were made by a modern 
potter and the sand proportion was measured by volurne. 
The relation between the actual degree of temper by 
volwne and the results of point counting is shown in 
F'igure 7 . 











Unfired (1) % Unfired (2)% Point-count 
lOO 50 36.0 
50 33.3 30.8 
40 28.6 25.8 
35 26.0 22.8 
30 23.1 25.6 
25 20.0 27. 6 
20 16.7 29.2 
15 13.0 17.6 
The method of calculation % mixture varies 
from one potter to another. For tile No.2, 
one part by volume of clay was mixed vlith 1i 
part by volume of sand (hence 50%), but this 
can also be thought of as 1 part sa~d in 3 
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POINT COUNT (9.;) 
Figure 7: Relationship of sand ter.1per % betvwen actual 
original _,,.:rolumctric ·vu.lue and J?Gi:nt countin9. 
Regression line well sugges-ts that the orig ina.l 




The graph clearly shows that point-counting is a 
suitable method of estimating the original volumetric 
admixture of sand and clay, however there are two points 
which should be mentioned. Firstly, several test 
blocks of about 20% by volume yielded a range of results 
by point counting - this demonstrates the extent of errors 
in repeating both the same degree of sand tempering by 
the potter, and errors in the point-counting procedure 
itself. Secondly, when pottery is fired it shrinks, 
consequent.ly the percentage temper obtained by point 
Counting -:.vill always appear to be less than the actual 
original volumetric value prepared by the pot1:er. Linear 
reg-ression was performed on the values. in Table 5. 
to yield the follmving formula: 
= 17.64 
V: .. Original volumetric % sand 
P: Point-·counting % sand 
The correlation coefficient 'ilas r == 0.77 
In addition, five sherds from different parts of a 
single pot from Sigatoka in Fiji were chosen for thin 
sectioning to observe any difference between different 
portions of a pot. The resul t.s shown in Figure 8 
demonstrate very similar degrees of temper with each 
other. It may suggest that variations of degree of 
considered although the difference of manufacturing 
technique must be taken into account. 





Figure 8: The portions taken for the thin 
sectioning and the degree of sand 
temper for each part. The actual 
sand temper% are shm·m with the 
results of point counts in parenthises. 
REFIRING TEST 
The five sherds from each assemblage which were 
used for the thin sectioning were also chosen for a 
refiring test, for reasons described earlier. One 
hundred and seventeed,,, sherds 'i~"ere divided .into two 
groups and put into the electric furnace. The oven 
was heated to 1000°C over 5 hours, and kept at 1000°C 
for 30 minutes (see Figure 9). The temperature 
contrvller \vas then turned down. When the oven had 
cooled to about 150°C, the refired sherds were taken 


























30 minutes {1000 °C) 
sherds \vere 
put in the 
furnace 
sherds .were 
taken out from the 
(15\C) 
10 12 14 16 
(hours) 
E'igure 9: Refiring Test: Firing cycle in the furnace 
When the sherds had cooled to room temperature; 
the various weight measuremen·ts were made in order to 
obtain new Porosity values using· the same method as 
described above. The new Magnetic Susceptibility was 
also measured. Finally, the percentage loss of 
weight (LOW) was calculated as follows, 
Loss of Weight (%) X lOO ±0.60 (=5.3% error) 
Woi 
= Dry vJeight befoxe refiring 
Dry vJeight after refiring 
DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 
There are several kinds of error which arise in 
estimating the various weights of a sherd, the degree 
of temper, and the Magnetic Susceptibility. These may 
be outlined as follows. 
D·ry Weight 
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The type of balance used was a Sartorious #1265 MD 
digital balance with a precision of ±0.001 gm. Ho\'Jever, 
due to air currents in the laboratory, imprecision in 
rezeroing for each weighing etc, the realistic accuracy 
of the balance is about ±0.005 gm. Moreover, much of 
Jche pottery was very friable 1 and small fragments were 
easily knocked off between one measurement and another; 
in addition, controlling the level of moisture to a 
standard value is anything but perfect. The absorption 
of mois-ture from the air must also be considered. 
Therefore, the repeatability of a measurement of the 
Dry Weight for an individual sherd (with a typical 
mass of say 17 gm for the dry weight), would be 
approximately ±0.02 gm. The total error therefore, we 
could conservatively estimate as about ±0.1%. 
Sus12_endeC!_ Weight 
The realistic accuracy of the digital balance for 
this measurement ic-; considerably less than with the 
dry weight, because the suspended wire cage suffers 
more from air currents, sliaht difference of the water _, 
amount in the beaker, and also the water surface 
tension. It is estimated as about ±0.05 gm. The loss 
of small pieces of pottery due to low pressure of 
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vacuum and soaking in the water should also be considered. 
The repeatabili ty of a mea.sure:rr.ent of the Suspended 
Weight for an individual sherd (with a typical mass of 
say 11 gm), would be approximately ±0.1 gm. The total 
error therefore, can be estimated as about 0.9%. 
The realistic accuracy of the Wet Weight measurement 
is less again. the loss of small pieces due to the 
pressure while wiping the exc~ss water by wet clo·th is 
again an important consideration. The excess weight 
due to absorbing extra wat.er from the sherd or 
evaporation in the air introduce further variability. 
The repeatability of a measuremen·t of t.he Wet Height for 
an individual sherd (with a typi6al mass of say 22 gm) 
would be approximately ±0.1 gm. The total error can be 
estimated as about 0.5%. 
Water Absorption 
The possible error was calculated as fol.lows nRing 
the typical sample with its possible error for each 






(22.:!:_0.11) - (17'j-_0. 02) 
= X lOO 
11 ± 0.02 
5 ± 0.13 
= X lOO 
17 0.02 
5 ± 2.6 
= X 100 
17 ± 0.1 
= (0.2941 ± 2.7%) X lOO 
29.41 ± 0.8 
Bulk_Density 
The possible error of Bulk Density was calculated 
as follows using the typical sa~mple with its possible 
error for each measurement described above. 
BD (gm/cc) = 
w 
D 
ww - \\f s 
17 ± 0. 02 
(22 ± 0.11) - (11 ± o. 09) 
17 ± 0.02 
11 ± 0.20 
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17 ± 0.1% 
11 ± 1.82% 
= 1.545 1.~92(%) 
-- 1.545 0.03 (1.9%) 
Specific Gravity 
The possible error was calculated as follows using 

















2.83 ± 1. 9% 
= 2.83 ± 0.05 (1. 9%) 
Apparent Porosity 
(11 ± 0. 09) 
The possible error of Apparent Porosity was 
calculated as follows using the typical sample with 
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its possible error for each measurement. 
AP (%) 
w - w w D 
X lOO 
. (22 ± 0.11) - (17 ± 0.02) X lOO 
= 
(22 ± 0.11).- (11 ± o. 09) 
5 ± 0.13 
X lOO = 
ll ± 0.20 
5 ± 2.6(%) 
X lOO 
= 
11 ± 1.?(%)' 
= 0. 4 54 5 ± 4 • 4 (%) X lOO 
= 45.45 ± 2.00 (4.4%) 
Loss of Weigh-t:_ 
The repeatability for the Dry Weight after the 
refiring test is the same with t:hat of the Dry Weight 
before refiring (0.1%). Therefore, the possible error 
for Loss of Weight is calculated as follows. 
L0\1-J (%) X lOO 
(17 ± 0.005) (15 ± 0. 05) 
X lOO = ---··"·----·-------
(15 :!:. 0. 05) 
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2 ± 0.1 
= X lOO 
15 ± 0.05 
2 ± 5 (%) 
= X 100 
15 ± 0.3 (%) 
= 0.1333 ± 5.3 (%) X 100 
11.33 ± 0.60 (5. 3%) 
Degree of Temper 
Due to the deference of place countered may 
cause some error. However, most of the error for the 
point counting may come from the examiner's unfamiliarity 
with mineralogy. The result of counting the same thin 
section slide differs sometimes more than 70 counts 
which is more than ±14% (35/500). 
Magnetic Susceptibility 
The magnetic susceptibility bridge is very sensitive 
and a standard reading is affected by many factors 
including dust, temperature change, and so on. The 
realistic accuracy of the insi.:rument for the pottery is 
probably about ±1.0 mV for the typical reading of 30 mV. 
In addition, variations are caused by geometric effects, 
\ 
such as exactly where the sample is placed in the 
magnetic coil (approximately ±1.3 mV). The error for 
measuring the sherd weight on the digital balance is 
approximately ±0.005 gm for a typical mass of 18 gm. 
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The total error therefore is estimated as about 0.06 mV. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the results obtained are discussed 
separately according to each characteristic studied, 
including results from the refiring tests. This is 
followed by a survey of the results of carrying ou-t: 
numerical analysis of the informa.tion on each assernblage. 
POROSITY 
The results of \~'later Absorption, Apparent Porosity, 
Bulk Density and Specific Gravity of 679 samples \vas 
obtained., All the results are given in Appendix A and 
range Diagrams of Apparent Porosity, are given in 
Figure il. 
The porosity of Pacific pottery ranges fairly 
widely o.nd is quite distinctive. A diagram comparing the 
porosity range of Pacific potteries .with ancient ceramics 
from several other parts of the world is given in 
FigurelO. It can be seen that the upper values of 
Pacific pottery are higher than even that of the porous 
pottery of American Indians (the so called 'Biscuit V'7are' 
by Shepard, 1956); but even the highest Pacific figures . '· 
are lower than that of the Arman·t· ware in Egypt. The 
c;:cr"u.ll ru.:u.ge of Pacific pot:.t.eries is \/eL·y bL'Oac1, cornparable 




l. South Pacific 
2. North Pacific 
3. Biscuit Ware 
4. Pecos Black & White 
5. American Indian 
6. Jomon (Japan) 
7. Ancient China 
8. Ancient India 
9. Ancient. Iran 
I 
10. Ancient Iraq 
11. Egypt 
12. l\.rmant Pr e-
dynastic in Egypt 
Figure 10: The Porosit:y ranges of the various pottery 
assemblages. The data for 3,4 v1as obtained 
from Shepard (1956:128); 5,10,11 from IV:atson 
(1940:472); 6,7 Eto (1963:33); 8, Rawat {1975:27); 
9, Hamrnond (1971:16); 12, :tv'Ja.tson (1940:475). 
It can be seen from t.his that Pacific Island 
potteries are rather variable, but generally 
in the high range compared with other types. 
Looking at the porosity range of individual assemblages 
of Pacific pottery (Figure 11), it can be seen that the 
range of some assemblages is very wide, \vhile others are 
quite narrow. Mos·t of the assemblages f:r.0n1 the Sout.h 
Pacific have wide porosity ranges with the notable 
exceptions of the Late Plain Ware asseJublages from Yanuca. 
2. Banks 
JL. Reef , PK,rr PKtll , 
3. Taurnako A. 
4. Taumako P. 
5. Na tunuku I.Jl------------>----------1 
6. Nat.unuku LT. 
8. Sigatoka 
9. Yanuca ED 
10. Yanuca EP ~-----------+----------~ 
11. Yanuca MPP 
12. Yanuca MPC 
13. Yanuca MP 
14. Yanuca L 
~·--~--------~ 




19. Vai1e1e -I 
20. Sasoa'a F. 
21. Sasoa'a C. t· 
22. r'1ar ianas R. 1- ~-------------~---
23. Marianas P. 
26. Yap L. 
27. Ngu1u 
24. Yap E. 
2 5. Yap M. !----------· 
r----------------------+--------------~ 
r-------------------4-----~ ?8 Pa1au 
0 T:•efan - • 2;:;>. E 1--
30. N<m Hadolt----------+------· ---i 
10 20 30 40 50 
. }._ 
60% 
E'igure 11 Porosity ranges for assemblages of Pacific Island pott.ery. See the teKt for discussion on a very lmv result for: one sherd frorn Lakeba indicated by the dashed line. In each assemblage; the mean value is indicated by the vertical line. Results for Fefan Isla.nd and MaJ::i.anas Red are believed to be lovr (see text). '.I'his is shovm by---. 'PKII' indicai:es two sherds from th2 Banks Groups which are believed to be a somewha·t 





Amongst southern potteri.es, the upper values of t.he 
Lapita sherds from the Reef Islands show the highest: 
porosity; hmvever, the other Lapi ta assemblages such as 
Yanuca, Natunuk.u, Lakeba, and Mulifanua are not a::> 
high as that of the Reef Islands material. Even the 
Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware sho~s a higher value than that 
of these other Lapita assemblages. It must be noted 
that Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware and Thick Coarse Ware have 
very different porosity values. Sasoa'a Thick Coarse 
Ware is much lower than Thin Fine ~vare probably caused 
by the mixture of large grains as a temper. 'rhis is a 
clear indication 'chat pottery ternpered with fine grains 
is more porous than coarse grained pottery. 
The six assemblages from Yanuca show very similm: 
ranges for each period. The Early Lapita assemblages 
have wider porosity ranges as well as lower overall 
values than that of the later periods. Hardly any 
difference can be observed between the Middle. and Late 
Period material. One extremely lovr porosity measurement 
was obtained for a sherd from the Late assemblage of 
Lakeba. The result, 9%, was incredibly low. The 
measurements were repeated tvvice 'i.·li th near identical 
results. This piece of pottery was identified by Best 
as an imported sherd (Best 1982 pers. comm.). l\ dotted 
line beyond the rest of the range for this assemblage 
is therefore used for this sherd in Figure 11 . 
1 "1? ~ ... 
In the North Pacific, the Marianas Red Ware has the 
highest overall porosity values, and Yap Middle Period 
Unlaminated ~tilare and Early Calcareous Ware also have 
high porosit.y values. On the whole, most of the North 
Pacific potteries have a higher porosity variation than 
that of the South Pacific assemblages. 'l'he range of 
variation of the mixed assemblage from Ngulu is very wide 
and encompasses the range of material from both Palau 
and Yap. 'I'he porosity of the FE,fan Island assemblage may 
be a little low, because the friable sherds (Hhich might 
have had higher porosii:y) v.rere nc.Yt examined as explained 
earlier. 
It was not possible to invesigate t.he range of 
porosity which might be found within individual pots, 
bu·t t.his is something which should be investigated. 
Ethno-archaeological data suggests t.hat the highes-t 
temperature is achieved at· the base part of thr2 pot 
(for exa;:nple, see Irwin 19 77: 230-·26 2) • If the po·t tery 
was fired near the temperature at which clay begins 
vitrificationr then the higher temperature around the 
base might result in a lower p:urosity than t.he other 
portions of the same pot. However, only one case study 
was mad~-and this is not sufficient for any definite 
conclusion on this point. It would be useful to explore 
this matter further. 
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Although no conclusive observations can be presented 
here, it is notable that Lapita assemblages (except Yanuca) 
from the South Pacific, and the calcareous pottery 
traditions (Marianas Red Ware, Yap Early Calcareous Ware, 
Fefan Island Calcareous Ware) from the Nort.h Pacific, 
have wider porosity ranges. The other three characteristics 
related to Porosity (Water Absorption, Bulk Density, ·and 
Specific Gravity) will be discussed later in relation 
to other variables. 
The refiring test did not give the most satisfactory 
results on change in porosity as was expected. 'l'he 
temperature of refiring was possibly not high enough to 
yield the dram~tic change in porosity which was obtained 
by Shepard (1956:128). The lower tempera·ture 'VJas used 
because of a concern that the high flux in Pacific 
potterie~ might result in complete vitrification at l200°C, 
as used by Shepard. It is not easy to find any significant 
post-firing differences between different assemblages, 
despite conspicuous changes after refiring in several 
assemblages (Figure 12 ) • 
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Figure 12a Po:r:osity chang.9 before and aft:ex refi.ring t:est 
showing the change of individual sherds. 
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30 Nan Madol 
Porosity change before and after refiring test 
showing the change of individual sherds. This 
::;!Iuws i_.he Lange in .Porosity tollowing refiring 
to 1000 C of Pacific Island _IX)tteries. The upper 
line is the range before refiring, and the lower 
line the range o.fter. The dotted lines show the 
ch~nges in the act.~~1al shel"ds refired {only: a 
sample of the original se·t). On the \·lhole, Po:cosity 
decreaseCI on ref ir ing, a1 though not. invD.r ic.bly so. 
11.5 
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Three refired sherds of the Assemblage 12! Yanuca 
Middle Period Carved-Paddle Impressed (Cross-Hatch) Ware 
decreased markedly in their porosity~ and showed a very 
small final range. The porosity of assemblage 20: 
Thin Fine vJare from Sasoa'a, also decreased (except for 
one sherd), and its final range is the same as that of 
the assemblage 21: Thick Coarse Ware from Sasoa'a. There 
are more complex factors to consider in interpreting these 
results than simply inferring the use of the same clay 
(for example such factors as degree and variety of 
temper material, firing temperature and conditions, etc). 
Moreover, it is also difficult to isolate any one of 
these factors because they influence each other. 
Such a complicated interplay can be best undeJ:-stood 
when the porostiy change of the individual sherds in 
each assemblage is observed (see Figure 12 ) • In Figure 12 
some assemblages showed a similar patt.ern of cha.nge before 
and after refiring individual sherds (for example, 
Yanuca. Early Lapi ta \~are and Yanuca Late ~·~are). On the 
other hand, some asse...rnblages sh-ow distinctive differences 
from one sherd to another in hmv porosi t:y changes. J?or 
example, three sb.erds from the Taumako Andesi tic Ware 
decreased in porosity while one other increased. 
Distinctive differences exhibited :i.n the assemblages sllch 
as Banks Islands \\fare, Taumako Am1esi tic Nare, r_.akcba 
Lapita Ware, Sasoa 'a Thin Fine vvare, Yap Early Calca.reous 
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Ware, and Nan Madol Plain Ware may illustrate differences 
in the raw clay, tempering (material and degree) and/or 
firing (temperature and condition). Such various 
factors effect one another and consequently the 
interpretation of Porosity change is difficult. 
However, one possible interpretation of the results 
is given below. 
In the case of the Yanuca assemblages, apparent 
differences can be observed bet,;.reen each period. •rhe 
sherds from the Early Lapita Ware horizon and the Late 
Plain Ware assemblage showed a conspicuous difference 
in porosity following refiring, while the sherds from 
three Paddle-Impressed assernblages of the IVIiddle Period 
show an dpparent decrease in porosity. The similarities 
r of range and the changing pattern in porosity of Early 
Lapita and Late Plain Ware does not mean they share the 
same characteristic.. A large difference in the results 
obtained of Loss of Weight between these t\vo assemblages 
(see belmv) must. also be considered. 
It is informative to describe a few individual 
results for separate pieces of pottery. AH-31 and 
AH-37 slwwed only small changes in porosity. However: 
a large difference in Loss of Weight between them is 
seen. The LO~J of AH-37 was only 0.99%, '\vhich is the 
lowest amongst all. sherds examined. One possible 
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understanding of this result is as follows. This sherd 
was originally fired a.t a temperature of over 1000°C \vhich 
may have exceeded the starting point _of vi·trifica.tion 
for this clay. Therefore, no vitrification or burning of 
organic matter occurred on refiring. 
On t.hc other hand, AH.:..31 lost 9. 61% in weight. after 
the refiring test. In spite of such a large loss, the 
porosity hardly changed at all. It may suggest that 
this sherd had two stages du:r-ing refiring. Firstly 1 it 
became porous as~ociated with a Loss of Weight and then 
began to vitrify, resulting in a decrease in porosity, 
ending u.p with a similar overall result to lU:I-37. 
This is only a speculation, howe"irer; but. it shovm that 
one must be careful in interpre>cing the results from one 
assemblage to another. 
Unfortunately, all of_ the refired sherds from the 
Mar ianas Red War:e, and most of thE: Fe fan Is land ea lcc-::.reous 
Ware crumbled after refiring. Therefore, it \vas impossible 
to compare porosity results with those of the Lapita 
assemblages. The significance of results from the 
refiring test is fur-ther discussed below. 
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.HP ... GNE'I'IC SUSCEPTIBILITY 
l\.. total of 679 measurements of the original 
Magnetic Susceptibility, and 99 for that of refired 
pottery was obtained (see Appendices A and B) • The 
magnetic measurements obtained were not calibrat.ed 
for absolute values as mentioned before. Therefore,. 
the results shown in Figure 13 are the frequency 
histograms on a relative scale. 
This characteristic of pottery cannot be interpreted 
in any simple manner, because many factors (such as the 
composition of the clay, tempering material and its 
proportion to clay, firing temperature and firing 
condition) influence the magnetic properties of pottery. 
However, as mentioned before, firing temperat.ure and 
firing atmosphere may ha.ve the greatest influence. 
The Magnetic Susceptibility of a sherd should increase 
0 during firing until the temperature exceeds 800 C and then 
decreases to almost zero by 1100°C when it is fired under 
a reducing atmosphere. Since the firing temperature in 
the Pacific islands is estimated as nonnally below 
· about 80 0°C, the Magnetic Susceptibility may prove to 
be a useful index in observing subtle differences in 
firing condi·tions between assemblages. 
Some in·teresting features can be observed in the 
his·tograrns. The range of each assemblage is fairly 
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wide, with some exceptions. This should suggest that 
the control over firing was ~enerally fairly poor, and 
that the firing atmospheres were anything but uniform. 
This interpretation is supported by the fact that 
different magnetic measurements were obtained from within 
the same pot. Thirty three pieces of sherds from various 
assemblages were broken into two or several pieces and 
were measured separately. The difference between the 
same portion of a pot ranges from 0.02 to 2.39 mv, and 
this suggests uneven conditions as well as low firing 
temperature. Besides the effects of firing temperatures 
or firing atmosphere, different clays v1ould cert.ainly 
cause different magnetic properties. Clearly it is of 
little use to compare different assemblages on the basis 
of Magnetic Susceptibility alone. However, when the 
assemblages from one site are compared, particula.rly 
Lapita and the later plain ware, some interesting 
tendencies can be seen. It is possible for instance, to 
compare three cases such as Natunuku, Yanuca and Lakeba. 
The six assemblages from Yanuca can be grouped 
into three categories according to their position in 
the time sequence.{see Figure 14). The Hiddle period 
asse.'Tlblages are lmver in MSI t.han that of the other two 
assemblages. It should be noted that the assemblage 
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Fignre 13a: Frequency Histograms of the Magnetic Susceptibility (MSI) of a?ac·ific Pottery 
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Natunuku Paddle Impressed Ware MSI 
MSI of excavated sherds from Fefan Island 
The remainder of the histogr&~ is of the sherds recovered from the sea. Higher 






Impressed sherds which could be supposed to be between 
Lapita pottery and the Late po·ttery in time. The Magnetic 
Susceptibility of these four sherds is indicated with a 
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Frequency Histograms of Magnetic 
Susceptibility of Yanuca assemblages 
according to their position in the time 
sequence. The Hiddle Period shows lower 
Magnetic Susceptibility than the other 
two. 
The Lapita pottery from Mulifanua was also compared 
with pottery from other sites in Samoa such as Vailele 
and Sasoa' a. It is again clear that the Hagnet.ic 
Susceptibility of Lapita pottery is higher than that 
from other assemblages in Samoa. The following four 
po~sible explanations may be considered: 
1. Lapita pottery was fired at a relatively higher 
temperature, or a reducing aunosphere, giving a 
relatively high Magnetic Susceptibility. 
2. The late assemblages were fired over 800°C or in 
an oxidising atmosphere and their Magnetic 
Susceptibility is therefore low. 
.1.24 
3. There is some systematic difference between the 
clay or t.emper ma·terials used to make the different 
assemblages. 
4. Surface treatment such as slipping was done on 
the Lapita pots - see below for a further 
explanation on this point. 
The first possibility may not be acceptable 
because of the colour of Lapita sherds. ~f Lapita 
pottery was fired in a higher temperature and a 
reducing atmosphere, the colour of these sherds would 
be dark grey or black. However, most of their colour 
in fact is reddish, suggesting that they were fired 
in an oxidising atmosphere. The second possibili·ty 
is fairly acceptable because the Loss of Weight figures 
indicate they were fired at a fai~ly high temperature 
and/or an oxidising atmosphere (see the section on 
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Loss of Weight). The third possibility must be carefully 
considered, although most of the sherds appear to be 
made of indigenous materials. The last possibility 
may not be true for all of the Lapita sherds. However, 
as Green described (1979: 40), the Lapita pottery vJas 
sometimes burnished or slipped with a reddish clay which 
is likely to contain more iron oxide than the usual clay • 
. This technique may well increase the I11agnetic Susceptibility 
of sherds. This possibili·ty is further indicated by 
evidence from the assemblage from Fefan Isalnd in the 
Truk Group in Micronesia. 
The sherds excavated from Fefan Island are believed 
to have had a red slip on the· surface (Shut.ler 1978:86). 
However 1 the long period of submergence under seawa·ter 
has er.oded the surface of the pottery. Most of the sherds 
used for t:he present study were a collection from the 
sea bottom, and only six sherds were recovered by 
excavation on land. Interestingly enough, the Hagnetic 
Susceptibility of all sherds obtained from the sea shore 
were less than 0.9 mV while the excavated sherds were 
more than 1.2 mV (see Appendix A, Assemblage 29 and 
Figure 13b the excavated sherds are shown by a crossed 
line) • The explanation for this may be that the material 
used for slipping caused the higher susceptibility, and 
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the sherds which were eroded by the sea had lost the 
slip. 'rhe surf ace colour of the excavated sherds range 
from dull reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) to greyish brown 
(5~R 5/2) and greyish red ( 2. 5YR 4/2) , while that of the 
sherds from the sea bottom is brownish black (5YR 2/1) . 
This colour difference lends support to this 
interpretation. 
The Mulifanua Lapita Ware might also be considered 
in this context, because these were found inder the sea. 
The sherds from the assemblage shov-Jed a high Magnetic 
Susceptibility as with other Lapi ta. assemblages and \A7ere 
not especially eroded. Their colour varies from greyish 
brown (5YR 5/2) to bright brovm (.2. 5YR 5/8) . Some sherds 
have a more reddish surface (2.5YH 4/3, 2.5YR 4/6) and 
these were noted as having been slipped by the excavator 
(Green 1974c:l71, 173) in spite of long submergence 
under the seawater. This example adds further support 
to the interpretation advanced about the Fefan Island 
pottery. 
On the whole, it seems likely that some slipping 
materials may increase the Magnetic Susceptibility of 
pottery.- However, it is not necessarily the only reason 
for the higher Magnetic Susceptibility found for Lapita 
sherds. 
It has been reported that Harianas Red Ware is 
sometimes treated with a red slip on the surface 
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(Spoehr 1957:118). However, the Magnetic Susceptibility 
of this assemblage is not clearly higher thc:m that of 
the later assemblage, Marianas Plain,. which has not 
supposed to have been slipped. It is obvious that some 
other factor, probably the nature of the clay usedr must 
also be considered, because of the results of the refiring 
test. This subject is returned to later. 
Some interesting features can be observed from the 
histogram of the Early assemblages from Yanuca. The 
combined histogram of these two assemblages -· Lapi ta and 
Plain (see Figure ~4) looks like a satisfactory normal 
distribu~ive curve, but that of the two separated 
histograms (see Figures l3~9 ,io ) appear to be complementary 
components of the normal curve. Although far from 
conclusive, one possible explanation for this discrepancy 
is that they represent parts of the same pots. It 
has been conunonly observed that only a few per cent of 
decorated sherds are found for Lapita assemblages. Many 
of the plain sherds must be the body sherds of decorated 
pots. It·is well known that the firing temperature 
differs from one part of a pot to another when it is 
fired in the open air (for example, see Irwin 1977:234). 
The firing temperature of the body and base parts can 
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be higher than that of the rim portion, and could result 
in different Magnetic Susceptibilities. The lower 
Magnetic Susceptibility of Yanuca Ea~ly Dentate Decorated 
La pi ta Ware compared with the Plain 1ivare could be 
explained by such phenomenon. Further work would be 
needed to confirm t.his possibility. 
The Magnetic Susceptibility of the pottery after 
refiring shows some unique features (see Figure 13 ) , 
particularly amongst the pottery from the North Pacific. 
Most. of the results for the South Pacific show 
extremely low Susceptibility after refiring. The 
refiring temperature may have been too high to observe 
tendencies between assemblages. However, some sherds 
from Lakeba, and Yanuca appear qui·te different to 
others, although interpreting these differences is not 
easy, given the exploratory nature of this research. 
Results for the assemblages from the North Pacific 
are quite complex. An increased Magnetic Susceptibiltiy 
was obtained foll.bwing refiring for three sherds from 
the Yap Middle Period Unlaminated Ware, two amongst ·the 
Marianas Plain Ware and one each from the Yap Late 
Laminate.d Ware and Yap Early Calcareous Ware. This 
could be explained by some unique characteristic of the 
clay used. A wide range of Magnetic Susceptibility 
following refiring was observed for the Marianas Plain, 
) 
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and this is particularly difficult to understand in 
comparison with the results for the Marianas Red Ware. 
The results indicate subtle differences in the 
assemblages, and are sufficiently interesting to warrant 
further research. 
The pottery from Ngulu Atoll produced a wide range 
of results, making it difficult to determine from which 
islands the sherds were imported from. The refired 
sherds v.rhich show a Magnetic Susceptibility more than 
0. 5 mV may have been derived from an area other than 
Palau, because all refired Palauan sherds were less 
than 0.5 mV. It makes good archaeological sense that 
Ngulu Island sherds which Here less than 0. 5 mV came 
from Yap or Palau. 
The considerably higher Magnetic Susceptibility 
observed for sherds from Nan !liadol is difficult to 
interpret. 1 although three :r;easons can be sugg·ested: 
the clay itself included a high percentage of iron, 
a higher firing temperature and reducing at.>nosphere ~·;as 
used, or a slip was used. 
It must be again stressed that changes in Magnetic 
Susceptibility of pottery cannot be easily interpreted 
by reference to any single factor by itself. 
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Further interesting results concern the assemblages 
from Sasoa'a in Samoa~ The Thick Coarse Ware and the 
Thin Fine Ware from Sasoa'a both belong to the Polynesian 
plain pot.tery tradition and were excavated from overlapping 
stratigraphic horizons. The physical characteristics 
(Porosity, etc.) of the two pottery types are quite 
distinctive, and the Thick Coarse Ware of Sasoa'a has 
similar characteristics to that of the Thick Coarse Ware 
from Vailele. Hov1ever, when the Magnetic Susceptibility 
(both initial and final) is considered, the non Lapita 
Samoan pottery assemblages all seem rather similar 
(see Figure 13 ) • Possible reasons for these results 
are as follows: 
1. The Magnetic character of the clay has a s t.ronger 
influence on the Magnetic Susceptibility of 
fired pottery than differences in tempering 
t.echnique, given that the firing techniques were 
similar f0r both assemblages. 
2. The combination of different tempering methods 
and different firing conditions caused the similar 
results. 
It /ls not wise to consider Magnetic Susceptibility 
as a critical characteristic of pottery in isolation 
from other properties. This matter is returned to 
later. 
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DEGREE OF TEl'·-lPER 
Five samples from each assemblages are probably 
not sufficient to detect unique characteristics or 
assemblage relationships. However, five sherds from 
each of the 28 assemblages should indicate the general 
characteristics of pottery in Oceania. It will be 
recalled that the samples were chosen according to the 
Porosity range in each ass&~blage, althougp.these two 
variables were found not to be correlated. The 
correlation coefficients are -0.2 to the Initial 
Porosity, and 0.08 to the Final Porosity (see Table 8 ) . 
The results from the thin- section analysis are 
shown in Figure 15 • It will bs recalled that to 
convent these figures into volumetric proportions 
which have relevance to the pot·ter, a formula must be 
used (see Chapter III) • Although there are no specific 
differences between the assemblages from the North and 
the South Pacific, some possible tendencies may be 
observed between several assmeblages from the same site. 
There may be a tendency for a decrease in the 
Degree 9f Temper from the early to late periods at 
Natunuku, although the ranges for the three assemblages 
are similar (about 30-45%). It is notable that. the 
range of the early Lapita is wider than that of the 
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Late assemblages. On the other hand, no obvious 
difference in the degree of temper can be observed 
bet.ween the materials from Early, Middle, and Late 
Periods from Yanuca. Obviously, a sample of only three 
sherds from each of these assemblages, is insufficient 
to draw any reli!.able conclusions. The Lapi ta pottery 
from several sites in Fiji (Yanuca, Natunuku,and Lakeba) 
seem to show a wider range than that for the later 
assemblages in the same area. The Degree of Temper 
for the Lakeba pottery encompasses a very wide range 
(19-59%), and covers the range not only of all the 
Lapita assemblages from Fiji, but also those from the 
Reef Islands and Mulifanua as well. It also covers 
the range of other later non-Lapita asse~blages too. 
So far as degree of temper is concerned, it is not 
possible to detect any unique characteristic of the 
La pi ta as sembJJages. 
The Thick Coarse Ware. from Vailele and Sasoa' a from 
Samoa show a similar range (34-55% and 40-64%) while 
t..he Thin Fine \'Jare from Sasoa' a shows a lower range 
(24-46%). This is a useful confirmation of a notable 
temper difference observed by archaeologists. 
The Degree of Temper of the .Marianas Red ~Jare is 
similar to that of the Yapese Early Calcareous Ware, 
but somewhat< higher than that of pottery from Fefan 
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Island. These three types of pottery have been assumed 
to have had the same manufacturing Jcechniquei the degree 
of tempering is consistent with this interpretation. 
No distinct relationship between mat:erial from Ngulu 
and Palau or Yap can be detected in the results. 
It is import.ant to consider any possible differences 
between one part of a pot to another. After all, 
comparing assemblages relies on the hypo·thesis that 
the range of Degree of 'I'empe:r v.ri thin one pot is 
small. To examine this hypothesis, five thin sections 
were made of different portions of one pot from Sigatoka 
as mentioned in the previous chapter to see if any 
differences could be observed. The results in fact 
are very close to each other (ranging from 35.2 to 38.8%, 
see Figure 8 in Chapter III). This result is in 
keeping with ethnographic data which suggests that the 
potter.s thoroughly mix the clay and sand over and over, 
until the mixture becomes very uniform (Palmer and 
Shaw 1968b). There is no reason to suggest that one 
sherd from a pot is not representative of the degree of 
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Figure 15 : The degree of Sand Temper for Pacific Potteries. 
The assemblage numbers follow Table 2. Each 
vertical line indicates the value for a specific 
sherd. It is obv iou ~ from rh is +h~_t t.b.e p~0J:!0!:'t.i.cr!. 
of sand used varied considerably from one local 
pottery industry to another. Degree and type of 
'grogging' or 'tempering' is one of the rnost jmportant 
aspects of pottery making v:he ... r:e the potter can 
overcome problt:!H!!:S of brectkdqe due to therma.l shock, 
when firing in an open fire. The range suggested here 
of 1~% temper shows that Oceanic potters were 
undert:aR':Lng considerable ex per imen ta t.ion. 
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LOSS OF WEIGHT 
The loss of weight on refiring (LOW) for 96 sherds 
v;ras calculated and the ranges for each assemblage are 
shown in Figure 16. It is obvious that some 
later assemblages from the South Pacific show a very low 
percentage of LOW. It may suggest that these pottery types 
were originally fired at a significantly higher 
temperature, and most of the organic matter included in 
the paste was burned out. 'Iwo of these sherds from the 
later Yanuca assemblage showed extremely low percentages 
(0.99% and 3.19%), while the remaining one sherd showed 
a similar result to that of the assemblage from the 
.Hiddle Period ( 9. 61%) • The former: two sherds are also 
low in Apparent Porosity (API). 
The late assemblage from Natunuku also shows a 
low percentage and low porosity except for one case. 
Such a relationship between LOW and API is observed for 
most of the assemblages. 
A large percentage of LOW (more than 15%) was 
obtained for the Lapi ta ass(~mblages from the Reef 
Islands,. Yanuca Early, Natunuku and Hulifanua, as well 
as Sasoa'a Thin and Taumako Andesitic. It is 
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21. sa.soa 'a H--e. 
23. Marianas P. ~ 
24. Yap E. 
25. Yap M; 
27. Ngulu 
26. Yap L. 
28. Palau 
3 0. Nan !'-1adol 
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The range of Loss of Weight (LOW) for the pottery asse~~lages from 
Pacific 
Islands. It is ob,rious that the late assemblages from Hatunuku and
 Yanuca 
have lm" LOI'J while the L3.pita assernblages have high LOW. f-J I..J) 
Cl\ 
lower than that of Sasoa' a Thin Fine vJa.re, although 
only two examples from Mul if anua were available. 'l'he 
distinctive difference between Tau.rnako Andesitic and 
•raumako Pyroxinic is also of interest because the 
othe:rr physical characteristics of these assemblages 
'i·.rere similar. It is difficult to determine which 
characteris'cic may cause such a difference. 
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Turning now to the assemblages from the North 
Pacific, most sho-v,r a high degree of rJm>J (more than 15%} . 
The assemblage from Na.n Madol is the highest (12. 96 --
24.7%), and higher than that from Lhe Reef Islands. 
Again, it is regrettable that n.o results were obtained 
from the assemblages of Marianas Red and Fefan Island. 
The other North Pacific assemblages show similar 
ranges (about 10-17%) , except for Marianas Plain Ware 
which ranges from 7.4- 11.6%. 
From the results of Lmv it can be said that the 
late assemblages from the South Pacific (Na.tunuku and 
Yanuca) were probably fired at a relatively high 
temperature. The low percentage of LOW, which indicates 
this superior firing, was not obserVE·)d for the 
assembl9-ges from the North Pacific. 
OTHER VARIABLES 
The results of Percentage Water_Absorption are 
highly correlated with Apparent Porosity (r=0.98). 
'rhis is predictable, because t.hey are after all very 
similar characteristics. This variable does not seem 
worbhy of separate examination in future. 
Bulk Density however, shows up different features 
of pottery than the results for Apparent Porosity. 
Considerable dif"ferences were observed in the South 
Pacific assemblages, while relatively similar ranges 
were obtained for the Nor-th Pacific assemblages 
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(Figure 17 ) • It is hard to detect any systematic 
tendencies amongst the Southern assemblages; however 
Bulk Density appeared to be the most important variable 
distinguishing the North and the South Pac::ific potte:cy 
assemblages as a whole in "the later numerical analysis. 
The results for Specific Gravity illustrate a 
very small range, and does not seem t.o possess any 
discriminatory power. It therefore does not seem to 
be of any value in the assemblages studied, and 
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Ranges of Bulk Density for Pacific Island 
pottery ass~~blages. Mean values are 
indicated by the virtical lines. 'I'he 
North Pacific pottery assemblages show 
dmilar results, while the South Pacific 
pottery assemblages vary considerably. 
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NORMALITY STATISTICS F'OR THE VARIABLES 
One possible vJay of deciding v1hether an assemblage 
of pot.tex:y really is culturally or technologically 
homogeneous is to exa.mine the skewness and kur-tosis 
values for each particular property studied. If 
significant non-normality can be deomonstated, this is 
good grounds for believing that the original assemblage 
is not as homogenous as perhaps originally thought. On 
the other hand, it must be pointed out that an absence 
of significant non-normality does not prove that an 
assemblage is culturally homogenous, i·t merely indicates 
that for the particular properties examined, there is no 
obvious admixture. The skewness and kurtosis figures for 
each assemblage and each variable are given in Appendix B. 
Examination of these results rev~als that there is very 
little non~normality amongst the data. This \vas a 
considerable surprise, since it was expected that experimental 
errors alone might introduce some non-normality in the 
results. The general lack of non-normality adds 
confidence in the veracity of the basic information. 
Amongst the different variables, non-normality 
is indicated in only a few, and the results for each 
assemblages are important enough to warrant close 
attent..i..on. 
'fhe basic porosity characteristics t~AI and A.PI 
are non-normal for the following assemblages: 
1: Reef Islands Lapita Ware 
6,7: Natunuku Paddle Impressed Ware and 
Late Incised Ware 
16,17: La.keba Paddle Impressed Ware and 
Late Plain Wa.re 
20: Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware 
This must indicat.e an admixture of more than one 
pottery type in each of these assemblages. 
In addition, Magnetic Susceptibility, MS, is 
non-normal for the following assemblages. 
11: Yanuca Middle Period Carved-Paddle 
Impressed (Parallel Rib) Ware 
21: Sasba'a, Thick Coarse Ware 
24: Yap Early Calcareous Ware 
27: Ngulu Island Ware 
These results probably indicate that there was more 
than one ·type of firing ernployed in the pottery making 
up these assemblages. 
Bu+J:c Density and Specific Gravity might be thought 
to be highly correlatEd variables,· and therefore would 
give similar results in the non-normality tests -· this 
is not so. The correlation coefficient is only 0.01, 
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and while most assemblages are normal with respect to 
bulk Density, a larger number are not when it comes to 
Specific Gravity. In particular, for Bulk Density the 
following assemblages appear to have admixture. 
1: Reef Islands Lapita Ware 
8: Sigatoka Paddle Impressed Ware 
15: Lakeba Lapita Ware 
16,17: Lakeba Paddle Impressed Ware and Late 
Plain \'Jare 
28: Palau Plain Ware 
For Specific Gravity the list of non-normal 
assemblages is as follows~. 
1: Reef Islands Lapita Ware 
3: Taumako .Andesi tic Ware 
6,7: Natunuku Paddle Impressed Ware and Late 
Incised Ware 
8: Sigatoka Paddle Impressed Ware 
9-14: Yanuca Early, Middle Late Period 
15,17: Lakeba 
18: Mulifanua Lapita Ware 
20: Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware 
22: Marianas Red Ware 
23: Marianas Plain Ware 
24-26: Yap Early, Middle 
28: Palau Plain Ware 
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It is notahle that extreme negative kurtosis (beta. 2=-93.1) 
is found for the Yanuca Middle Carved Paddle Impressed 
(Cross-Hatched) Ware, and also for the Yanuca Middle 
Carved Paddle Impressed (Parallel-Rib) with a value 
for beta 2 of -63.5. 
These results are extremely interesting, but would 
require going back to the individual sherds and 
re-examining them for other kinds of differences, such as 
typological features to be confident of the full meaning 
of the discrepancies observed. 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
The foregoing discussion concerns the different 
properties of the pottery taken in isolation. Of course, 
these variables are related to each other, and it is 
worthwhile to examine the nature of these relationships, 
and to consider multivariate as well as univariate 
differences and similarities between one assemblage and 
another. To facilitate this sJcudy, the data were entered 
into a terminal on a VAX computer using the abbreviations 













Table 6 Abbreviations of the twelve variables 
used for numerical analysis. 
Initial Water Absorption before refiring 
Initial Apparent Porosity before refiring 
Initial Bulk Density before refiring 





Water Absorption after refiring 
Apparent Porosity after refiring 
Bulk Density after refiring 
Specific Gravity after refiring 
rnitial Magnetic Susceptibility before refiring 
Final Magnetic Susceptibility after refiring 
Degree of Sand Temper 
Loss of Weight on refiring 
Two kinds of Data Groups were prepared for 
numerical analysis. 
Group A: 679 sherds from 30 assemblages which 
have data for the five variables: 
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WAI 1 API, BDI, SGI, 11SI (see Appendix B) • 
Group B: 99 sherds from 25 assemblages which 
have data for the full 12 variables 
(see Appendix C) . 
CORHEI,A'I'ION BE'TI'JEEN Vl~RIABLES 
R-mode factor analysis was carried out to determine 
the nature of correlations between the variables. Firstly 
the Data Group ·A with five variables was examined, The 
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results clearly show a high correlation between WAI, API 
and BDI. The remaining two variables, SGI and MSI do not 
show a high correlation with other variables. 
Data Group B was also examined with R-mode factor 
analysis, and the basic correlation matrix is given in 
Table 8. In this case, the sample size is much 
lower (N=99}, but the same relationships are evident. 
In particular, WAI, API, BDI, and WAF, APF, BDF are 
the main eo-varying variables. 
So far as the factor analysis is concerned, the 
bulk of the variance was extracted in two factors and 
three factorsc rcontain nearly 100%, in both cases. The 
crunul~tive percentages of variance were 59.2, 82.2, 
99.7, 100.0; and 62.7, 83.6, 100.0 in the first and 
second analyses respectively. The variables are p~otted 
out on the first three pr~nciple components in 
Figures 25(a) and 25(b). It will be seen from the first 
(Figure 25a) that ~vAI and API form a distinct clust.er 
as might be expected. The BDI, with high negative 
correlation separates off into a discrete region, as 
does the two uncorrelated variables SGI and MSI. Thus; 
for ther~nitial pottery properties it is clear that 
there are really four rather than five variables.which 
describe the variation in characteristics. 
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In the second plot for the full suite of variables 
(Figure 18 ), there are six reasonably distinct 
clusters of variables. These are as follows, 
(i) WAI and API. This repeats the result 
obtained in the first analysis. 




predictable, although it is interesting that 
they form a cluster near to but distinct 
from the first cluster. This suggests that 
there are significant differences in the 
pottery (such as original firing temperatures) 
which have been revealed by the refiring test. 
If original firing and pastes had been rather 
similar, these four variables would have 
formed one cluster. 
SAP forms a discrete cluster by itself, 
suggesting that it is a powerful descriptor 
of pottery differences. 
BDI and BDF. This result is fairly predictable, 
although it is interesting that it is only a 
loose cluster. Again t~is demonstrates that 
refiring shows up significant differences in 
___ . the pottery. 
LOW. This appears to form a discrete group, 
although perhaps not quite as clear as expected, 
The loss of weight is not significantly 
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correlated with other variables (see Table B), 
and is probably the single test. indication 
of the differences in original firing 
temperature. 







MSI, MSF occupy a central and undifferentiated 
position on the principle canponents plot. 
These variables do not appear to desctibe 
the variation in th~ pottery in a consistent 
manner which could be revealed by this technique. 
7 : Correlation Coefficients for the five 
initial variables studied (N=679). 
WAI API BDI SGI 
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Principle components obtained for the initial 
five variables using R-mode fac-tor analysis 
(t.J=679)! The tb.Y~e a.::es 2.C(;()'!..~;~t. £()!:' 99. 7o~ 
of the total variance. The variables form 
discrete clusters as shown. 
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of 12 variables using R-mode factor analysis (N=99} • 
This reveals four dist:inct clusters and a furthe..r bio 
less distinct ones. The groups are rea.sonably 
predictable, but it is interesting that the refiring 
t.est has separated some cJ.ust(~:t:s apart. 'rhi.s probably 
demonstrates significant. differencGs in original firing 
condition.s of the pott_e.ry studied, 
12 
1.~0 
TABLE 8 Correlation Coefficients for the 12 variables 
st;udied (N=99} • 
WAI API BDI • SGI WAF APF BDF SGF MSI • MSF SAP LO\tv 
WAI 
API o. 97 
BDI -0.92 -0.83 
SGI 0.34 0.51 0.04 
WAF --0.92 0.65 0. 61 0.22 
APF 0.65 0. 67 -0.53 0.37 0.94 
BDF 0.45 0.38 0.55 0.17-0.75 -{). 50 
SGF 0.17 0.23 -0.04 0. 36 0.09 0.35 0.46 
MSI 0.09 0.08 -0.06 0.04 0.08 0.10 -0.05 -0.06 
HSF 0.16 0.15 -0.12 0.06 0.06 0.05 -0.05 -0.06 ·-0. Ol 
SAP 0.28 -0.20 0.42 0. 26 0.02 0.08 0.06 0.02 -0.06 -0.04 
LOW 0.38 0.38 -0.38 0.09 0.13 0.20 -0.04 0.12 0.28 -0.08 -0.31 
COMPARISON BETWEEN SOU'I'H AND NOHTH PACIFI,C POT'rERY _" ____ __ 
In order to examine the multivariate relationship 
between assemblages, discriminant function analysis was 
carried out. 
The.Data Group A was classified into two groups 
according to whether the asse.rnblage ca.'Tle from the South 
Pacific or the North Pacific. The discriminant analysis 
results are shown in Figure 20 • The results show 
a remarkable separation betv1een the assemblages frpm the 
South and North Pacific regions. The most significant 
variable for the distinction was API, closely followed 
by BDI and SGI. WAI and l\1SI are insignifican-t .. 
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PER:ENT OF 'GROUPED" CASES COR~ECTLY CLIISSIFIED: BO,B5X 
Figure 20::. Discriminant Analysis of South and North 
Pacific po·ttery (Data Group A) using 'che 
variables of 'VJAI 1 API, BDI, SGI, MS I. 
The discrimination between the two regions 
is very clear. 
Data Group B was also divided into two groups, 
South and North Pacific, and two types of discriminant 
functio6 analysis carried out. 
Firstly, the same variables used for Data Group A 
were used for Group B to see if Data Group B gave the 
same results as Data Group A. The result is shown in 
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Figure 21 • This exhibits similar but more clearly 
separated results than that of Data Group A. The order 
of significance of the variables was different, however: 
BDI, \'VAI, API, MSI and SGI. 
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PERCEHT OF 'GROUPED' CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 77.78/. 
Figure 21 Discrj~inant ADalys~s of the South and the 
North Pacific pottery (Data Group B) 
using the full set of variables: vJAI, 
.A? I, BDI, SGI, Ivi.SI, ~v-AF, APF, BDF, SGF, 
MSF, SAP, LOW. Again, very successful 
discrimination was achieved. 
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THE SOUTH PACIFIC ASSEMBLAGES 
Thirdly, it is of interest to see how the individual 
assemblages may be related or separated by multivariate 
analysis. ~'/hen the full range of potteries for Data 
Group ·A (N=67 9) vvas examined, the assemblage distinctions 
did not appear to be highly distinctive, and it seems that 
the data is too complex for simple overall evaluation by 
this method (however, see below). Therefore, the 
Pacific potteries were organised into North and South 
groups and examined separately. 
For Southern pottery (Data Group A) the results 
are shown in the scatter plot (Figure 22 ) . This 
analysis did not clearly separate the assemblages 
except for that from the Reef Islands and Sasoa'a Thin 
Fine Ware. The significant variables are BDI, l-1.PI, and 
SGI. 
Southern pottery was then examined using all the 
variables (Data Group B), and the scatter plot is shown 
in Figure 23 . For this study several of the 
assemblages were first grouped together to simplify thE! 
analysis, 'and these are indicated on Figure 23 . 
The order of significance of variables was fairly different 
from that of the previous results: SGI, LO\t\1, APF 1 BDI, 
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Figure 22 The scatter plot Discr irninant Analy
sis on 
the South Pacific pottery assemblages 
(Data Group A) using the variables WAI 1 
API 1 BDI, SGI 1 HSI. The cumulative 
percentage of variance achieved was 64.3 1 
84.1, 93.7 1 98.1, 100.0. Clear separation 
was only achievcd.for the Reef Islands 
and Sasoa 'a Thin Fine 1dare. 





















1: Reef Islands Lapita Ware (N==29) 
19: Vailele Thick Coarse Ware (N=20) 
9: Yanuca Early Lapita Decorated Ware (N=l5) 
10: Yanuca Early Plain Hare (N,-,:28) 
14: Yanuca Late Plain Nare (N=l C) 
ll: Yanuca HidcUe Period Carved-·Paddle Impressed 
; {Parallel-Rib) Ware (N=l5) 
12: Yanuca Niddle Period Carved-Paddle Impressed 
(Cross-Hatch) Ware (N=l5) 
13: Yanuca !'liddle Period Plain Ware (H=lO) 
20: Sasoa 'a Thin Fine Ware (N=30) 
21: Sasoa 'a Thick Coarse 1'/are (N=28) 
3: Taumako Andesitic Ware (N=31) 
4: Taumako Pyrox inic h'ar e (N=l8) 
18: !1ulifanua Lap ita. Ware (N=28) 
2: Banks Islands 1i1are (N=33) 
15: Lakeba Lapita \\Tare (N=30) 
5: Natunuku Lapita Ware (N=24) 
7: Natunuku Late Incised Ware (N=24) including 
Paddle Impressed Ware {N=4) 
8: Sigatoka Paddle Impressed Ware {N=ll) 
17: Lakeba Late Plain Ware (N=20) including 
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Figure 23 Discriminant analysis on the South Pacific pottery 
assetnblages (Data Group B) using 12 variables. 
The cumulative percentage of variance is 42. 5, 
68.1, 83.2, 89.8; 94.3, 97.8, 99.0, 99.5, 100.0. 
The separation of assemblages is rather clearer 
Ttlhen all these variables are used. 













1: Reef Islands Lapita I'Jare (N=5) 
2: Banks Islands Ware (N=5) 
9&10: Yar.uca Early Lapita Ware (N=6) 
ll-13: Yanuca Hiddle Ware (N=9) 
.14: Yanuca Late Ware (N~3) 
15: Lakeba Lapita Ware (N=5) 
5: Natunu1m Lapita Ware (N=S) 
7: Natunuku Late Incised Ware (N=S) 
20: Sasoa 'a Thin Fine Hare (N=5) 
19&21: Sasoa'a & Vailele Thick Coarse Ware (N=lO) 
18: iv1uli£anua Lap ita ·ware (N=J). 
3&4: Taumako Ware (N==S) 
Group Cer.t:r·oids 
I 
The following general observations may be made 
from this multivariate analysis. The assemblages from 
the Reef Islands, Hulifanua, Sasoa' a Thin and 'l'hick 
Wares, Vailele, and Natunuku Lapita are fairly easily 
distinguished from other potteries. The assemblages 
from the Banks Islands 1 Yanuca, I.akeba Lapita and 
Taumako overlap a great deal, and therefore cannot 
easily be distinguished. 
THE NORTH PACIFIC ASSEMBLAGES 
.., t:::'i 
,L;:) I 
The assemblages of the Nort:h Pacific were also looked 
at separately using Data Groups A and B. Interestingly 
enough, the significant order of variables used for this 
discriminant analysis (SGI, HSI, vJAI, BDI and API) was 
different from that of the previous analysis. The 
significant variables such as SGI and MSI for discriminating 
the North Pacific assemblages rnay possibly suggest these 
pottery assemblages have rather different raw clays 
(perhaps a higher iron concentration) than in the South 
Pacific. 
This proposed use of these distinctive clays is 
~upport~~ by the similar distribution of several 
assemblages from the same island or site. For inst.ar.ce 
the Marianas Red and Marianas Plain wares are al~ost 
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Figure 24 Discriminant Analysis of North Pacific Pottery 
(Data Group A) using 5 variables. Although 
the discriminations appear complex and over-
lapping, there are some notable differentiations 
(see text). 











26: Yap Late Laminated Ware (N=30) 
25: Yap Middle Unlaminated Ware (N=30) 
28: Palau Plain Ware (N=30) 
24: Yap Early Calcareous Ware (N=37) 
23: Marianas Plain Ware (N=30) 
22: Marianas Red Ware (N=D) 
27: Ngulu Islan~ Ware (N=30) 
29: Fefan Island Calcareous Ware (N=22) 
30: Nan Madol Plain Ware (N=30) 
Gl.OU.lJ Cen\Tuicis 
very distinctive of non Marianas pottery. on the other 
hand, the three assemblages from Yap are easily 
discriminated in the analysis. 
The distribution of Ngulu Island Pottery clearly 
shows that this assemblage.is of mixed composition, 
aJ. though it. is hard to be sure from which islands the 
pottery was:brought. 
Nan Madol pottery also shows a wide distribution. 
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The wide variation in physical characteristics of pottery 
from Nan Madol is of particular interest considering the 
unusual nature of this site in the first place. 
Tha Data Group B was then examined using 12 variables. 
It will be recalled that no data was obtained for the 
Marianas Red pottery because of cru..vnbling follmving 
refiring. A mu6h 6learer separati.on was obtained 
(Fig'.' 25) · The Yap Middle Period Unl~minated 
Ware overlapped considerably with Palau Plain Ware, 
but not ·~,,.li th Yap Late Laminated V'7are. The other 
assemblages, on the other hand, are quite distinctive. 
THE PACIFIC porrTERY ASSEMBLAGES TAKEN TOGETHER 
As ment.ioned above, when all assemblages are 
examined with discriminant analysis 1 consiqerable 
overlaps occur. Some of these overlaps are sorted 
out by examining higher principal components, but it 
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is difficult to in·t.erpret the results in any fine 
detail. However, the analysis \¥as pressed ahead for one 
very good reason - it will be recalled that. almost all 
of the Fefan Island and Marianas Red pottery sherds 
crumbled on refiring, making it impossible to determine 
the full set of variables on these sherds. Full 
comparison of all other assemblages vlith these was 
therefore only possible with the five variable set 
(Data Group B) . For the sake of completeness, Data 
Group A was also examined for all assemblages, even t.hough 
this excluded Marianas Red, and all but one Fefan Island 
sherd. 
'I'he results from Data Group B show a rough division 
into th:r.=e groups (Figure 26). A first group consist.s of the 
assemblages from the North Pacific such as Marianas 
Plain Ware, Yap Middle Period Unlaminated Ware, Ngulu 
Island. Ware,Fefan Island Calcareous Ware and Yap Early 
Calcareous Ware. A second group appears to be certain 
assemblages from the South Pacific, such as the Reef 
Islands, Mulifanua, Lakeba Lapita, Natunuku Lapita, 
Taumako (both assemblages grouped) , Sasoa' a 'l'hin Fine, 
Sasoa'a Thick Coarse and Vailele potteries. Finally, a 
third group is a mixture of South and North Pacific 
pottery such as Yanuca Early, Middle and Late Period, 
Natunuku Late Ware, Yap Late, Palau and the Nan Madol 
potteries. With the exception of Yanuca Early Lapita, 
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this third group consists of the Late pottery assembla.ges 
in the Pacific. Thus, the earlier assemblages of botl1 
areas seem to be fairly distinctive, while ti1e later 
ones are not. It may be recalled that one of the 
original questions in t.his study was to see j_f c:my 
relationship could be observed between the southern 
Lapi ta Wares and the calcareous pottery "cradi tion from 
the North Pacific. It was therefore of great regret 
that the refired data for the Harianas Red pottery 
could not be obtained. 
However, data for the Harianas Red pottery vJas 
obtained in Data Group A, so it was possible to carry 
out discriminant analysis on the full data set (N==679), 
with five variables. The result ~s shown in Figure 27, 
and is extremely complex to try and interpret in only 
two principal components. Again, the North Pacific 
assemblages are largely separated from those of the 
south, with a large overlapping series in the center. 
Marianas Red pottery falls clearly in the Nort.h Pa.cific 
cluster, without any clear. relationship to any Lapita 
assemblage. 
In .~mmmary, there is some evidence that the 
physical properties of pottery consistently change 
within any one region. 'rhis can be seen in tlle Yapese 
assemblages for example, where the three different 
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periods can be discerned relatively easily. This also 
appears to be true for a number of other assemblages 
such as Lapi ta. potteries of the South Pacific and ·the 
calcareous pottery in the North Pacific, \'v'hich are 
reasonably distinctive. There are some indications tha. t 
there is a consistent merging of characteristics later 
iri time, leading to a series of relatively indistinct 
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25 Discr :iminant analysis on the North Pacific 
Pottery assemblages (Data Group B) using 1:?. 
variables. Separation of the assemblages is 
even clearer than with only five variables. 
Assemblage 
Ha.rianas Red Ware (no data) 
Harianas Plain Ware (N=4) 
Yap Early Calcareous Ware (N=4) 
Yap Hiddle Pa·iod Unlaminated Ware (N==S) 
Yap late Laminated Ware (N=S) 
Ngulu Island Ware (N=4) 
Palau Plain Ware (N=5) 
Fefan Island Calcareous Ware (N=l) 
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Figure 26: Discriminant analysis on all Pacific assemblages using 
Data Group B with 12 variables. Interpreting the full 
data set is complex, but there are notable groupings. 
There is a rough division into three: North Pacific (1-\), 
Host o:f the Sou·th Pacific (B) ,. and finally a mixed group 
consisting of late asse.ttblages (C) . 
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Assemblage 
Reef Islands Lapita Ware (N=23) 
Banks Islands \\Tare (N=33) 
Yanuca Early Lapita Ware (N=6) 
Yanuca Middle Period Ware (N=9) 
Yanuca La.Jce Plain Ware (N=3) 
Lakeba Lapita Ware (N=S) 
NatunuJm l.apita Ware (N=S) 
Natunuku Late Incised ·ware (N=5) 
Sasoa 'a Thin Fine Ware (N=S) 
Sasoa 'a and Vailele '!'hick Coarse Ware 
(N=lO) 
Mulifanua Lapita Ware (N=3) 
Tau:inako Hare (N== 5) 
Nar ianas Plain ~-rare (N==S) 
Yap Early Calcareous lvare (N=4) 
Yap Middle Pe:c iod Unlamina ted Ware (N==5} 
Yap Late Laminated Ware (N==S) 
Ngulu Island ~~are (N=4) 
Pa.lau Plain Ware (N=5i 
Nan M3.do1 (U=4) 
Group Centroids 
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Figure 27 Discriminant analysis of all Pacific a.sser.1blages 
using Data Group A with five variables. The 
Marianas Red Ware is clearly associa·ted with the 
North Pacific, and there is no evident 
relationship with any Lapita assanblages. The 
results of this full analysis are so complex 
that detailed interpretation is impossible . 
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Reef Island Lapita (N=23) 
Natunuku Lapita Ware (N=24) 
Natunuku Late Ware (N=28) 
Yanuca Early Lapita Ware (N=43) 
Yanuca Late Plain Ware (N=lO) 
Yanuca Middle t.Vare (N=45) 
16 7 
Sigatoka Paddle Impressed Wa.re (N=ll) 
Lakeba Lapita Ware (N=30) 
Lakeba Lat.e Plain \<Vare (N=20) 
Hulifanua Lapita Ware (N=28) 
Sasoa' a Thin Fine Ware (N=30) 
Sasoa 'a and Vailele Thick Coarse 
Ware (N=48) 
Taumako Ware (N=49) 
Banks Ware (N=33) 
Yap Late Lamina·too vlare (N=30) 
Yap Middle Period Unlaminated vJare (N=30) 
Palau Plain Hare (N=30) 
Yap Early Calcareous Ware (N=37) 
Marianas Plain Ware (N=30) 
Har iana s Red ~·~are (N=l 7) 
Ngulu Island Ware (N==30) 
Fefan Island Ware (N=22) 
Nan Madol Plain Ware (N=30) 
Group centroids 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the first chapter of this thesis, previous 
studies of pottery in the Pacific were reviewed. It 
was concluded that there \vas a significant area lvhere 
16 8 
t.·le are deficient in inforrnation - physical properties of 
the basic material found by archaeologists - the sherds 
which make :up the assemblages. Three objectives \'lere 
outlined which were argued to be worthy of init:ial 
examination: 
1. To examine select physical characteristics of 
Oceanic potteries on a broad fron·t to see whe·ther 
some of the differences observed by archaeologist.s 
on typological grounds could be detected vJi th 
these properties. In particular, could Northern 
potteri.es be distinguished from th.ose of the 
South Pacific. 
2. Is there any relationship between the Lapi t.a and 
Marianas Red pott.ery which could be observed 
through physical properties. 
3. To provide some basic descriptive information on 
physical characteristics on a broad front to serve 
as a background for later more detailed studies 
It remains to evaluate how well these objectives 
were met, and to point out some of the more notable 
conclusions of this study. 
To take the t..hird objective first, this work has 
provided information on 679 sherds from 30 separa-te 
assemblages scattered over many Pacific Islands. Of 
itself this means very li t·tlE:, but un-til nmv there 
have been feH studies which have been so wide-ranging, 
and this basic descriptive information does provide 
a suitable perspective or yardstick against which later 
more detailed analyses can be viewed. At this level, 
Pacific Island potteries stand out as being extremely 
variable in their physica.l properties by any standards. 
This mig:1t be interpreted as an indica-tion of poor 
technological skill by the artisans who made pottery 
over the last 3500 years in these far--flung islands. 
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My preference is to interpret this as a measure of 
the degree of experiment.ation carried out by people in 
the Oceanic World, where sources of clay and terrigenous 
sand were uncormuon and not necessarily suited to the 
types of product desired. Of particular interest i.s the 
very la~ge range of porosity (9-58%), and the degree 
of sand tempering (18-64%) • 'l'his almost certainly shows 
a considerable ranqe in firing temperatures used and 
experimentation to overcome problE~ms :r:ela·ting to thermal 
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shock in the use of open-air firing. 
This shows up an urg·ent need to try and develop 
a suitable method for determining the firing terr.perature 
for Pacific Island potteries in the. future. One 
possibility concerns the different mineralogical phases 
of caco3 . This is a common ingredient of Pacific 
pottery due to either accidental or deliberate inclusion 
of coral fragments in the sands used as temper. The 
magnetic susceptibility measurements revealed some 
interesting data, but was somewhat difficult to interpret 
due to the nonspecifici·ty of the measurements. It would 
be valuable to examine absolute susceptibility values 
with reference to absolute iron concentration, and combine 
it with -:.i t:her or both magnetic hysteresis measurements 
or Mossbauer spectra in future. Firing condit.ion was 
clearly one of the most important variables in the 
manufa~ture of Pacific pottery - these magnetic 
measurements can be expected to reveal much more of this 
aspec·t of ancient pottery technology in the Pacific in 
future. 
The percentage loss of weight on ref:Lring and <l:ihe 
degree q[: sand temper a:r:e two characteristics which also 
proved valuable in this study. I-t is suggested though 
that grain size examination of disaqqreqated sherds miaht 
be a useful property to further examine, 
m ' t ~h ~ b' t' ·~ h b 1urrung o '- e secona o Jec J..Ve, J.L. as to e 
a&nitted that the putative relationship between Lapita 
and Marianas pottery could not be fully evaluated in 
this stu.oy of physical properties.· However, the mere 
fact that Marianas Red pottery crumbled so readily 
on refiring points to almost unique characteristics; 
certainly to features not shared by any Lapita 
assemblage studied. 
As far as the first objective is concerned, it is 
in this area that the most interesting results were 
found 1 and which fully viridicates this type of study 
being carried out in the first place. For instance, 
pronounced differences in the physical properties 
between the South and North Pacific potteries were 
observed. Among the several properties examined, 
Apparent Porosity, Bulk Density and Specific Gravity 
are the most useful in distinguishing assemblages .from 
these two regions. The characteristics following 
refiring are also useful, but apparently less so than 
the initial values. 
Amongst the notable things revealed in the study, 
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the fol~_owing may be mentioned. The Lapi ta assemblages 
vary considerably in their physical properties, despite 
what were probably rather similar manufact~ring methods. 
'l'he difference in the raw clay and/or firing conditions 
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are probably responsible for the varying physical 
charac·teristics observed. Howew~r, several similar 
characteristics were seen both in the Lapita assemblages 
and the Northern calcareous assemblages, such as a wide 
range and high values for porosity, higher Magnetic 
Susceptibility, and a large percentage of Loss of 
Weight on refiring. 
It is also interesting that the physical properties 
of Sasoa'a Thin Fine Ware are quite similar with those 
of Lapi ta assemblages. The relationship be·tween these 
two pottery types has been pointed out on other 
archaeological grounds (Green 1969d:l70), and the 
resul·ts of this study support this conclusion. 
In the case of the pottery from Natunuku, distinct 
differen.ces betvveen the Lapita assemblage and the Late 
Incised assemblage were observed. On the other hand, 
the Paddle Impressed Ware 1 (although the number was very 
small) , showed different characteristics from that of 
the Late Incised \tV"are. This result might be of some. 
help in assessing the chronological status of the Paddle 
Impressed assemblage, because the Natunuku sit.e did not 
give a C:-~ear sequence between these three types of 
pottery (Hinds 19 82, pers. comm.) .. 
The calcareous pottery assemblages from the 
North Pacific also showed a wide variety in theit 
physical characteristics. It is unknown whether such 
differences \vere caused by the different clays or 
different manufacturing techniques. 
The pottery assemblage from Ponape possesses 
similar charact.eristic with later pottery assemblages 
which are also undistinguishable from those of the 
South Pacific late assemblages. 
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Finally, when all the assemblages from the Pacific 
Islands w·ere examined together, there were indications 
of a much more important historical phenomenon. 
Most of the earlier pottery assemblages such as Lapi t.a 
Ware in the South Pacific and the Calcareous pottery 
in the North Pacific, appeared to be reasonably 
distinct of each other. However, in the corse of 
time these differences may have become prog-ressively 
less pronounced, leading ultimately to relatively 
undistinctive Late pottery assemblages. 
Discerning the theoretical basis for such a 
phenomenon must wait. a close documenta1.:ion of whan 
pretisely was involved in the change. This present 
study, by its own nature, has been largely exploratory; 
but it is hoped that it will serve as a useful 
building block for further work of this kind. 
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A P P E N D I X 
A 
DATA GROUP A 
The following are the basic results for each 
sherd, following by the distributional 
statistics for each assemblage. 
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(',J-13B2* B + ~:iB:J. !:j" ?31 11 . j ':)') 29.b12 47. 1.34 1. t ~:j92 
t'tH3B~~ B,206 ~} + 5 ~:.i :.3 10.444 27. ~!'/'3 4~:5 t 7~5B 1 f-6?8 
r~d-13B4 l?tb52 11 • Si25 2:1. .H71 ::3.901 42.41~>' 1. 77c:" t I I ... 1 
AH3B5 !:;~~i8~5 3.720 7.004 2~5. 40? 43.?10 1.701 
AH3B6 l !:.i + 62~5 10.516 19.26? 23.309 41 .61B 
•I .786 
f'tf-[387 13.0:1.7 (1,634 16.621 27 + ,-:.87 4'"' 
l ,.,-, t .630 . ... J t . ··-0 
M'I38B 12. 14~i B.242 14.7B2 2:!. .713 40.;:Q1. 1 .8~j? 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF! 
ASSEMBLAGE 11 REEF ISLANDS LAPITA CN=29J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 29 






t'll:: t"'N == 
SD== 








GF;()l.,i J TY ( Gf-1/CC) 
MEf'1N=== 
SD":: 
SKEkiNE~:;~~; (BET t1 
KUF\TDSIS ( BETt"l 
l j ::: 
2) .... 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MV 





-4~j t ?!7.i +-· 
4.06 + .... 




4 ~ ~:.i6 
4 + 1 )' 
1.65 +-.. 0.03 
0.14 +- 0.02 
1.66 W:l.= 3.!~ 















:~. 099 1 .640 
3.067 4.060 
~:'l,Ol9 ~.~. 0?0 
-~ 
·~. 101 ~.~. 7:1.0 
3~060 ~.i. 6!::iO 
7 :116 ~;2 + 340 '~' + 
.~: + 9 :~ lj"J 2. b~~.iO 
3. :i. ::~!.) ::! '430 
:~.067 ;-:;, 740 
3. :1.2:1. 2.510 
;? • o~>r; o ~ sr.:?.o 
.. ;)t :1.07 4.000 
:~.Ol·i' 3~700 
"t 
\.} t 1J.B 4"B40 
2.<.)>[:50 is .. 960 
], 12~:} :5 t 1 :i. 0 
:;:.?41 3 + ::~?0 
2. ~~23 ~it 4b0 
::!.9B2 3.740 
3.064 2.680 
2.9M3 ... '). 160 
3.044 4.220 
.~5 + () :1. :!. 2 "s:o~=.io 
~5. 09:':1 ~5.~360 
:~. OB2 2.210 
?.99!:'i 4.000 
3. o~:.:_tB 2 ~ :~:?o 
2,9'70 2.900 
:·3 t l :!.? 2.060 
A8SEMI:!Lf>,(3E "). ..... t BANKS ISLANDS !tJAiiE [N::::3:3J 
Wd Ws Wv.1 l.<.IA 
f>d-1/'14* :I.B.22/' u. .2f.l0 20.B89 :1.4 .6o:; 
AH7l!:i 1.2.600 B~ 180 16.41.4 30.270 
tii-17U) 14.0B:J. 9.0?6 1B.663 32. ~540 
f>d-1717 -, :1.43 4.~516 () ··z~-z 1"7. ;.:20 / . \,) t -.J!-..J 
AH7l. B u. .84:1. 7. 3::~9 :1.3.646 1~5.244 
AH720 95fB23 61 .414 122.240 27 t ~5"?7 
AH/'21 :!.0.639 6. 8!:~3 14.:l~)8 :n, 076 
AH7n 21 .909 :1.3.864 26.376 20. ~5B? 
ti!-17~.~6 :l.1 • 9B'7 7.7B4 :1.4.'723 24.472 
til-!74~5 9. 1~j2 ~:_itBC:.4 :1.1 -}l::'t::' + I ._! ... } 2B,442 
,~d-·1747 16. 7"76 :J.O,[J"/~) 21. ~~)59 2B, 5 U. 
til-17~52* -x 1. 1::·<.1 ''"J ~.} ~:;. fo • • ..1 _f ,f ;:.3. 409 45. U!? ''") ••v r) C) ~ ,· ..... ~ fo ..:. ........ ':> 
AH7~'.i3* 30,BB4 :1. '7' 4~!)(3 ~~-7 .. ;_:.~)B 20,6)'1 
1iH7~:!4 12. 13:1. -~· 'Fr)";.o / f I .,.· .. I :1.4. 3:50 :l.B~ :1.27 
r~ H 7 ~'.i ~.'i :1.2.4::w '? t S'<5':Y l ~:i. l :::~2 2:1. t;;• '(') .. ~.lt':) ') 
A!-1757 :l7.~:i50 u. ,.222 ~-~0' 690 :1.7 00'') + ... _. J ..:.. 
f,H7;:!H B+62.1 ~:.i i' ~:;!:5!::i :1.0.9'73 2"./',~'.il4 
Al-1760 :J.2,BB7 B' :1.63 :l.~i.B77 ;:.:.3. 202 
fil-l? 6:1. * 27.700 :1.7.7~j4 34.207 2;:) .49:1. 
AH762 12.361 7.797 :1.4.317 :L;:i.K'4 
Al-17b:) 1.4 '2;)8 9 .0!'.~2 :1.7. 077 :l.9 '771 
f>d-176-<} 48;026 29, ~i'B'+ ~5b. B5'.7 1 f:l, :~BB 
til-l76!::i l?.B9? u. .HB3 22.:3/'8 ;.~~:; t 0~~8 
AH/'66 :l9.8fJ6 l2,~j:'~5 2;·5.01f3 :l.!:i + 7~~.i0 
ti!-1767 22.2:1.6 :l. 4. !".i2:~ 2B.:I.:l.1 ..-; ~ ~:..--·· r.:· ,;,\,) + d\.o')._l 
AH76B* :~7 t 3~56 23,7:1. S' 4?.~no 2t... 64{·.,.\ 
AH769 :!.5.800 10. 146 20.385 2~1.019 
A!-1770 49,;332 ~51. 536 6:1. .356 24.374 
riHTll :J.2,!':Jl0 '? .. S)77 17.099 :.::e:. f 683 
t'l!-1772 37.60/' 23.693 44.066 :1.? • :1.?!:5 
t~1H/'?J 19.?B6 :J.2.6B6 24. H~B 22t24B 
AH774 :l4.39B 9. 0~51 :1.6.!:357 :1.7 .079 
ti!-177:::.; :1.0.777 b.8l3 12.?79 18.~)77 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 21 BANKS ISLANDS WARE [N=33J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 33 
W~TER ABSORPTION(%) 




tiPPAF:ENT PDF:DSI TY C ;~) 
NEr',N'"' 
SD"-= 
SI"\EV.JNES~"l ( BETt'>; 1 ) "' 
KUFHDS IS (BET r~ 2) ,,, 
BULK DEN~3 I TY C Cit'l./CC) 
t'lEf,N== 
SD== 
BI"\El,JNES~) (BETA :l. ) ,, 
t\UHTCISI s ( DETI'I 2 )":: 
SPECIFIC GF{tW I TY < Gi''l/CC) 
HEt',N'"' 
SD"' 
SI\EkiNES::; ( BETt1 1. '--.~ -
KUFnOf.;IS ( l<ETt"' 2) :: 
rlAGNETIC BU::;CEPT I B I L. I TY f'jt) 
i'"ll:. f~N "" 
sn""" 
f.)I~T\,.JNF~3S (BET A l ) "'' 
t\UHTD~~: I B (I:< ET t'l 2) "' 
199 
AF' BD SG ns 
27.703 1 .897 2.624 2 t 3~~0 
46,320 "I t !:"!30 2.851 4.~!40 
47.7?4 1 .469 2.B:J.3 :,~. 420 
31 .890 :1. tB52 2.7:1.9 3.J.6() 
28.~)"?4 1 .874 2.b24 ::.~. ?BO 
4~3. 4:.3f:) :l + !.5?!:; 2."i'B5 2.4::~0 
48. 1 ~:;·_:;: .1 <) 4:ib 2.B:J.O 1 .?BO 
35' 702 :L .751 2.723 2.~.;';">() 
41 ,09B 1 ,679 2. B!S:f. 2.BBO 
44. :1.86 :l .554 2 * '?B:.-5 4.760 
44,?6B :J. • ~570 2.B43 3.2BO 
~59+ ?54 1. t b8~~- ;_:: + 77~:j 1 P";') + •.• , ... \_, 
3~:.i. BO:i :1. v732 2t698 :1. • ~.iOO 
~53+ 303 :1. ,B37 2 + '? ~.::j ~.) 2.500 
~~-? t ~552 l -··M~'') + I ~:>.1!. 2 .. 71.:.4 2.8BO 
3:'5 V :1.64 1 , B~54 2. T?3 3 + fl~)() 
43.6:19 1 .. ~:_iB~; 2. f:l:l2 O, 4S'0 
3B,/'6:1. 1 .671 2. ?2B- ~5 .6~W 
~39 t 549 l .6B4 2, 7B~5 ;:, 140 
30.000 l ,f:l96 2.708 3.140 
35. :1.28 1. ,/T/ 2.?39 3. 2:~0 
32 .. Bt..2 1 .787 2.6b2 o. 7l0 
42.69? :L.?05 2.97.!> .2.410 
29.87? :1. .897 2 + 70~5 3,0.tl·O 
43.384 l .635 2.BBB 0.7?0 
42t 194 1. t ~iB:·:~ 2 + 7~59 2.000 
44.700 :l. • ~i43 2.794 3.460 
40.322 1 .654 2 .. '?72 3.2~:)0 
~'.iO, 307 :1. • :~71 2. ?t.,o 3. "~il}() 
3:1. <· ?04 1 .B46 2.703 :l .090 
38.272 1 .?20 2.?B'? 1 + :~80 
3:1. • !"iO:I. 1 .B44 2 + 69~~ "l -~. 1:?0 
3~ t:"t:""7 
~ ~ t ... J,_I•' 1 .B06 2.71.9 3.~iDO 




38.40 +- :1. .09 
6. 2~5 +··- 0./7 o.oo W:l.= 0, :l.O 
1 ,90 I,J2== -1 -:" c:· + ~·..J 
1 .70 +-· 0.02 o. 1.4 +- o.o:? o. :1. :~ vJ :1. "'' 0.93 
2.28 w·:>= --0. 80 
2~?6 +-· o.ol. o.o"? +··- o.o:L 
0, :;~B v.J:J.= l f.,;~) 
5.23 W2"" 3 ~ ~5~~ 
2.6..]. +·- o, Li 
:i. .ol +-- o~ l2 o. :1.1 (,) :1. "' O,B4 
r) "'' l 
•• ~. t I\.) vJ2== ····0,09 






























··;•q j ., j .; 
L,/'j + ~i'htfi 
/~:. t "'"~J-. .. r 
Ws Ww AP 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 3: TAUMAKO ANDESITIC WARE [N=3:J.J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 3:1. 
WtiTER fti<SD~:PT I ON (%) 
t'lEt1N::: 2~i + 10 
SD:: 3, OS' 
C\KFl,JNFS<:> ( l"<FTti l ) ::: l . 1.0 




StO::~JNEf)S ( BI.'::T t1 l ) ::"" o.n 
KUFnD~::Is <BETA 2) ::: 3 t ~32 
BULK DENHI TY ( Gi''l/CC) 
NEAN::: 1 + t':t l 
8[1::: o.os 
SI"\EWNESS (BETA l ):::: 0.3:!. 
KUF';"(OSIS(BETA ;2) ::;: 3.99 
SPECIFIC GHt1\..' I TY ( Gf'i/CC) 
rlEfrN"' 2.68 
SD== 0,()9 
SJ·>:EWi'·!ESS (BET t1 < ):: 0.87 ·' r~UI'iTD~H S ( BETt"' 2) :: 4 r)-7 . ,;,. ·" 
r!M=iNETIC SU~!CEPT I B I l.. I TY i"ll) 
i'!Et"'IN::: 2.66 
SD::." j_ .42 
f.lt{E\..INE~>S ( BETr~, l ) """ 0 +~57 
1\UF\TDSIS ( BETr"J 2) '" :~ • O~i' 
200 
BD BG 
+-- 0 + ~)!:'.i 
+-·· 0 .;39 
l.<.I:J.::: 2f-62 
~J ~.~ :: 3. :~9 
+- 0 t ~j2 
+·- 0 ... , .. ~ .,::.,~ 
~1:1. :: 1 + 19 
W2== 1 0'") t ...... 
+-· 0.02 
+-·· o.o:t. 
W1=-~ 1. . :~9 
W2:::: ., • ,l;..~y .. 
+·- 0.02 
+- O.(H 
W1 :·: 2 + 3:~ 
i42=: 2.0S) 
+·- 0.26 
+···· o. lD 
W:!.:::: 1 ~B9 
w:;~=,, o. ::·m 
201 
ASSEMDL.ADE A ' TtiUi'1t1KO F'YROXENIC Wt1F·il::: [f.l::::18] • 
Wd Ws Ww Wt.,. AF' BD SG 
?B, :!. 1.0* 6 .994 4 .610 8 .. 64? 2~3 . b~.~~:j AO, 946 1. .n:::- ') .r: .. + s):34 
78 ' ;??~:;* 4 .T72 2. 6f:l2 
5 • l!t=:'Q -y,..}'..} 24 B40 39. :1.21 1 
c.--)1.':' ') ~}8'? 
' t-dt.._l 
..... (· 
?B .72B* 32 • 7:1.2 20 t :~39 :·5B ~ B72 lB ' B:5l 33 . 23B J. t /' (.)~; ,., .• • .. + b44 
/'8 .9(j'6* 1:':! • 1B6 9.430 :1.8 .40"7 2:1. • 210 :5 ~5 . t181 :1. t 692 .-, .: .. • , ·zq (:> ~.} \,, . 
?B, lOll l ~) +:.r?o l 0. 23;.'.i lB. 41.9 19 . t.:i .. t7 \ ......... .' 3? ~ 2!~(.. 1. .87B 'l .l' .. + oc;r···, ,.t .~ ,,') 
7B • :l03:':.i 13 . 998 e. SlElO :1.'?~"?~14 :.~fJ . (;)-;•1::· I .r d 42 .938 :1. . 592 '1 ··- • 7S'0 7B. 1036 21 . 160 j -z • ,..,. + 720 26. c.,o? 2~S ' 742 ·42f. 26? 1 .642 'l .. ~. + B•14 7B t0 3D j c:· ·'146 10. 383 :i.9 4!:l'i' ,.) ·-} • .,J ' ..: ... : .. ' o;:n "7,(;.) 0oH0 '..}fo 706 1 • ?~S7 .. , 8,::)6 ..: .. ~ 
?8. 1.040 ~:.i r;•1::• I "1 !:'Jt.~=s b ~}2::.; :l. :? ij.()~=.i ~'1 6S':l. 1 vB?B 
,., 
/'9:!. .. .._1-...I(J ~·. . ' ... ") ... ·_ . ""..V 
78 • :l 0~5!:i 10 . 6/'4 ?.010 14 . 628 37 . ()l(3 ;s :1. t'?0::3 1 + 40:i. ') .~.: .. ' '?:1.3 /'B, :!.067 B .. 6!::;~:; .,. -.1+ :::i26 l o. n.~~o 2!::; + 0:1.4 40. B9!':i 1 ~ b3:=; 2. /'66 
7B + :l.OBO 20 , T30 n ' 
r) •I ~") 
/o.'H.L/ 2~5 . ~.:.i~5l 23 f' 2~:.:_i.~~ ~59. 0(37 :!. .. t1)B :L 2<- "7~'39 
7B • lOH3 3~::.i + 3<?~5 
,.,,., 
.• ~. ,.,. + ?-4~:-.i A:l • 9BO lB • 6:1.1 34 • 24~-.=.j :l. . BAO ,., --~- + 'l?f.i 
7B ' u on* ::2 :L ' 
~;) :,3 ~~j :1.4' 191 ~:? ~::i ~ B4:1. :L? ' B07 3~~ ' ~)
:{.fj 1 • B8:3 2.- f.r:n 
7B. • :J.OS' 1 (;) ./'30 :t.2 (. ??~) 23 +3.40 lB r)C)'-,' ~~4 ' J.6S' 1 .f:367 2 .. BJ7 J. I !' ... ·_/.I 
7B :1. :1. 14 27 t:::; :1. ~=.:; 17.B:I.7 ~33 ' 
Ll""'/.. I')'") . ~:.i~:;:s :5 <t <· :5 4 ~=.i t .. /'44 ,., . B76 + r! ... J r: .. 1.~ • :.: .. 
nL23:L9 2~'i. 94~:) 16. B~:iO 32,0Hl 23 . 4l7 40 ' o;.:.:J. :1. .7J.O '') •• :. + B!'53 
7B .2414 B .eu) 5 .?62 10,5S'9 :1.'7' + r;~:52 36. lf48 1 ,f:lD '"' B74 ~·;, • 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 4: TAUMAKO PYROXENIC WARE CN=18J 



















SKEWNESSCBETA 1 l= 
KURTDSISCBETA 2)-







l. •H (..1:1.== 
11 (.11 Ur;t ... . 
_,. ~ ',L w,;.. .. ... 
1, O~i' 
0. T? 




WJ:::: l. ,;?.::! 
l·J2== 0' :16 
MS 
4 • ~)40 
4 ' 780 J. . 01.0 
1. • no 
~. 630 ,., .620 ,:_ 
'l ··- +4~50 :1 • 930 
4 t B~;o 




,.~ . ,Ti'O ., 
' :no I ' noo 1 ' B?O :L + 3:!.0 
l . :~·.>'o 
2 + ~·)5() 






















fiHB 1. ;;; 
AHB16* 
AHB3? 
Wd Ws w~~ 
14. 190 9.3!::00 1.6.800 
12.233 s.ooo :!.4.27:1. 
22 + )'37 14.430 26. B:~~B 
11..2~54 
-1 , + 164 1:5.~519 
b.292 4.2U 7.404 
7 .~i90 4.BBO 9 + 0~!0 
:~4 ~ 2!50 21 .9B4 40, ill30 
19. 79~5 n. 123 23 + ~:.i6B 
.22.4:1.9 14. :::i?5 2:7~ 1G9 
8.930 5.670 10,840 
16. ~!!35 1l .039 19.?!::;9 
22 f ~i6.:J 1~5.619 26.646 
1.1. .2El4 7. l :;~4 14,34S> 
11 .43:1. 7,2BB l2.'?6S> 
20 + 8/l6 13.690 2!~j + 41.?0 
:t7.6n 1:1. t ~:_i4l 2:1. ''"'C)'1 .,:J,.:.. 
23.63:1. 1::'.i,4B6 2b t !::;~:i4 
6.305 4 f 1.~i6 7.397 
21 .471 13.~il7.1_ 24. 4<S9 
7.006 4.::51~5 B.243 
20.23.2 1.2.?9!3 24.063 
31 • 092 21 .200 ~P • 178 
17.520 l.1 • 440 :?o. ~)30 








:~~0 + 12l:. 
1'./',67~~ 
l.B,841 
:1.8 + 774 
1'7,060 
:?1 .:.D? 
21 • :3n9 
2:::~. ~'!6 .1 
lB,OSO 
2?Tl62 
1:!. t ?0~5 
11,.i 





1} + 6:56 
:tB.n::; 
19.574 




















3'.? f ~~bO 
.26. 409 
~~3 t 1)9:5 
28.t:l!::i8 
3:1. 4C)'•l + i ,\·~ 













34 + 46 +-· 
4.29 +--
0.20 l41= 











MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MV 




l + 89 +--
0.14 +-· 
o.oo kl:l.:::: 






:!. • ?O~'j 
1 +?~51 
:!. + !3!'50 
1 • T?:l 
1 .971 
1 .n:n 
1 • B:3~.'~ 
:1. • 8 ~;.'~ ~:i 
1 .?BO 
1 .; '? ;_:: "? 
l. • B2l) 
2.046 
1 t ~562 
2('0B6 
:1. , './'6B 
l .7?6 
2.1:-~~j 
1 + 94~7.i 
2.04~5 
1. ."?B4 
1 • /'?6 
1 t 94t'S 
1 .92/' 
'I 











1 • 1 ~:; 
o.oe:. 
202 
SG ~·~ f"'o ;j;J 
2.932 4.060 
2.B90 4.2BO 
2 t b(?6 2' 0:!. 0 
2. '7~'52 2.:500 
3t024 ?.4?0 
2.B01 -z t::' -·· ·' \J t J/I...J 
1') -;,c) r) 
.. ~. to / / ~ • l • ~;9o 
2-c-('/b7 2 • .r.){?O 
2. B6~7) 2.~)-40 
2~7~~;9 :i. .B:LO 
~~ t 104 6.260 
3 r.-248 2,7BO 
2.7j ') 2.B20 A',, 
2 t 7!:.:.i~f 4, ~'iOO 
2t90B ~j .240 
2.n76 2.B50 
:2 • s:"OJ. 2.02() 
'') ...... .9:34 2.090 
2~Bb3 2t240 
") ,: .. ~ ~~)03 :.:.~ + f370 
2.?22 l tB40 




ASSEMBLAGE 6 : NATUNUKU PADDLE IMPRFSSED WARE [N=4J 
7 I NATUNUKU LATE INCISED WARE [N=20J 
l.~ls Wv,1 Wr"-l r'\P BD SG l'lS 
~, •.. + :300 4 • :i ~56 :i :l • 991 ... )'''' ~~~ t (176 .1 • 999 
'') ... • 630 3 • 6~:)() 
~-~ . 8~S~~ J.() . 0?3 j J. ' 414 24 • ~')9B 2 • 138 ~.:.~ • e:n !5 •) 0?0 1 ··z 
'" ... } . ()8 ~:l ~\:.~ 2 . ~53s:. 1.2 . 5:.'~)9 26 . ')'l{·B ~, ~..· .. + l :i.6 ~.: • Bf:59 1::' ,..I • s~:io 
'''} 
/ • 324 12 • B:J.B lO ' 6~:_i3 
'') r) .. · ... ,· .. ' 4,~;1 
') 
.l~. + J. OB '") .. ~. . ?l 9 2 ' 9f/0 
2:1. 79() ::n 0'")~ :1.4 079 "'')(") . . _) ~: .. \} • '·'·' 0:1.4 '") 06:i. ,., <,;:zo:3 0 no . -~~- ' ,\·~ . ' 
:1.6 
+ ~:i ~:; () 13 . 2,1.,() :1. :-3 . 6 2~:.i P" J''",• ' B.{f'6 I') • 04il ') . a:~::; l <· :.)70 .. ~. "' .. : .. .. · .. 




') ?:1.!:1 :1. 090 • "''"') • ,,: .. ,: .. ' • 
.10 060 •I'''' ::)40 :1.:!5 70~.:-.i 2B 709 
') 0':1~;:; 
,., 
93B 0 <.tao • .l. / ' <· ' ... • ..... ' . "7 . 220 l ~~ 4S'O 1 ~~ . 4-~12 2B 083 2 ' OB9 '') S'0!5 :l 3BO / • . ... ~. . • p 2BO :1.4 4:i.O Jl! lB4 29 20t 2 () :5(? '") ?OB :1. o::)O \:~ . ' • ' • ;::; • ' f.:. ' :)-J" :1. () ' bOO :1. ::~ ' 9?D 2B ' (:.o~;)B ') o:.:.;3 D'?9 3 ' 0/'0 l .. / \} "- • .... M t 
{) ' :1. :1.:5 :1.0 ' 
f:))':l. :l.·ll ' ~;?\~\ 29 • 067 l • ?94 
") .. · .. ' El.1. :!. 3 
·I (\() 
' J. •·''•' 
:1.0 ' 0::56 :1.? . 0?2 :1.4 . !.=.:i?B 27' . ··4~:.i'? '") , .. M ' O:I.B ,., ...... ' Cbl :1. . 2/0 (;) 190 14 630 1 ;:z, ,. ?64 27 4D4 ., ' 9':;j)' '") ?;.'.;4 :1. B;.'o \, .. ' • . .. · .. ' ' 9 :.-549 :1.6 (:) :? :.:.~ 14 '?6~Y· '")('\ 4:1.0 i 99:1. 2 f:l2:1. ;·3 :-5:~0 ' . ' ,:. 1 <· ' . ' r)''jt 
~! •••• • . :1.47 4:1. • 6:1.4 :1.4 • 9-4':1 2? + :~o.::) i ' S'}bO 2 . 7?::~ l . 4?0 .1. 
14 . ?20 26 . ;.:::~;o :1.3 t 3~::i4 -~ l ,,:M~ ... ' S46 '") ... : .. • 0:1.0 ~ • ?4B 2 . ~:;no 
lB . 631 ~52 • 2 ~~:.~ ·~) 2~:=.i <· :·:)3? 47 ' f.)::.~2 l. • B9:1. 3 • 62;l 0 • 3-'10 
1.6 • ??4 29 • ~503 l3 • BO~~ :,.:.~B ' ~;o:t 
•'') 
"· t 065 
'") 
"· ' B8B 
,., 
.~ • 030 
7 ' ?:1.9 :1.3 . ~5-?B :!.2 • 9.<'\3 26 . ~:.;~jj' ') "·· • 0!::;.2 '") .. · .. . ?94 4 • lOO 2~:-~ 2::.'7 4/;) t ~:.i •:y () .LB ' :1.3~:! :·:;:·~ ' 4 "?~:5 :!. . 04(:. '") t' '? 7 ~.::.i '') ' :.3--:.:.o . "· .·: .. 
2~:i ' EJ .:~~ 9 
.l}~) ' 6A!::i l 4 ·) !~.i:?9 29 T 3:1.0 2 t 0:1. 0 
,., 
.\:. . ~l44 l • :5"7() 
~") /l S'4? 44 t <.f{.() l ~::; ' ~:590 ~50 . 300 1 t ~'44 -~ ,"?BD :L t :?::~;)o ... ·~ '"T t r.' .. 1.8 . :1.67 3:1. • 99B l ~:; • ~)00 31. • 061 2 + 00~) '") 90~'.; l + B40 <- . 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 6&7 : NATUNUKU PADDLE IMPRESSED & INCISED WARE CN=24J 
SAMPLE SIZE~ 24 
WATEF\ r'il~SDFWT I DN ( ;~) 
t-!Er'1N•-= 1.4 '4:J. +- 0 + ~)6 
8[1:::: 2.76 +··· 0,40 
S!"\EV..INESB (BETA .:L ) == 7.02 W:t:::: 5t99 
KUiilUf:; I E: (BET r"-l 2)::: l ., • ~5!3 ~~ ~~ == 11 .'?7 .... 
APF'AliENT POF;DS I TY ( ~";;) 
l-lEr1N=:: 2Sl. 0~'.; +-· 0.95 
SD== 4.64 +-· 0.67 
SI"\EWNEBS ( BETI"l l. ) ... -·, -·c:· w :L == 6. ~50 -· ·' + I ~ . .s 
KUFrrmns <BETA 2):::: t:~,'?B w;.~== :1.~~. ~.'!9 
BULK DENSITY ( Grl/CC) 
MEr'\N:::: 2. o:~ +-· 0.01. 
SD= 0.07 +··· o.o:t 
SKE!.<.INE~)B ( BETr-'1 :1. )::: o ~ ~=;e \JJ:l.:::: l .73 
KUIHDSIS (BETA 2):::: 4.41 W2:::: 2.24 
SPECIFIC Gli1"1V I TY < Gt·l/CC) 
NEriN'"' 2.Bb +··· 0.04 
SD'.:: 0.18 +·- o. o:.3 
SI"\El<.!NES~; ( DETf~ j "> == 1.0,93 [,J l == 7.4e 
t\UF~TOSIS ( BETf1 2) "" 1~5.34 l..J2== 17.06 
r'!t':GNr::Trc SUSCEF'T I PI ! ... I TY MV 
MEAN:=: ;~ f 2'7 +·- 0.28 
SD:::: :J. .39 +- 0.20 
SKEl,Ji'!ESE ( DETt1 l )" Q·?,?. \.t.l :1. "" 2.:?~:~ 
t\UI~TD~!If.i ( DET1"l ;;~) == .;-, -eo ... ')\) t.J2:::: 0./',i 
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ABSEriBL.t'IGE 8: SIGATOI<r'l Pt1DDLE IMPnE:.SSED WAF)E CN::::11:1 
Wd vJs vJw WA AP BD SG 
t1,J3:5 8.44? ~5' 695 10.~52~'5 24.600 43.023 1 .:?49 3.069 
t"-1..1~~4 10.268 6. ~:;?::::: 12 ,A08 20+841 3\'S.b/'5 l .760 2.779 
AJ35 7 .~5F1 ~:s • :1. ;:~;') 9.824 34.226 ~:i3. ~50S> ·t • ~;~;B ~~ + 336 ·" 
tiJ36 3~.'i, 7B4 2~5 + 4·b0 4:~ t 43] 21 ~ ~-~·.?5 3B, 2'>'7 l 
.... (""·~') 2.-904 +I 'l..:.. 
AJ:37 30.974 20.0:?B ~~7.4/'0 20ii972 37.351 l. .78:1. 2,!34:3 
A-.1:58 22.026 :1.4. :1.:1.0 2b t ~:i97 20.753 36.606 :1. v?b4 2+7B2 
t1J39 :m. r.n~5 2~5. 020 47.46? 2lt?~)~3 3"7.83/' 1 • 7:56 ::?..793 
t~t,.J4() 34.B?7 22 + ~~20 4J. ~"?OB 19f~J:i."? :~~~j t l ~50 j. ,BOO 2 t :?7::; 
A-14:1. 34.745 22.44:1. 4:1. ,990 20 + 8~:.i2 ~57.061 1 ,/'77 2 t l32l; 
(>,,.)42 72~996 46,B4/' B6.4B8 :1Bt4B3 :34. o:~~; 1 .841 2."??2 
AJ43 :~~i. 327 22 t 6~50 42.236 1 9 t !5 ~.:j ~;· 3~j ~ 275 1 .804 2.787 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 8: SIGATOKA PADDI F IMPRESSED WARE CN=llJ 





































\;,1 :i. -·· 
\.<,!2::: 
0 r,o::i o:o4 












2. l ~~0 
4. 190 
4 t 4~JO 
:1. . 160 
:J. , /f:lO 
1 • ~~~~(! 
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ASSE!1BL.AGE 9! 15 YANUCA Er">f\L Y LfoPITt-1 DECOF~ATED Wr~,RE CN""l;.'iJ 
Wd Ws Ww WA (,p BD SG 
tiH16* :1.4.898 9.312 17.265 15.8B8 29."762 1 .873 2.667 AH17 J.O. 8:t~; 6,B32 l2.494 1. ~:; t !::_;2!::.; 29.6;:=.i4 J. .9:1.0 2 '71. ~) AH18 :!.7'. 401 12.042 2:~, cl30 16.643 ~50+ 49/"' < • !33~~ 2.63b J. AHJ. 9 1~!.397 9.502 l7. 4~:i~1 .1.3 t 3!::.i:3 2~~. 8~)8 J. 9"~ {. t .I \o~ c, 2.6:1.:? A H20 1l .400 7. 107 :1.3.224 16.000 29.819 :i. .864 2 ~ 6~)~5 AH21 14.067 9.030 :1.6.932 20.:~6-;} 36 t 2~.i7 :1. .?BO 2.?93 AH22 6.692 4. 25:5 7.308 s) .. 2o~:~ 20 .164 2.l91 2.744 
f'lH2:~* 16.7BB l(), 443 1 '?. 30~3 14, '7'Bl 2B ~ :~B6 1 ~ B9~; 2.64b AH24 4.7BO 2 t 96~5 ~J. 531 :J.:s, n :l 29v2\'J"? :1. .863 2~631} AH25 8, 7!::iO !:'i,4B6 10.302 t?f?3? 32 .22l:.· .l .Bli' 2t-6Bl 
f~J-!:?6 1l. 9<?5 7.430 13.574 13.164 2:~; '700 1 + 9~:i2 2.b2B 
AH2? :1.1 .:?06 7.324 n.6::'.i3 1.6.6~32 ~1)0 t ?b3 l • B~:;o 2,6:?1. AH28 10.9;.'i:l 6,!':if31 12.24:? 11 , K~~5 22.87:3 1 • 93~3 2.506 
t1H29 12.263 ? t tJ~:;? l4, o:'i3 l4. !:'i?? 2?t-9B6 ., .9:1.7 2 .6C.\2 MBO* 10. L53 6 '32:5 12.~W6 22 + 33:"5 :r7. 26:5 i .66? 2.660 
BASIC STATISTICAL RES~LT~ QF~ LAPITA D[CO~ATED WARE [N=15J hs~EMDL~rg_9: 15 XANULA LAkL) 
SAMPLl SJ.Ll= :l.J 
Wt1T f-R ABSOF:PT I DN ( ~::) :1.5.60 +-- Ot82 rlEAN=== .. 1 l9 +--- o.:;;B SD= -.Jt 
SI\E\4NESS (BET r~, l ):::: (),04 vJ :1. === 0.3? 
KUrnm; IS (BET t'l 2):::: 
-x -.~1:. .. ~·J::::-~ 0. S':3 ...; + ...; .. J 
AF'Pt1RENT POHD~;I TY ( ;~) 2?. :l. (l +- 1 ""t::• hEt"1N:::: + J. .. J 
SD== 4.44 +··- 0, Bl ... , 
SI\EklNESS (BET~, j_):::: o.oo v,l :J. == o. :l. .. ~ 
KUBTOSIS<:CETA 2) ~-= 3.01 W2::= 0.4? 
BULK DENBITY ( Grl/CC) 
:l. .89 +·- 0.03 t·lE.AN::: 
0 + 1.1 .L ... 0.02 C)IJ:::: i 
~~1·\Ev.INEHS ( DETA 1 ) :: O,BB 1-J:J.:::: i. +BO 
KUF~·~!lS I~:; (BET l~ 2) ::: 5 t ~j6 W~?.o~: 3.?6 
SPECIFIC GF:r1\.!ITY ( Grl/CC) 
2.66 +-· 0.02 I'!Er1r·l=:: 
ql!.'~, .. ·"C:C· '.,. r···· 0,06 +·- o.o1 !:~ I\ •.. ''·' r~ E ·' ,;:. ~ Jj .:. f A l) ":: 0.06 W:J.:::: (>.4'7 
KUI:~TOS::I~c; ( DETt'l 2):::: 3.18 W2"" 0. 7:l 
t·lAGNETIC SI..JHCEPT I BI L. ITY I'! V +·-· 0.44 t·!EriN::: 3.05 
:i. -,l-'1 I 
,., -:( -1 
f) [I::: t I J. . ., '"' .. t \o,•.J. ,_ 1 .?1 1;.1 :l ":: 2 t :1. :1. SKEW·H:~s~; <BET r'\ 1 I"" 
KUF:TO~') I~~; (BET t1 :o ::." 4 .,.,. ~~j 2 == ::.?:1. + ..... l.,f 
MC l•t 
4 '3~30 
3 .. ~·iBO 
:!. .l50 
:1. .400 
2 i- 9~)0 












ASSEMBLr~GE :!.0: Y ANUCf't EARLY PLAIN WMn:: [N::::28J 
~Jd We· .a ~lw lM\ AP BD SG MS 
AH56 :l.b.B07 :1.0.531. 20. :l.~.i8 :!.9, 9.:;;B 34 ,808 1. .746 2.67!:1 l • l. :~o 
r~H57 ~1 + 022 4. 4li~? 8.026 14.29f:l ~:B,:L7:1. j, .970 2.743 ::i. 770 
t\H::'.iB 9.208 b. DO :1.0.~:;95 1.4.072 ~~9 •. n2 2,0BO 2.941. !:i, H~'.iO 
AH!.59 1.2.7!31 "7 .. 9:1. :·5 14.685 14. 9()~j .2Bf 126 1 .BB'? 2.626 2}3?0 
t1H60 7.04:1. 4 .. 3 ~) !=.=.t 8, O~'.i:l. 1.4.34~5 2?~32'? :t • 90~.i 2.b2l 3.020 
Al-!61 lf:l, B~.it,) 13.070 21. ' :3~?. ~:;; 13.094 29 + Cf'()9 2.284 :~. 2~59 2.690 
f'tl-!62 7, /'O~i 4.6?6 8.7B6 J.4, o:3o 26.4:30 1. .8B4 2t5·~<J. l .640 
A!-163 /',4BO 4.791 8. 6:5;.: l~).6C)f) 30. 3~i5 :L + 'l37 2,7B2 4.480 
AH64 1 ~.~ + 3b4 7. 7~i6 l.4.7B~5 :J. 0 * ~.;e:l 3·<'i t 44:~ 1 • 7~59 2 .. b~:~3 :~ + ~5BO / 
r1H65 10.406 6.4:'5~5 u. 901 t . t . .' .1. :1. ~:.i ~ U5 2B, ~502 l .BD3 2.634 "l .: .. + 170 
t~tH66 l0.832 6 + 86.6 l2t0~~6 l1 t :l.l ~:; 23.2BB 2.0rt~:j 2.7:31 4.8/0 
t11-i,-:,7 8~4~:5~5 ~.:; t ::' ~~3 ~5 9 + ~:i6~:5 :1.3, :L ~-;~:; "lq 4 ')''l 2.2:-35 3. l b~') 6. 100 
f1H6D ~:i ~ 40~:) :~ + 3"?~~ i\ .. 42B lB.??')' ::~:!:>: 4~6 :1. t ?6<? 2.b60 3.B90 
c"tH'.'i':l l' ~3(3() 4,66'/ 8,:10(3 :1. '/ + 99~.'.i ~:.2 t 863 l + B:~~<S 2.?20 A.720 
t1H72* :1. ~j ' ? ~':.i () 9.B76 :J.9 .. 4B6 
... ) ~-, 
.~· .... ~ .. :J.,;,C) 36 t 7?!5 :1. .b60 2vb2b ~.L ono 
AH73* 10.2f:l9 6.424 1:1. • '732 :1.4. 02~i ~:.7 + 18~·) 1 t938 2 + bf.)? :1. .6:1.0 
t~!-174 )',632 4,:;-.. :n 9t293 2:1. + ?l)4 36t3?B 1 .6?1 2+627 :~~ • <.t?O 
(>,~·I/'~)* :1.4.420 9.029 17.074 10,40~5 32. ~;)B9 l 
ow)QI") 
+ ? .> J.'- 2.b7~5 ::5.040 
Al-176 :J.0.?43 6 .~=j4b :l.2t324 J.i}, '7:1.? 2'7 ~ :~62 1 + B!~.i<? 2 +~56() ~5 + 2"30 
f>d-1'77 9.4B9 5.942 :L:L .210 1B, 1:57 -1'') 
1 LO 
~.·,:- + b~.J i 1 .!301 2.67:5 1 • 6:3 () 
Al-!'78 lB.7?3 u. + 70~i 21 .985 :1.7. u.o :H .490 l ,fl4() 2.606 l + ~:_i40 
AH79 9.406 r::• C),.)l::-··-' + '--'.:.'- ._1 u. • O~SB :l '.7 t !.:i e:.:·5 31 ' 56? 1 t 7C)l)' 
"") ,, .. , .. ') ,:_ • o~ . .~ 2.330 
AH80 9.7:1.7 6.1.04 11 .3'/'8 :1.7.094 :5:1. .494 l .842 2 4 6B(? :1. .?DO 
r1HB:l 7. 03~! 4.400 8. 20;;;~ 1 t!.J. ~-::.3B 30' 77:3 l .8~50 2.67'2 :5.010 
AHB2 l~'.i, 94B 9. 8/':~ lB.5BB l.ll. ~)::'i4 30.2?3 l .B30 
,.) 'r)r.:• ,...,. + C).~~. ,,J 2 + 4<.~0 
A!-183 8,'/0B ~i ~ 4~50 l.O, 327 1f3.~592 33. l.97 :L .786 2.67:3 3.620 
ftHB4 l.4.214 8.902 16.6'74 l./.~507 :u , c:· .r-1 • b ... .r.:.·- l .829 
... , I _,, ~ 
... ~. • C)/\:, :1. ,J'BO 
AHfl5 9.l.l.6 5.706 10.'756 1?.990 32.475 :1..805 2.673 2.390 
BASIC STATIS~ICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 10: YANUCA EARLY PLAIN WARE [N=2BJ 
SAMPLE SIZE= 28 
klr1TEH f'IBSOnPT I ON CO 
t'1EAN:::: lb • ~JB +-- o. ~".iO 
SD"" ~!' 67 + .. - (), _,, ~ ~~I,.) 
SI'<Et..INEf:)B (BET f1 l ) "'' () 
() _,, 
l~! J. ::: (l 3~1 . ...~ . 
t\UBTO~; I~:; ( BETt1 r) ) ,_ '') + ~:.i~7.i l~2:::: --()' ~5:'5 ·- ·- ··-
APPAI::.:ENT PDFW::.; I TY ( ;:: ) 
t'lEt'tN::.' 30.8:J. +-.. 0 • :.;9 
SD:-' 3. l ~5 + .... o. 42 
St>:E~Ji'-iEf:::B < BETtl 1 ):::: 0 t0:3 kl :1. ::,, o. 40 
I<UIHOS I !3 ( BETt1 2):::: 2.80 W2== 0' () :1. 
BULl< DEN!:liTY < GI·1/CC) 
rlEf'IN:::: :1 . • BB +-· 0 • 0:5 8[1:::: o. l.5 +-.. () 'i '') • \J ... · .. 
SI·;:EWNESS ( BETt'1 J. ) _, 1. + 6~i kl:l. :., 3 t-OB 
I<UF:T'D~3 I !3 ( JJETt'l 2) ::: 4 .44 L~?== ") .3:l ··-
SPECIFIC GF;fll)J:TY ( Gi''l/CC) 
f'lEf'IN:::: 2./l. +-- Q, o:~ 
BD:::: o. 16 +-- 0 ' () '') <.. .... 
E)l\EkiNE~;r: ( BETt"t J. \ .. - 5' 'J:l. (,J 1 :., r.:· B:~ ,I_., ... 1 + 
!<UnTO~; I!:;< BETt''l 
,., ) ::: 8 t24 (,!;;;:::: '? b~:_:_; 1: .. • 
l'lr',GNET I C SU:JCEPTIBILITY rl'v' 
i'iEriN•• 3 . .L.i. + .. - 0~26 
SD:::: L:5B .A,,_, 0 lB ·i • St\Et,Ji\IFS!3 ( BET(\ l ) ,,:: 0 t ~5b \-.1:!.·'= :1. .. 79 
t\UF~TOfii ~:; ( HETt; 2 ):::: ~. b~;j 1;.12:::: -.. 0 t20 ~: i 
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ASSEMBLAGE 11: YANUCA MIDDLE PERIOD CARVED-PADDLE IMPRESSED CPARALLEL-
BIB) [N::1~5J 
Wd Ws \>Jw Wt1 AP BD SG riB 
Ai-110:1. ~5. 600 3, ~j?O 6.663 1B+s>B2 34.36B 1 .811 2 + "?~.i9 :t • 0~.~0 
AH102* B.649 ::; + 471 10.786 24.708 40.207 1 tb2? 2.722 7.270 
M·I:I.O:~* :!.9.581 12.:H7 "'}~') -· , r:..-11!. ~·- (· I t5 ~J 16.261 30. 47~5 :1. .874 2.696 2.420 
r~d-·11 04 20 + 3/'!:=} :J. 2 + B~50 23. 7~~8 l6 & ~501.) :~o. n~.'!:~ 1 .D69 2.703 1 t ~:i20 
AHlO:':i* :l5. 401 9. 61!'5 :1.7. ~i27 n.so4 26.871 1 .947 r) /. 1 r) ~~- • \,) \'J ... _ 2.040 
fd-1106 1 :~. lBl 8. :~42 1. !:i. :~43 16.402 :~o. 8B1 1 .B83 2. 7:24 0.720 
AH:1.07 1l C>7""' t I,..J I .,:;. . ...., r.-- ... ·-z I+ -..J .• :J-.J n.9:?1 17. 2·<1·9 32. \)60 1 ( f.i~:;9 :?.c-736 1 ,OBO 
f,H10B 1 :1. ~524 7.240 13.45~:\ 16 + 7:39 31. • 0 418 1 ~> B~J!7.i 2.690 o. ~;:~o 
AH109 2 4 + ;,:.~ :·5 :·5 1 ~5 t 2~:5~:) 2Bc-~Sl2 :1. I' + l:. ~-:.i B 32.2T? :i. (Jr)Q tl-1 1;_(,,• 2~b99 :1. .320 
r~,H1:J.O 10.3B6 69:i42 12.1/'8 :J./ t 2~:j.t1 :·51 t 7?6 :1. .84~~ 2.702 2( ;!.<10 
Ai-111:1. 1~~, 78B 0.741 16.3~-1 :J.B,!'H6 ...... ··r c~ f')'J ,~\\J • ..:J) ,:_ 1 .!:114 2.732 1.0?0 
AHJ.l2 26.0::.'3 l6~322 2S', 7'7'9 14.~5:1.0 2B,O:l.B 1 .93:1. 2.t1:.B3 :1. ,060 
AH1 :1.~5 l !:.). 2B? <?,(;86 Hl,214 :1.9. 14"/ :·34 ~ 363 :1. -}C) I::· . ~ , ··-' 2 t ~:.·::54 o,;:;~:.;o 
r"d·H J 4 3.!:=.i99 ~?.2)':1. 4 i• 3~}2 20.?2? ~5b t l B~5 .1. .729 2 '/:1.0 1 .B40 
AH:I. :1.~5 31 .624 19.892 37.653 19. 06!:i ~n. 94:s 1 .?Bl ::!.f::.s-'6 1 .010 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 111 YANUCA MIDDLE PERIOD CARVED-PADDLE IMPRESSEDC//RIBl SAMPLE SIZE= 15 
Wt..TEF: t"lBSOHPT I ON ( ;~) 
i'"lEMJ:::: 1.7 .f.l5 +-· O.bB 
SD=-~ 2.64 +-·· 0.4B 
BI<Et, .. INE~)S (BET f1 1 ) :: O.S'6 JAfj_::: l. .BB I<UHTDSIS (BET(\ 2) '"' 4,::n t.J2:::: ~, 1 !'5 ~·- + 
f,ppf'IF>ENT POF\OSITY ( ;~) 
t•lEt'1N::: 32 + 4(, +-·· O ... E!4 
SD::: ~5 t 2--:{. +··- 0 r.::o (• ,_. , SI<El.VNES:::; ( BETt1 .1. )::: 0.30 ki:J.::: l • O!:; 
hUFiTOHJBCBETA :n"" :~ ., 6:1. l,J2:": :1. r) l. • &.. ~-1 
BUU\ DENSITY ( Gi'l/CC) 
NE fiN:" 1. .83 +-· 0.02 SJJ:::: O.OB +·- 0.0:1. 
SI·\EI.VNESS ( BEH 1. ):::: 0 (")<!" t.V:J.:::: l .BB j .~ ~-..• 
Kl.JFHOSIS ( BETt~ ~~):::: 4.04 W'")··- :l ,B:I. ....... -~ 
SPECIFIC GF:rW I TY ( Grl/CC) 
i'!Er\N:::: 2. :n. +·-· o.oJ SJJ:::: 0.02 +-·· o.oo 
ni<EkiNESB (nET~~~ :1. ) ::.' O.OB l·J :1.:::: 0' ~~4 
~~UI'~TOSI!":l ( BETt1 2) :: -46.99 1,,12:~" - \1~ :·5 + ~:) 6 
i'lf~GNETIC SUBCEPTIBII...ITY tW 
~-iFr\N:::: :t. 7A .1. , .. ,., ... 
si:i~~- · I \.l. ""'' ~·:. 1..63 +·-· 0.30 
81\Ek!i'-lE~:;s (BET 1'\ :L ):: )' tBB l,J :1. ::: ~:; • ~5 (? 
l<UiiTOBif:l (BET I''. 2) "" :1.0 .1. 9 142~"' '?. 1:\9 
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ASSEMBl.AGE 12: YANUCA MIDDLE PERIOD CARVED-PADDLE IMPRESSED <CR
OSS-HATCH> 
CN::::1~5J 
Wd Ws W~J WA AP BD SG NS 
9. ~53S> 17.724 17, ~5BB 32.3B9 1 ,B42 2.724 l .070 
10,3B7 19 .u!::i 16. ~'iO.~ 30.990 1 8"1-· + "··'I 2.721 0.370 
4. ~526 tit 490 19.~52"7 :~4. 9?0 :l ,792 
"") - .. r.·· , 
A •• t I .. :}0 l .990 
4.009 7 t 3\"J~.i l~:i.09t) 2fl,?B4 .1. .907 
r) L. •• ,,,_) 
,\:, + ~,;).I / 2.200 
4.442 B. 1:':)!3 l~;.;:n ~!9. 844 :l .897 
') 
"- .704 1 .900 
9 • .1.66 l7. 431 21 .:?B4 :~? t 72~5 1 
-'}-... 'i 
+ / ,,,A!. 2. "?Ell 0.770 
24, :56G 4~i i 262 18.499 33, B Hi :l .82B 2."762 (),760 
::; + 2:1.3 S' ~ 8~)7 18.9:1.7 3:3t?64 1 .785 2 t 69~:i .1 .400 
u. +14B 20' 7lt6 :l?. 4?~::; "1'') \,} ,:~ {- 1. ~53 1 ,f.l40 2.712 :;! .020 
4, BEJO B. ~~?~:=,i 16. 1 ~-~6 ~~0. 4!:<2 1 • t:JB? 2,7D 4. ~)bO .1. 
6 + 2~52 :1.1 • :32B 14,"7B4 2B,743 1 .944 2.729 :L .B30 u • fl79 22 + 6~:;\1) 20. :1. ~)3 :3~5 + 2·.1)0 1 + 7~50 2./'03 3.4:1.0 
u. .W?3 22. 4;2:1. :1.9.~.)4;: 34.366 :1. .7B6 2t'?2:1. 1 .f:l80 
2' /"04 !:i. 2.1.-<~ ;~0.?"74 ~~6.0:1.6 j_ .?l"? 2t6B4 4t420 
~i.4M3 9."?6fJ :1.4 .;:.~.2 28. :5o:::. :L .9B9 2. 7"/'4 4' 2:.'50 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 12: YANUCA MIDDLE PERIOD CARVED-PADDLE IMPRESSED CCR
OSS>N=15 









































0. j 7 
-··0.96 
0 • 7::-i 
() • !~.; :5 




0 f :~~:i 
O,OB 

















Ws Ww WA BD 
1.924 
l 7"'i0 













BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 13: YANUCA MIDDLE PERIOD PLAIN WARE CN=15J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 15 
vJr'1TEB tdo{SDF:F'T I CJN ( ~~) 
t-lEt"JN"" 1-' 81 +-· 0 49 
Sit=== 
i • ' 1 .90 +·-· 0. 3!:~ 
SI\F!·If·.JFc;~:; r HFTt~ j ) == 0 • 00 w l == 0 . 01 Kut~i·tcis :r. L < r!{~~~T t1 .-·} ~ .... 1 qr::- ~J2"" -"0. tl'? <-! ' ',,} 
(',PPARENT POHDr:)ITY<;~;) 
r•\EAN=" 32. 5c:, +-- (l, 63 
SD=" 2+ 4"'' +·-· o. 44 ·,~
BI·<Ev.INE~:i3 (I: ET t~, :1. ) .... o.oo kl :1. :.' 0 ()"'' • ,,r KUHTDSIS( BElt~, 2)= 2 ' 04 W2=:: --O.?!.::.i 
BULl\ DENSITY< Gi'·l/CC) 
rlEAN:::: 1 +B3 +-.. 0.02 "· SD""' 0.07 +··- o.o::. 
81\E!.t.INESB ( BETt"J 1 ) ::: 0 ' 01 ~Jl::: 0 • 1. ~.i KUHTl'JSlf:l( BETf>, 2) ::: 1 • 68 \;,/2".:: --1 • 2:1. 
SPECIFIC GHt1V I TY ( Gf'l/CC) 
NEI"'1N::: 2.72 +-·:- (1, O:l. 
!:)If:::: o. 06 +-- 0 .0:1. 
BI\EWN:::~;f:\ ( BET1"'1 l )"" o. ~;2 W:J.:.' 1. ' 3B KUF~TDSIS ( BET t'• 2) '"' -·· "2)· t 2~:5 !42·'" -7.~·s:·5 
rlt"'GNET I C ::)U~:;CEF'T I BI L I TY i'lV 
) ~,-....... ! 

























































17.238 31 .841 
16.503 30, 186 
22.375 38.019 
14.874 28.930 
18.852 34. 132 
15.377 28. 107 
19.652 34.820 
15.488 29.638 
1~ Jo 167 29.352 
ASSEMBLAGE 14: YANUCA LATE PLAIN WARE EN=lOJ 




SKEWNESSCBETA 1 )= 0.33 Wl= 




SKEWNESSCBETA 1 )- 0.21 W1= 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= 1 07 ou~ W2= 
BULK DENSITYCGM/CC) 
MEAN= 1 .83 +-
SD= 0.08 +-
SKEWNESS<BETA 1)= o.oo Wl= 




SKEWNESSCBETA 1)= 2.76 Wl= 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= 4+90 W2= 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MV 
MEAN= 2.63 +-
SD= 1 .39 +-
SKEWNESSCBETA 1 )= 0.96 Wl= 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= 3.81 W2= 
no 
BD SG M~ 
1 .745 2.717 5.800 
1 ,847 2.710 1 .280 
1 .829 2.620 0.980 
1 .699 2.741 3.410 
1 ,945 2.737 2~520 
1 .810 2.749 2.770 
1 .828 2.542 2.690 
1 .772 2.718 3.070 
1 .914 2.720 2.570 
1 .935 2.739 1 .200 
0.82 
0 ~c +Ju 
0.99 
-0.61 
















ASSErlBLt,,GE 15: LAI\EBh LAP ITA t...JAI::.:E [N=-30J 
Wd t.J:; (!.lw l;,lt1 AP BD SG M!3 
AH838 9./'46 6.234 ll .9!39 2~5.01~j ·38,9/'5 ]. • 69~~ 24/'75 3.2:1.0 
f1H839 10.209 6, 6~)S' l2 t 03.6 17, B96 33.97B :l .899 2.f:l76 ::i. 090 
r\H840* 14.:.'i60 9.?6B 16. ~?29 16.27:1. :n. oo:;~ ;~. o:~~3 3.03B 7.040 
A.HB4l. l6.B:::i9 1.0.?0? l?.B5? 17.?83 32,T?2 1 .843 2.?4:1. :~. 220 
AH842 6. !':i42 4. :J.6H 7,/B4 tB.9B5 34.:~47 :1. ,B09 '") -•oJ''' I "'~- + / ,)(;) 3 • B~:)O 
A.Hf:J43* 1.8, 23S' l1 t 4~:_:_i7 22.021 20,736 ~5~5, BOl 1 .727 2,6B9 2. ~.)B() 
AH844 1 ;:j. ~503 9, ':iBO :J.f:l.~'.iK~ 21 • 4::~4 38. l2b 1. t /'"?r;l 2 + 8'/'5 2.660 
AHB45 9. 74::.:; 6.331 12, :::iM 2B~948 4~5. 24~::; l + 56:3 2. e~:_i4 :~ f 4~.i0 
AH846 9.304 :.'.i. /97 J.:t .246 20, B/3 :~5. 640 1 .707 2 f f.:.~.:.t:3 3.430 
AJ-1847* 16.~3BB 9.703 l9.9!':iB ~'.l .784 ~54.8:!.? :l ~ ~.i9B 2 + 4~=-=jJ. 2 .19() 
riH84B :1.0.612 b fo f:~o~=.i :1.3.024 ?2.729 38t7B4 l t ?0\~ '') "''(;)-• ... ~. t ! ...... / :~.]. 30 
AHBA9 1l • ~;?o 7 .942 :1.3.?06 1B.462 3? t 0!'5B 2.007 ~3 • 1!39 4 .4f:l0 
AI--IB:':iO 9,497 ~:.i i 9'.?2 1:1. ,?DO 24. o:59 39,30H :!. t 63~:.:; 2 t 6~Y'4 3.UO 
t'\HB~5:1. 10 t ::;_i :1.7 6.464 :!.?.BOB 2:l + 7Bt:} '"ll. :1. :l ~5 ' • 6~SB 2 t ~59~7j :5.440 ,~· ~ ... t J. 
f'1H8:::;2 ::r {' 9~:i :J. 3.B34 "?. ~:iB2 2)' .407 43 f ~7.il? :1. • !:.it~B :;~,f:lU. b '8•10 
f1HB::'j3* :1.~-~.B:i.O B. 09~5 :1.~:5.?64 2:5. 060 ~m.~.i19 l • c,·_/'() ~\:.~ t '7 :1. i' 3. :1.30 
f'1HB::'i4* 17 .!::i93 lO,??B 20. 760 Hl ,OOl 32 + 3'?b 1 t '799 2,6(.:.0 2,4BO 
AHB~';:'5 :J.:;:j. 4?0 9.BB/ 1B.4~1;6 1?.01? 34.460 l <B12 2.'7i>~5 ::5 .OBO 
f~HH:.ib 7.BU. 4. ~99/ 9./93 2~5 t 3'?4 4l t 32,:\ ]. .62? 2.??b 4.BBO 
r1HB57 ~i. 7:·5B ~5.72~:5 7. :!.76 2~:j t 06:1. 41 .669 1 .66:3 2. B~.iO 4, :5::iO 
t'\ • ..1? 10. ~~00 6.~.i82 12, ~~OB 21 .43:? :57. 2~SO 1 ,/3f.l 2. 7'?0 1 .440 
f\Jf.-l 6.748 4,3T7 8,333 n.4B8 :59 t 66~i 1 .6B9 2.799 :l .840 
A.J9 18.004 1 ::.? , BDO 20, B3~~ l !:.i" '7 l :~ :5!:) + ~:_;71 2.264 :-:~. ~:;:1.4 2.620 
AJlO 7. 1/1 4.7B:l B.6/4 20.9::i9 3B. ,~OB l ,B42 :3.000 4.2BO 
f'1.J j_j_ 1.l ,319 B. :J33 l2,f:l24 13.29b ~Q.O:B 2.41:3 :~ t ~5 ~:_; ~3 4 .J.~:iO 
f'~o.J:l 7 9.694 1.. ~)I::· r.:· '·' t ... _ .. J ,..} ll .BO? 2.1 .79? 3B,O:'::iB 1 .?45 2,B:L9 1 .900 
riJiB 8.29? 5. 26~:i 9.B?~j :1.9.019 :~4 t 230 :L ,800 2.?36 3 t 7~7.i0 
AJ19 8.3B8 ~j. 603 9.f:l33 17.?2? 34.:1.61 :l • 9B::~ ~~.012 ~_:;,BOO 
AJ20 :1.0.079 b.732 12.no 21 .341 :~9.123 :L .B~B 3.ou. 2.!':}/0 
AJ2l l5.f:lBO lO, 2U. l9. 2:54 2l ,247 3'7 t 3:tl 1 • '7::)6 2.BO:l 2.000 
B~~!C STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASci~MBLAGE l51 lAKFBA lAPIT~ WARE [N=30J Sr1MPLE SIZE> jo ..... .. ' 
(!.lflTEH f1BBOI'~PT J ON ( ~') 
t'!Ef,N:": 20.94 +-· 0 + 6:~ SIJ:::: :~ + 4~5 +-- 0.44 BI\Eklr·lEBf::: <BET r1 l ) ::: 0. ()2 k11 ::." 0.32 KUF~T OS IS (BET l'l ~)) :::: 3.0B W~!.:::: 0 -·o t .. :> .. 
APPABENT POF:OSITY(;~) 
NEAN"" 3?.07 +--- 0.60 BD:::: ~5. 2? +-- 0.42 Sl<EWNEStl (BET r1 l )= 0.30 ki:J.:::: 1 + :~~i t(LJF\TDS IS (BET r~ 2):::: 2.B4 (1.12":: 0.04 
BULl\ DEN El I TY ( Grl/CC) 
t1Et1N"'' 1 .so +- 0.03 SD::" 0.19 +··- (),():;!. 
SI-<:E~~NEBf:; (BET f'1 1 ) :::: 2 .6!~l ki:J.:::: 4.02 KUBTJlSif:l ( DETr~1 2) :::: !5 t '7:1. w~-~''" 4 t 1!:5 
SPECIFIC Gl:~t"l\,1 I TY ( Ct·l/CC) 
l•lEtlN:::: '") C"IL":' +- O,OA SD:::: .. ~. i' ..,;) •.. ..1 0. 2~5 +-- 0.03 SJ·;:EklNESB (BET 11 :J. ) ~-" r): ./.i !\ v.' 1 ::." 3. B::.i Kl.IHTCJf:)I;3 ( BETf\ .•. · .. ~ -}.l'( ~2) ::: 5.c.-.e l,J2:::: 4.:1.0 
rlf'1GNETIC !3Ut)CEPT I BI L I TY ~'IV 
1'-!Ef~N::: -~. ":;-~ +-- " '""11:::: SD"= i; :~~;, "\.•" t ... ._\J 
Si\FtJ~-.!Fc;q ( HFT ri +-- o. lB 
kul~f()t}j ?;; < i{ET r~~ j_ ) ~"' 0.90 l,J 1:::: 2 ~ ~:~4 2) :::: :~ • !:.; ~7.i k12""' 1. ,())' 
212 
ASSEMBL.f>,GE :1.6: LAI\El~A Pt1DIIL.E IHF'F:ESSED I~Jr'lF:E CN==4J 
17t l..f'1KEDt\ LriTE F'Lf\Ii'! klt'1FiE [N::o.:l.b] 
Wd Wr:> Ww Wti f>,p BD SG MS 
AJ:?. 4.274 ~!, 73B 
c:· ':.!• 142 20.309 3b .:I. Ob 1 .77B ~.~.7B~3 1. 160 
AJ4 l0.60B 6.7~H :1.2.43:7! 17.223 32.030 1 ,B60 2. /'U, 4.8BO 
tiJ~i :1.7.no :1.1 • 01 ~:; 21 . 11"7 19,442 3~3 t 920 1 .. 7'4~:5 2.640 l. .~i20 
{'1..16 1.9.747 1 r) ,), A~o t :i.9B 22.9:1.1 16.02~5 29.!:.~34 1 ,B43 :?.6.1.b 1 .:no 
A..J:I.2 13.861 a~ 5~=.io :1.6.242 17. 178 :·5o. 9~=s4 1 .no:::. 2.td.O 2.280 
A,J.B 17 + 00!:) 10.644 ?0. -~~()l 1B,794 33. 4•11 1 . .. ')-;•o / I I 2.b?3 1.610 
f'I,H4 :l.'?.B93 9 t ?~50 :I.B,'?6B 4.890 9.900 2 + O;?~j 2.247 0. ~i40 
t1J:l.~5 1B,642 11 + ~:J-40 22tl~::.:5 :LB.n34 ~53 to 0~:~2 1 + ·~;·!
:=.i'? 2.62!:i 1 .970 
fJJ:I.6 u. • n~:i7 ? t 4~5~5 :1.3.9BS' 17, <;'G:l :52 t 629 :l 
c·~ .. r::- ,., \4;.94 :? .600 
• \J .l '·' ... :.t 
f>J-..122 10.b9:.~ 6.790 l !7.i t l ~:.13 41 .710 5:.3. 3:~o 1 + 2'79 2.740 3.B20 
t'JJ2::~ 1:1. ./'2:1. ? t 64~:5 13,'/6H '17 4l 4 33.43:1. :i. t ~;':I. 4 :?.B"";-'6 4.0:1.0 
t~J24 26.01? 16 t ~5:1.3 3:!. :1.62 
:·(;> f -//, :~ :=5 ~ lOB .1. t ?~i'f.., ''i "l"''"' 2 t 0,'.\0 t .1. . + ; \.)(,) ... • .. + ; ,:;. / 
f~J2!'5 24 • 2t.)B :1.6,0?:1. 2B,6:1.3 l"?t904 34 t (:)'7
1
()) :1. t ~;'3B 2t9l)8 1 .490 
A.J26 14.76B 9 (" 3~::iO 1?.?00 19, B~'!4 ::~ =-~-; + 1 :1. •1 1 .?69 2.}26 l 
,C.,f:i() 
f'I . J27 20.6:1.0 :~,::;. 3:1.6 24( 937 20 t ~;)<y'~:i 3'.7.234 :1. .774 2.B26 2.740 
AJ2f:l 22.222 :1. ~~. 973 26 + 7~.~6 20.26B ~3~=5.3l .. l :1. ........ 42 2.694 l 
. ~...~·;o 
r'U2? :~:.~ 3 t t:; ~j ~5 1~;<-3B~5 2B, ~571 19.269 3~). 007 1 .B:l7 
") 
~: .. + ?<:J!:5 2.200 
AJ30 23. ~5:!. ::~ :1.4.9:1.4 2/',BOO JB ~ 2:32 ~:;:·5 t 26';)) :J. • B2!7.i 2. 7~~4 l .900 
AJ31 21 + :I. !7j l. l3.4B:L 26.~:il4 2~5 t 3~=Jt. ·4:1. t :l.l}9 1 + 62~3 ::z t 7~=.i8 
rj t:- '""} ~~ 
~.· ... -.J; I..J 
AJ32 :J.B,3B5 l1 .6K~ ?2.200 20. 7:':!1 36.275 l .74B 2. 743 3.BOO 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 16 & 171 LAKEBA PADDLE IMPRESSED AND LATE PLAIN CN=20J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 20 
Wi'lTEH r"JBS;OJ~;PT I ON (%) 
NEAN~= 1?.6l +·· l 4 ... + .... ., 
SD::" 6.4:l +-- :l .0:!. 
Si·\Et,JNES~; (BET!"' :I.)= 2t49 Wl::." ~~. :34 
t\UHTOS IS (BET t1 2) == 9,42 L~~::::: B.!H 
APPf'JFiENT POFiO!::;J TY ( ;~) 
HEt"Ji'-.!:::: 34 .OB +-- l .60 
SD= 7. ::;o +,, :i. .19 
SI'\E(JJNESG ( BETr1 1. ) -· 0.?4 t,l :1. :::: :J. FP t "'' .. ~. 
KUHTO~:: I~; (BET t'J 2) == 8.45 w;:.== 7 .!:i4 
BULK DENSITY ( Grl/CC) 
~·lEt'J N::::. 1 .7B +-·· 0.03 
SD, 0 t 14 +-.. o. o:.:.' 
SI'\E\AJNES~:; ( HETt'1 l ):::: 3.70 t,l :l. ::." 4.07 
KUF\TDSI S (HET!''! 2) == B,5B W2=== 7' 71 
SPECIFIC GF{f'lV I TY ( Gr-l/CC) 
NEAN= ;!+:?l +-.. o. o:~ 
SD::." o. :1.4 +·- o. o:? 
St\El~NESH (BET t1 l ) :::: .2~~)B ~.IJ."" ~) ~ 26 
KUF~TOS I ~3 (BET t1 2) :::: 7. ~51 (,12:::: b. ~~0 
Nr~.mJFT T r~ ~)11'-~C:FPT T H TL T T'r' i'\U 
MEAt-.!:::: 2.29 +-· 0.24 
BD== l .09 +-.. o. 1.7 
Si<EkiNE~:;~:; (BET,~ :i. ) :::: OtlJB [,J:l == 1 .. ")!::· + .~ "') 
1'\UiiTU~:!It; ( BETt1 2) :::: 3,01 W2=== o.~w 
213 
t~1SSEMBLr~GE lB: t·lt.JL. I FANUA L.AF'IT A vJARE [N::.o;!8J 
Wd Ws Ww WA t1P BD SG l"'S 
AH506* :1.2.929 8.7:1.6 l~:i.O?!:i 16. ~)98 :~3.7•'4
7 :~. o:~3 :) + 069 2.200 
f'1H~iO? :1.1 • 4~59 ?.673 13.796 20. :594 3B.l6C l .B7:1. 
3.027 2.J.~':;o 
AH50B 13.666 9.107 l!:i, T?O l!:'i.3'J6 3.1 + !:j)'7 2, o
~:il 2.99B 1 .410 
AH'.'509* 17.567 1:1. .701 2:1. 
-zo"'l· 
t '·' l -..1 21 t 77'9 39.476 :1. .B:I.3 
2. S)9~:5 0.680 
t'1H!:'.i10:{<: 15.742 l. (). 4~'i4 :l.f.l,f.H2 1S).!:i02 36t731 .1 .BCJ3 
··) r, . ..., .. "J 
~ ... )' .1.• 2 t 5:;o 
f~H5:1.l 4. ~503 3.01.0 ~5 t 422 26. 00~) 46.3'13 l 
.7B4 ··;: -... ..-,o ... ) ~ ~.o";,: .. u :l , F360 
Ai-15:1.:,;~* :1.0. ~'.i::!O 7.062 12 •. ?94 1.b + :::i31 33 + ~-~33 2. O:l6 
3 ., 0.2t) 1 .710 
t'1H~i:L5 9.79f.l 6. 66:5 11 
..... 1. (:) 16.034 33 t· 3~~7 2,0B3 ~3. 127 
.. , ,700 
t \:Ju > .:;, 
AH~.il4 u. .207 !'.3?0 1.:1.~~94 :J.9.~Sl5 :~6 + 30!:i :l ,. B60 2.92:1 2.470 
t'1H::5 :l6 19.290 :1.2.866 24. 14~:.; 2~5 + :!.bB 43. 04!'5 1 
.7:1.0 ~5 t 003 2 + L)()() 
AH5:l.?* l7tb42 1:1. .671 22 .OO.fl :?-4' 73 /;. 42 ~ 22~:
i l. o-?0? 2t 9!::j~:i 2 + :1.4() 
AH~i:I.B ],(.),00'7 6,~i9D l:l 
-·•c)'") :1.7 t'?3B 34t240 1. ,<no 2 t s>::)~S 'I .?no + I ~ .. • ,:_ 
t~H~il9 B.24B ~5. :.~2? 9 t674 l/,2B9 J2,G:lS' 1 (<B9B 2.B
2b ~~. Eno 
AH~:i20 7t460 ~s t 064 9 '6~:}0 29tOBB 
1'7 ., .•. ,,,. 
/. ,/ <· .. ; .... -" .... 1 l y t~;:,-54 3t :!.:1.4 2. t1-~50 
f>1H~)2 :1. :1.4.876 9.?B? :1.7 t:~~42 1 ~::;' 90~:; 3.1. t ""l:~? 1 
t 9 ';>::; ;;> + 9~?3 :1. .400 
t'iH~:i22 :1.2.964 B.4'73 1~5.4B2 19.4?3 3~:j t 925 1 
, B~50 2.BB7 2 + ~5?0 
t1H!:;23 9.299 6. :1.27 11 t :~3~i ;,> 1 t B9!7.i 39.094 1 .?B6 
2 ~ S"~32 2.420 
AH~:!24 22 t c..~:.;<.;> 14.964 27, 61B 2:1. + f38~:i :3?. 189 1.79:
1. 2 t 94~::j (),6'.~() 
(', H 5 ;:.~ ~'5 l2 + 72~~i B.6?1 .1.5.990 2~::; t 6~::;8 44.610 1 .739 
,..~ + 139, .1 .900 
AH~':i26 20. 1 "'' .0 ... J·y :U.4B7 2~5 + ~:il3 26 t ~:.i<to 44 + ~5<!>2 l. .b"i'6 
~5. ()23 1. + 6~.')() 
AH~i2'7 J. 2 + 72~=.; 8.::>6:3 14.920 17 +;.:50 ·33.476 1 .941 
2.91? 2.370 
f,H~.'i2B 2:1. .:3:37 l4. ~?.92 25.0B2 :1.7' 552 34,/'0B :1. 
("'I-"} ... , 
+ 7 ,. / 3.029 2.260 
t~IH!529 2:1. t\..'H':>/ 14,4;:.iB 25 t':i6.ti l9.B32 :~?. :~46 1 . sa:~ "3. OOi' :1. • ~:;oo 
AH5:~o 3.57'1. 2.40B 4 '2~~? 1(3,/'06 36'" 4a:·5 1 
, 9~:io ~3.0/':1. 2.4'70 
t1II803 31 .2?7 2:1. .()~)2 37. Ul J.B,/':1.7 :~6, 40B :1. .9
45 :3 + 059 1 ,590 
ADB04 29 + 4~5 1 :1.9 + 623 34 + \~.~~3 17.595 :34.524 :1. .96
2 2,<)9/' :1. .5'?0 
t~1 D80~7.i 17.9'72 12. ll ~:; 21. .014 lb.926 34. :1.84 2.020 :5' 0
6(3 1. • ~:;!::;o 
AD806 6.846 4,49B B.222 20. ()<}'9 36 t 9~50 1 .K~B 
2.9:1.6 1 .190 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 181 MUL.IFANUA LAPITA WARE CN=28J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 2B 
t.JA T'EI=> AB~WF~PT I ON ( /,';) 
t·!Er'1N== 20.:1.4 +-.. 0,7:1. 
SD== 3. 7~5 ·~· .... 0 t ~50 
SI<E[!.JNESS ( I{ET f>1 :1. ) ::." 0.66 l.J l :: :1. + 9~) 
l<l...IHTD~:;rs ( BETf'l 2) == 2~61. 1-112:: -·0 + 2~5 
t'1PPf-,I=>ENT POI:~DGITY < ;~) 
i'lEf~N== 3'7.4~5 +-- 0 C)t::· 
SD:::: 
+ ..... \ •• 1 
4.4B +-- 0,6() 
f:)I·<EkiNEBS <BETA 1 ) ::: 0.6.~·~ l,J:J.:::: l .)94 .t. 
KUF~TOSI S (BET!~, 2) :: '") t J") W2::= -·0.2~:J ,._ + o~.· .. 
BULK DENf:liTY ( Gi"I/CC) 
r'lEt',N::= l .BB +-·· 0.02 
SD== o. u +·- 0 + 0~~ 
SI·<EkiNESS (BETA :1. ) -- 0.07 [,,I:J.:::: 0.64 
J-;;UnTOS IS (BET r'1 2) :::: 2 + :1.3 1-112:::: --0,9~3 
SPECIFIC GF\,~VITY ( Gr·i./CC) 
t·lEr1N::= :~ t 01 +-.. 0.02 
SD== o. lO +·- 0.0:1. 
Si·\El,JNEf-l:;; < BETt''l 1 ) :::: :1. .21. [,1 :i. :::: 2-J-6•4 
KUFiTO~; I::; (BET r"' 2):::: 5 + :·3b w:.;~"'' :·5 + 60 
t·lAGNETIC ~:;u~:;CEF'T I B I L I TY i'liv' 
'' !"- Jo.. .. I "' . +-·· 0, J"lf::,r-Ji'f·- .1 . • ?''·\· J. :i. 
~W=" 0' ~'.i'? +· ... (),()E) 
C>t<FI;INI~"(:)t:; ( l':!FT t~l :1. ) ::: () ' :·5 () vJ :t =- :1. ~32 
ku!:~·io:~I i:; < X:iC T r'1 2):::: 2 t <S :i. VJ2:~ -··() 4-26 
214 
.:~ 
ASSEMBLAGE 19t VriiL..ELE THICK COf>tRSE l,JAF\E [N:::20J 
Wd Ws Ww I,.VA AP BD SG MS 
f>tl-l481* 23.481 :t. ~i. 4:'.:i3 27.640 17.7:1.2 34.127 1. .927 2. 92~5 1 .190 
AH4B2 24.342 :t.~:i. 363 2 9 t ~:; ~.:=.; ry 21. •"n2 3l:· + 7~.i0 l • 71::'.i 2 ~ '?J :t 1 .B40 
f>ti-I4B:·5 :1.6 + 29!5 10.647 18.766 l~i. 164 30 ~ 43!5 2.007 2~t~8~5 :!. .960 
AH4f.l4 ;.~3' 344 l ~.i c- 2'7? 26,BB7 :l. ~j + :1.77 :~O.!'.:i:J.? 2.011 2.B?4 1 .280 
f>tH48!5* 2~5 t 143 16.460 28. B?!S :t.4.n:·~ :~o. 173 2.022 2.B96 
., o6BO .l 
AH4f.l6 14.22:1. 9. 09;~ :l.b.~l"?O :1. B, t.-::!7 34, O:':i8 :1. .B2E3 2.773 2.230 
f'1H4B7* :l.5.9BB 10.607 :1.7,B4~5 :1. :1. • ,';c. :1. !"j 2!3' 6~j6 2,:.209 2 '97:1. 2.020 
riH4f:lB 18. :.'.i06 12.550 21. .2B!5 1!5.0:1.7 :n .Bl5 2.1:t9 3.1.07 1 .980 
Al-!489* :1.7' :547 :1.1 .406 ~~0 '409 :1.7 + 6::'i:l. 34 .ou. 1.927 2.S)20 2.000 
M·Jil90 1~:'i,:l.O~:i 10.32)9 1.7.244 14. 1.61 :x.o, 97B ') ..~· .. ~ lB8 3.1.6? ::? .2'}0 
Ai-1491 16.6:1.4 :1.0.8~?6 :1.9 .27"7 :1.6.029 ~5 :1. .774 l ('S}B2 2' ~~06 1 .820 
r~tf-1492 fl,84G :.i + 8~~4 1.0.392 :!.? • 4~30 :~:~~. B?~:. l .94:1. 2 ,.s>3\~· 3. ~:!40 
f1H49~3 :1.4.934 9t825 17.106 1.4.544 ~!.9, B3:l 2. o~.'i 1 2f923 :1. .940 
t~tH4'?4 J.-4. ~:;~:.iB ':1,. ~-i~3B 16.804 l5,42B 30.996 2. oos> :;~. 91.2 :!. C"JC' {) f ~ 1MI \o• 
Ai-14'7'!:.; 6' ~503 4. 192 7 t 3~5:'5 "' t L 1:::<:) .1. ~.) + t.J ..... .' 3~~.2:1.7 1 + ~19 4 2.986 ~~. 240 
AH496 B.(t3? ~=.i + '7~=.t 1 l0t'?69 20.499 36. ~=soSJ 1 .78:1. 2.B05 2 .6!:10 
riH497* ~:.3 + 907 1~'5,7:1.7 2B, on :1.7 1! '") i t y .,· ..... ) 3:'5tl':i6 1 r'I .. 'Y).":' . t 7-..'JJ 2.919 l .290 
r"'H49B 14.6BO 9.b~j2 :16.731 1:;;. 9".7-':J. 2B~9?3 2~074 2.9~?0 2.140 
AH499· 8.601 5, MJ:t 10.2:31 17, B~i~'; 34.066 1 .908 2,B94 2.:3BO 
AH500 u. t 9~ib 8.1.l8 l3.B32 :J.!::i. 691 32.832 2.092 3.:i.:J.5 2. ;~:;o 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF! 
ASSEMBLAGE 19: VAILELE THICK COARSE WARE [N=20J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 20 
I.JATH; t't:f.<SDF:PT I ON ( /~) 
MEAN:::: 16.35 +-·· 0. :::.;J. 
f:)!):::: 2 t :50 + ·-· 0 + 3·::·j 
SKE~JNESS ( BETt1 1)::: o. 1:;? kll::: 0.74 
I"<URTDS IS ( BElf't 2) :::: :3.1:3 W2:::: 0 '~'54 
f;PF't1F:ENT POF;OSI TY ( ;:; ) 
32.22 +-· 0+59 i'1Et"'Nc.:: 
SD== ,.., '~ +-- 0.42 .r.·- t (.),~ 
fH\EWNES~i (BETA l ) ::: 0.19 W1:::: o.?t 
Kl.JHTDS I ~3 ( BE:Tt't ;?.):::: 3.2B W2::: 0.74 
BULK DENSITY ( Gt·l./CC) 
i'lEr'tN=" :1. .99 +··- 0.03 
SD"" 0. J.2 + .. - 0.02 
SKEkiNESf:l (HET ti l ):::: o.o? W1::::. o.5a 
KLJRTOS 1 S (BET t; 2) :: 2.93 W2== 0.2f:l 
SPECIFIC GF,:t4VI TY ( Gf'l/CC) 
NEt"'N== 2. 9:~ +-· Ot02 
SD:::: 0 .11 +·-· 0.02 
SI<EWNEBS ( BETt1 :1. ):::: 0.20 t.<J:J.::: 0 t 9~:_; 
KUF;TOSJ S (BElt'\ 2) :: ~~ + 20 W2=" 0.64 
l'ltiGNET I C SUSCEPTIBILITY t•l\) 
1-Wt\N:::: ::>.09 +··- o. •\ 3 ·' 
SD::.~ 0. ~j8 +- 0.09 
SI,~HJNESf3 ( ElETti l ) "" 0.67 vJ :t :::: l + '73 
J~;u!::;TOSib ( BETt't 2):::: 3. -;~·a kl:,?:::: .1. .40 
215 
r"'SSalBLAGE 20: SASOA'A THIN FINE wAHE [N:<~O] 
Wd Ws Ww IJJA AP BD BG NS 
f>:H390 6.493 4.471 8~529 ~H t ~::~:i7 50.1?3 1.600 ~5. 2:1. :1. :1.. ~~;oo 
f'tH3S> :1. * 6.Hl4 4.240 B. ot:;~ 29 + ~=.i60 4B,462 1 t639 3.lB:I. l .330 
AH~192 6.940 4.!303 9 + 0:'53 30.447 49.7J.l3 l. t 6~53 ~:'>.24(3 l , 2~:iO 
fH·I3':>"'3 6.509 4.470 B,461 29,9B9 48.91.0 1 '63.1 :~. 1. s)~.~ 1.2 .. '!lo 
AH394 5.668 3,FJBO 7 .3~i0 29.67~5 4B,473 :1. .633 3.:1.70 1 ,:1.4() 
AI·B95 :;~~il3 2.429 4.602 30, 9S'9 ;:.;o.tl!:i 1.617 3.:241 1.9:1.0 
AH398 ?.:1.77 4.Bn 9.27:1. '10 :4- '} + 177 47.8~)0 :l t 6:3<? 3. 1.42 1.100 
AH39S'* 6.41.9 ·•L3BB 8.30B 29, -42B 'iB, Hl·':l l.,63B 3.16:·1 l_y3()0 
AH400 6.4BS' 4.454 8.401 29 + 46~j 48.442 1.644 ~~df:l9 1. .ono 
AH401. ~:; + B6~5 4.040 7.b46 ~50 .. ~3\~., 7 49 t :590 1 .62l.\ 3.?1.4 l t-460 
AH402 ~:j ~ 5~~3 :5.B:l9 7.247 30.97B ;so, ooo 1.614 3~22B 1 .160 
AH403 ~:;. 4::'.i0 3.76B 7 .1.1.0 30.4:.i<;' 4S', 6?1 .1 .631 :~ i' 240 1.74() 
f'H404 4. 3~::;4 2 + <f<?~:j ;;i.692 30./'30 4<!. 6:1.:1. 1.6:1.4 :·3. 204 l.B20 
r"'H40::'.i 4 ,5,1-,B 3. l ~:.9 ~:i + 9~.f6 30 + :~B~.f 49.b25 l .633 3+242 1.4HO 
f1H406 4, B6~5 ~~. 309 6 t 20~5 27' f ~544 46.2'7:1. 1.,6f.JO :·5 .:1. 2 /' :!.t2BO 
AH.c.107 6,HB6 4.?64 n.9?o 30 t ~.:;~:;.;!::; 4'7? ~ ?BI' :J. t ~~29 3 t24!:j :l ,B20 
Ai-1409 ~5,(JO;~ 2 .:L ()() ~~' 04:l :34 < 610 ~5~5 + ~529 1..547 ]d2!3 l. .?BO 
AH4:1.0 4 .62S> ~~.190 C>, 0~~3 30.3::::1 4?,3B4 < , i~2n ~5.21? 1.430 J. 
f'IH4ll 4. 7~51 ~5. 244 6, OB~'5 2B.O?B 4~1_, + 9~.:!:5 1.6?2 ~5. 1. 53 2. 7'?)0 
AH4l4* ~; + :~2!::; =~tt\70 ~ Cl") 0 \.,) t -~ .. ~. / :~o .122 ·~9.2Hl l + \~,:~4 3·2lB ;?.<f.,()() 
AH4l5 4.0B6 ;~, B02 ~7i.29l 29.491 4!:1.4:1.3 1.642 :5 + :1.82 4 + ~300 
AH4l6 4.47!:1 3.070 5.B93 3.1.599 ~'j() .124 l • ;sB6 :~, H10 4.000 
AH420 3.571 2 t 4~5~:; 4.b~5"7 :~0.4:1.2 4? + ~5:1. 9 1.622 ~5. 200 2.740 
f'd-!421* 7 .lB3 4 ' El :1.7 9 + 0~7.;}' 2b t OB~J 44. :1.?8 :L. 694 3. o:5b 2.2b0 
AH422 ~5. 038 2.0El8 :5, ?~iB :30.283 49.l.9B 1 '62;:; 3, :1. 9B 2.600 
AH427* 6. ~.i01 4.460 8.441 :;~?' 842 4B.73l 
j '••v•••• 
• + (:)\:') \-~ ~.~, Hl~5 2.920 
AH428 5. 2~55 3.578 6.7:33 2f.L61~3 4?.480 1 • 6;':.;<; 3.1.~:!S) 2. 120 
AH429 4.220 2.n~; 5 + ~):1.6 :.::o t 7:1.1 4':?, B2? l .622 ~5. 234 2.390 
AH4~H 4.706 3.216 6.004 27. ~.iB2 46. ~!~57 1.6Bf:l ~3. 158 2.540 
AH4BO 5.822 ::~. 986 7 ··428 27. ~SB5 46.659 1.6?1 3.17:1. r.79o 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 20: SASOA'A THIN FINE WARE CN=30J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 30 
WATEF: r'\BSOF;PT I ON ( ~~) 
t'1Et1N:::: ~""JO C.,t;.~ +-- Ot2B L .' + \.5(.,1 
SD== 1 + ~5~7.i +··- o. ~;:o 
<=wn.P·Wc;c\ ( FlFTA l ):::: 0.03 ~J:l. "-" 0;44 
Kdl~Tb;3J f; <' r.?.1~:T A 2) ~';: .... ""' 1..!2"" :.?,; • :1.9 .::_,. v.~:1 
APPAHENT PDF:OB I TY ( ;~) 
rlEt1N== 48,B:J. +- 0.30 
SD"'' 1 • 6l:.• ~-···· 0.2:1. c·j···FliNrC'C' f r<r .. T ~ l ) :::: o.o~; tv 1 :::; 0 + ~:.i3 KLJF;·rhsJ?c.~ ;I,li~'Tr·' 2):::: 5.40 vJ2"" 3.70 "' N ~ 0 \o) 1.. 0 000 ! 
BUU\ Iil:.rm I TY ( Grl/CC) 
rlEAN:::: 1 I -z +··- O.G:!. •• .) \,,1 
E) [I :eo o. o:5 +·- o.oo 
SKEk!NE~'lB (BETA 1 ):::: 0.03 kll:::: 0.44 
I<UF:TOSI~3 < BETt1 2) :: '') ·-· ( ... W2"= --0 + ~=.i)' ~.· •• ~ 1 
SPECIFIC GF\t1V I TY ( GN/CC) 
t·1Er1N:::: 3.20 +-- o.o1 
SD= o. o::.; +·-· (),Ol 
SI\El,INFSB ( DETt't l ) "'" 0 +~:it. ~J:l. :::: 1 ~BA 
KU!c~T(J~)JS (BET(\ 2) "'" 20, O:! W2o:: ~.~4. 5b 
Nr'lGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY i'lV 
rlEAN"= 1 .96 +- o. :1. !"i 
~)l.l:.o 0.83 -t····· o. u. 
~lKEhJNE~3f:; (BETA 1 ) "" :l "'I''' ~.1 :i. ~o: '") (''t'"'' ~ .ly ... :.1 ,.._ t ,Y / 
KUPT03J~l ( 1:\ETt', :;?):::: 4.0b w:::'" l ,70 











































































































































































































ASSEMBLAGE 2] i SASOA'A THICK COARSE WARE CN=28J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 28 
WATER ABSORPTION(%) 
MEAN= 18. 16 +- 0.40 
SD= 2.11 +- 0.28 
SKEWNESSCBETA 1 )= 0.02 W1= 0.32 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= 2.65 W2= -0.20 
APPARENT POROSITY(%) 
MEAN= 34.9~ +- 0 .49 
sn= ~·1~ +- 0 -~ ~REWNESSCBETA 1 )= \.. ~ •• ,'i W1= i~d3 
KURTDSIS<BETA 2)= 2.67 W2= -0.17 
BULK DENSITYCGM/CC) 
MEAN= 1 .93 +- 0.02 
SD= 0.09 +- 0.01 
SKEWNESS<BETA 1 )= o. 14 W1= 0.89 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= ~ ·~ ~·0~ W2= -0.21 
SPECIFIC GRAV!TYCGM/CC> 
MEAN= 2.97 +- 0.02 
SD= 0.10 +- 0.01 
SKEWNESSCBETA 1 )- 0.10 Wl= o. 74 
KURTOSISCBETA 2)= 1 .78 ~2= -1 '~ .~,
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MV 
MEAN= 1 ,64 +- o, 14 
~~ 
0./~ +- o. 10 ~v-




























































f~SSEMBU;GE MARIANAS RED WARE CN=17J 
Wd Ws; ~Jw Wti 
27.B86 
26.704 















BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 22: MARIANAS RED WARE CN=l7J 
































r:i ~ 4:l 
0.0.1. 








-4 ~ 2!.~.i 
2.3l 
:1. "")-7 ... -:...~ 




+··· ., • <SB ·'· +···· 1 .19 
~,ll :: (> + ~.ib 
W~>= ··-0 '~51. 
+·- J. .3l 
+···· 0 + 9~3 
kl:l.=: o. 1.4 
l,J2::: --0 + 44 
+-· 0.03 +·- o. o:~~ 
W:J.::: 0.21 
~J2:: ···0 .27 
+··· o.o:L 
+·- o.o:L 
!,J 1:: 0. ~59 
k12:::: -·B. 9:·5 
+--· o.:n 
+-·· 0.22 
w. :1. "" 0.79 
l-J:> ···0, EJ 1 
218 
~~~ssEriBLAGE 
r)-z + ,;......,) + tlAF>Ir,NAS Pl ... r1Ir-l I>JM>E t::N::::30J 
Wcl Ws Ww \l.lt1 AF' BD SG MS 
AH561 1.6.50~: 10.493 20.6'76 ~.~~)f. 294 40.990 1 .621 2.746 2.300 
t1H5c)4 23.929 l.::i.194 29 + ~-~99 22. B~:=.i9 38 t ~)08 
., 
• 6B~5 2.73? 2. lOO J. 
AH!:'i6:S 1~5.b:l.6 9.9:H 19.680 26.02~'5 41 • 6f:l6 :1. .602 2.747 1 .6::20 
Al··l570* 2'?" ~.i46 1.7.513 35. [()'0 30.219 4~3 + 34~i 1 , ~'iO:i. 2.'746 
3.) ~=.i'.YO 
AH!:i72 53.972 34.564 69, ~51 B :?B .4:n 44 • 
.. r.··, 
.l ~)C) :1. 1::· r~· .. v ••. hi-~ 2.?B:i. O.?BO 
t*irH57~i* :~o. 327 1.9.::~20 40.621 :~3.9-43 4B. :~::.!6 1 ,42A 2 ~ 7!:=.;~j
 l ,. 460 
t1H!576 32+606 20 <· 7l~: 41 ./22 ~:·7, 9!5B 4:3, :5B9 1 • ~:.;~:s? 2.?4:1. 1 
,1}4() 
Ml!:'i'77 14. 8:~6 9 .1:;o Hl. 4~)8 24.414 3H, S'1."3 :1. t• ~:i94 2 t !.\09 
j_ .700 
AH5GO* 23.41'1 :1.4.6:31 30.643 3 0 ., ~.'i ~'.i 7 44,791 1 .466 2 + 
6 ~;.i ~::J 0. 9~j0 
r1H5f3:1. 54.743 :V~.913 67, ;51B 2~~. 3:3{S 3S>. :1.81 1 . 679 ?.76.1. 0.940 
AH!.'SB2 22tS>67 14. ~506 :28.940 
,.)/ 
,:. C) .007 4:1. , :5Bl l t !:'.i<y :1. 2.7:1.4 1 , 2Sl0 
t1H5K5 8.?10 5.64,<S l:J. • ~::i?3 _2<?,8Bf:l 44 .no 1 t- ~.;03 2.730 4.3:?0 
r1H::;n;-;; :1.3.819 (;\ •r::-J::-r..") +t.)d-..} 16. ~.;i97 20. :1.03 34' 97'? 1 .740 
"1 l El ,_._ +\..)I {,) ·~ ~>'- + 190 
t1H~)B6 2~:.i + 2:39 16.::~Bl 31 . l:'.i2 2:3~42B 39 ~ ?t)2 l ,6?7 2.Bl7 l. .:::;Bo 
f'1H:'.'i9l 47.6:1.7 30,.249 ~:.iB t~6<.Y'? 23 + 26<.)J :m.94B l .674 ::?.?42 
l. :LOO 
r1H60:::; :1.1 ~?"')0 ' I ,,:, \,,r 7.409 1 ~=.:j ~ l~.i? 29.23B 44 (I 2~57 1 + ~514 2. ?:J.~.i :~.710 
AH606 :l0,2B2 6.476 :1.~3' 076 27. 1?4 42, :~:B 1 .+ !:)~iij 2. ?o:~ :1. .4BO
 
t1H607 37.919 2:5.~.il2 4B" :I.B? 27.079 41 .613 1 • ~:i37 
J') J( '';!'"') 0.830 ,\:, . \,) ..... -~· .. 
AH60B ?3,628 l.!i f BB4 29.898 26. !:5::::6 41 .761 .t .. ~:i?4 2.702 1 
~ ~530 
AH609 :J.8.2:J.4 ll .48B 24.12~=.i :52+ 4 ~=:j~~ 4b t /'?~; 1 .441 2.700 1 .51
0 
A!-1610* 39.20!3 24.523 ::'!1 .7'13 3:1. ,971 ·46.0~'.i1 :1. .440 2.670
 1 .910 
AH6ll 30.?31 19.954 37,B61 22.405 :~n. 7oo l 
.. ...,-, 
+ ,I .. · ... ~ 2.f:UO l ,/'10 
M·161:~ :1.2. 9:~4 f:l.20!5 16.742 29.642 44.B40 1 + ~:5 :1. :·5 2,;
742 1 +9:1.0 
fd-1614 1B.335 l:l .BO:J. ;~4 + H'75 :·5!:-J t bt!.:·9 ;7;o, on l .402 .2.806 
l • ~,!:::o 
f!l-1616 18. ~5:1.3 :1.:1. .844 ~-~2 + ~5~-1:5 2:1. 
c:·-J"i' 
+ ~.J .' ·' 37t7B3 :1. ,/'2/ 2.77C) 2.640 
AH622* 23.0?9 :1.4./'BO 27. ~::iB!:S :f. 9. tj:?-4 :~5 + 1B9 
1 .!302 2.nn 2.460 
Al-l6;~;s 22.3"73 1.4.207 29 <- 3?:5 :51 .2Bf:l 46. :1.56 I .41'5 2t740 l • n~:;o 
r1H626 20.4!:.i5 :1.2.890 ;_~b + :1.3.:;: ~27. ?!::i4 42.B71 1 t !7.i 4 ~~) 2. "?04
 :1. .020 
AH,l:.:?./ 15.823 9. 9110 20.506 2~-> + ~596 44.32:1. 1 ,49B 2.690 
,; ~ :~BO 
t~1H629 9.5?? 6. B4 12.66'? 32 .2b~.i 47.298 1 ~ 4/.:.i.\ 2.7!:12 
2 + 4~:~G 
B0~l~ STATI~JICAL GfSULTS OF: 
AQS~MBLAG~ 23: MAkiANAS PLAIN WARE CN=30J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 30 
Wf,TEF{ f,BSOI:;;PT I PN <%) 
t·1Et'1N~o: 2?t34 +-- o. 7~:i 
SD"' 4. u +- () • ~:;:·3 
SI"\EWi'·!l.::ss ( BETr~ l ) -- o.oo !..J 1::: o.o~;; 
KUBTDS IS< BET ti ;n•:. 2.24 V .. l2= ····0 • B :l 
(;F'Pf1nENT POF;:o~:; I TY ( ;~) 
rlEt,N"= 42.~)1 +··· O.b8 
SD:: ~3 .74 +··- 0,4fJ 
Sl\EV-INESS ( BETf, l ) ::.o 0.02 t..JJ.:::: 0 .. ,, t ... ':a .. l 
KURT"OSIS ( :tll:~Tt~, 2) :::: 2.43 ~~2:: .. -0.~54 
HULK DENSITY(Gi'l./CC) 
rlEAN~: j_ c··--. +-- 0.02 t;J/ 
~)11:: o. u. +- o.o:L 
BI~:EI,JNEB~3 (BET t1 l ) ,: (), Hl W:t.::. :1. t 0~) 
KUF;'FOS IS (BET(, 2) :::: 2+26 ~~2".:: -0.?7 
SPECIFIC Gt:;;t"'V I TY ( Gi'·l/CC) 
r1Et1N:::: 2~1'3 +- o.o:t 
BD= 0, O!:i +··- 0.01 
BI\Et<JNEtsE; (BET f', l ) :::: (), l ~;; W:!.= 0.?0 
KUBTDS IS (BET t"' 2) ::·: o.oo iA12~-= ··-4, O:l 
Nt1GNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY M\,.1 
)o..(l'" A ,_,1-- 4 7:i. +·- Gc- J. 6 III ... IJI'It:" ... .L . 
S.O= 0.813 +'- o. u. 
f:)r\El,INE~:;f_; ( J3ETt1 l ) :::: :1. .:::so [..1:1.:::: 2.B2 
KlJFiTOBIB (BETA 2) ::.o ~~. ".? :J. W2= :l. .2<_7' 
219 
ASSEMBLf'1.GE 24t Yt"'P EARLY CfH_CABEOUS WtdiE CN=37J 
l\ld Ws Ww w.-1 AP DD SG l'iS 
t'l!-1177 2S>. b~:.i~3 l9.b70 ::m.336 29~~7'3 46' ~:i07 1.
589 2.970 1 .2e:,o 
Al-1:!.79 44.179 29. 147 
r.··-·· ..... 1.. (") 
;:J I + \~\.} / 29. B~!6 46.737 • + ~:.il:..~:; 2.939 :L .210 .L 
Al-118:1. :1.2.049 8.0:!.0 :J.6,2B~~ ~5!:) t :1.90 ::'i1 .214 1 
4'"""" + ..... 1,_1 2. 7'83 0.!310 
AH:I.B~5 26 ~ 2S>3 17.329 34.f:l8:1. :32 ~ 66:'5 .4B,S'29 :1. .490 
2,.<J~B (),840 
AHHl4 22.6:34 14.976 2c1. 2B3 29.09:1. 46. 1 ~?4 1 
• ~;B6 2. 94:3 ?.930 
AH204 24. 9~i0 16.318 31 .624 2 .. -) t 74~F' 43.604 1 .6
30 ~~. B~to 3.220 
r"d-l:w:s ~~2.23:1. 14.706 2G t 6~~i~ 2H.B9? 4,~, ~ O!:S3 1 • ::=.;s
>4 2. 9!:i-4 :1. ,?:[0 
AH2:1.6 14.931 9. B~:.i9 :1.9.914 3~5.374 49. ~j~;s7 :l ,
 4B~5 2.944 1 .220 
r"1H2:l. "./'* 3/' + 7~;.i6 2~=.i t 997 4B. 5.2~5 28 t ~:i23 4.7.00:~ 
1 .6'?6 :5.?11 ?.6BO ·'· 
AH219 15.~!94 10.269 20.:1.:1.7 29. 00~5 4'5,92B 1 
t ~:;~33 ~!. 92!3 0.·440 
t~i-1224 19.4B6 t2.94~:; 26.02? 3}. 6?3 ~i2. BB1 :J. .404
 2.9?9 •I .6.10 J. 
t1H22B 2:1. (:)¥:}!:!" 4 i ~:..-..} 14.323 29 t 031.:. ~52' 433 4l3.TH l .490 ~-~ ~ BB
4 :1. ,(:,E)() 
AH2:33 1B+r::l6b :1.2.~54? 2~1 '907 26tO!=.:.i2 43. 49!5 1. .67
0 2 ~ 9!::_;~:i 1 .0:30 
AH234:t: 12). 3"7~5 B.B74 l ~~· + '? :.::; 0 2~S. 2~.:.i2 42.8".77 1 ~698 
2 + <.)>72 :.?) • 450 
AH23~.'i LL06f.l [{,66:1. :l?.626 34 ('8}'9 !50' 84.:;~ 1 
• 4~::;B 2 + ~;>65 
., 
~ 3l1~o "· 
f>1H236 :B, f:l2l 
.... ) ... } 
.,:.. •• ,· .• t 423 44 '217 :~o. 73B 47.701 :l + ~:i~7j2 ;!,r:/6
7 :l .600 
f>d··12:~9 2:1. .HO l3~96b 2!3.089 :52 i' 60B 4B.s)o .. -s J. • ;soo 2.9~}~) 2 + ~:i60 
AH25:l 33 '!- b7,~1 22.07'? 4~5 + 637 ~~~.i. ~SlB 50' 77~5 :l .429
 ;;!.904 0. ,~.~50 
f'1H2::'.i2 ~~9 + 96~5 :1.9.844 :~9, B~39 :.;:,.:? t (.)>~~i.:! 49" ~~B2 l 
, 49S) 2. <yf,:l. :1. .070 
t"d-1267 29.877 :1.9. 7~'!3 40. 04(? 34·046 !50. llB 1 .472 
2 + r.:.) ~=.=,; l :1. + 6~)0 
f>i1-12D:·:'l :1.7.070 u. t ~5~:.; l 2l .444 2~.i + b24 44 • .21.3 l + '72 ~5 3.093 :~. !:iBO 
AH2B4 40. 90l3 2'.7 t :::~.~so ~5~) ~ 960 3f.) t 79~j 52~ 7r:·il
) 1 • 4~3~S ::. + 040 :1. • 170 
AH287 :~4. ::'.i~50 2:~ t 09~.1 44 ~ b~::i~.i ;.~?.247 4,.;, B6
9 1 .603 3 .()16 :I. , S)40 
f1H2BB ~~4, BB9 23t2?n 44. l~.'.iB ;.~b + ~:ib 7 44. :·~(?2 
i .671 ~5 + ()0~5 l .320 .1. 
r"1H2B? 1!3.9:?.7 :1.2.497 2~'5. 1 :J.6 
-·") t CH."> 
,_~.,\.. ... \,) / / 49.045 l .500 2.94.4 O,BOO 
Al-1~'90 30.4BO 20. 133 :3?. ?B7 31 • 1.91. 47. !38!5 :1. + ~:.i~5 ~.) 2.946 0.820
 
Ai-129:1. 2b .~j26 17 ... ?21 :~4. ::'.i44 30.227 47.661 l 
c.-·-·-} 
+ ,_.1/ ~ 3.013 2 t 0~~0 
AH292 19.677 :1.3.014 25.39!3 29,075 46 ,
j_ Cj"/ :1. .::'if:l9 
_..) l:)!::'-v 
,_._ t ·" ,J ._') 1 + ()lf() 
r"d-l2 9 3 lX 21 .107 :1.3.934 
1")-;t t-4~.i2 30' 0(-:J. 46 + <.J3'7 :J. + ~:i6 :J. 2.S'43 2. B~SO .. : •• t 
f1H:~94* 24.410 16 + 3:.:.~? 32 + ~:~63 32 + ~.SB :l 4?.60:1. :1. + ~:.i2
2 3.02:1. :1. , :1. ~:.iO 
1'-IH2?~:; 30.4:.'!1 :?.O,OOf:l 39tt')3B 30,170 46,f:l0l :1. t ~5~) l 2.916 
:J. ~ .1. s)o 
Ai-1296 28. ~i90 :J.B,879 ~57 t 260 30. :~25 4?. 1M3 l 
+ 5~:}~.:j 2.?44 l ,970 
Ai-1297* 27.076 :1.?.938 3~S. 3BO :~o. 669 47.609
 :1. + ~:i!52 2.963 :L ' J.OO 
AH~i.9S) 32. :1.2::. 21 .:1.06 4:1. t 4:5:3 :?.9.037 
i)i.:' (',) '11::· 
( .. J t ~..,J.!Y d :1. .579 2 t 91.!5 :t • lOO 
A!-130~~ 7.90f:l ~~ t :J. ?5 :1.0.621 34.307 49.BJ.6 1 t452 
2. f:l94 2. ~:i9() 
AH304 8 + 5!'54 !'"j. b62 1:1. .54B :~~'.i. 00 :l ~.iO ~ 866 1 
4"'" .. 1 t .... ),.I 2 + t:)'~:JH 4 ~ 9~·-;o 
tiH305 ~?. 590 6.266 :!.2.017 25.308 42.20:1. :l .660
 2.8B5 0.790 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 24: YAP EARlY CALCAREOUS WARE [N=37J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 37 .. 
IAIATEii ABSOFWT I ON ( :1.) 
t'lEAN= 30.91 +- 0 + ~:i4 
Sit:::: :~ t 26 +·- 0 + :.3[:) 
SI\El•.INEE;~; ( I<ETr~, l ) :::: o.ol Wl'-" 0.23 
KUF;"fOSIS (BElt"! 2) ::." ~~ + 29 W2= -O,f:.l3 
APPt~!HENT POI::;o~; I TY ( i;) 
t'l [."tiN~"' 47.6? +- 0.43 
SD== 2.63 +·-· o.:n 
SI\EWNESS (BET r'l :l ) "-" 0.01 l~Jl:;, o.~w 
KUIHOSIS ( BET,o, 2):;:, 2.6:1 \.r,!:::: -·0 + 3'.5 
BULK DENSITY ( Clt'l/CC) 
t•lEt~1N=-" l r.-&:· +- 0.01 
SD=::: 
+ ~.1,_.1 
o.oa +- 0.0:1. 
Si"\EvJNESS ( BETt'l • ) == o.o? kl:l.:::: 0 ,/t J. 
KUBTDSJ.S<BETr'\ 2) ::." 2.39 W2:::: ····0.69 
SPECIFIC GF;(\!)J:TY ( Gri./CC) 
NEAN== 2.96 +-- o.o:J. 
SD:::: o.o6 +-- o.o:t 
SI':EkiNEf)S (BETA l ) .::: ~) t 2:~ W:l= ~; ~ 5:~:: 
r~wnos 1 s <BET r. ~~) "" 8. :~8 IJJ2:::: !:1.39 
~ .. 1AGNt:~T J C SUE\CJ::."I::•-r J BJ L J: T!' i'lV 
rlEt1N::: 1 .?1 +··- o. :i.6 
S.U:::: 0.99 +-· o. l.2 
SKEk1NE~3f:! (BET t1 
., ) :: 1 .?:!. W:l:::: 3. ~52 ·'· KUFri"DSH; ( hETt) 2):::: 4.43 vJ2::." :;: + 41 
220 
ASSEf·!BLI1GE 25: YAP 11IDDLE PEf~IOD UNL,~i'·l I NATED ~~l''lliE t:N<W:J 
\.-.. Id Ws Ww Wf1 AP BD f:l(3 MC' ~> 
A I-ll /'~1* 20.911:1 :1. :~. :1.0/' 25~b94 22, e:~2 ~~7 t 944 :l. .662 2 .. 6i'B 0.800 
M-1100 :l5,461 10,33~~ 2:l • o:Q :~6. 0~53 ;52 t 099 1 .446 :·Lol9 .-, ,.._ . 140 
11HlB:~.i 2!:'i.373 16.96:3 :~3 '280 :H .163 413.4::i9 1 t:-1::· t:' :LOl7 ·I .2/.0 t ,,) ~-' .,.} J. 
f>,!-12:1.3 :34, 46B '1"1. lOO 44.046 2/',"/Btl 45t902 :t !;"''') 3 ~ C~54 1 .240 ... • .. \ . .'t + ( .. d~..·_ .. 
t1H2l4 ~57 t 70(:1 2~:5.4?:1. ~'.iO. ?'97 34.7:1.1 51 • t:.B2 l +L}B9 3.0B:I. • -... ··~ .... .. + ~:~ /\) 
A!-121 ~:i 32,3BO 21 ,7B9 4L;'.i())' 2B, 1 0'"/ • '..!,1 4b+2DD 1 + \~·42 :::;. o:=;;7 :i. ,(.,7() 
l'11-12Hl 41 .307 27. ?~:t/' ~5~:;. 2/'B :53, B22 ~50 t 76!~j J. • ~:;o 1 3.04B o ~· 7:~o 
t1H220 Ti' , ~;;3 9 :I.B.2:1.6 ~35.9:31 ~50' 473 47.372 :t • ~:i:,;~=s 2. S)!.:.i·4 0.940 
ti!-12:~ :J. 29 t 94~) ls>.?{?t) :~9"~-;Bl 32. 1?9 48.704 1 .514 2 .9~:.i:i. 0.-830 
Ai-1223 26t2'79 1? * ~·st-34 33.?'79 29.:501 46.966 1 .t.03 :3,o:n o.B:so 
r1H23'? 15.302 10. 1.72 :19.621 2B ~ 22~.:j 4~5. ?09 1 .619 2.9B3 
I') r~r·,,.. 
~. f ,.;_~ ... \} 
Ai-123!:1 16,04B J.0,/'91 2J,. :~rn ~B, 20/' 50.340 1 ~ :_; 1. b ~;:~?,~~ 0.?00 r~1-12::.;o ~5f3 + 6~50 26. o::~n Ad,;1:J. 26.03l ,~4. 374 l. + ?0!7.; o. 6f:.o 
fll-l2~5~:i* ~5~5 ~ 3<30 36. o:~4 ?.5 {' 60'? 43 + ~.=Jt.Jt.:. ~.=.i'7. 2B3 :1. (o 31~"3 3,07B 1 • :1.90 
ril-12:::i6 43, 7.~,n 29.6:1.3 ~5{\ V B~:.iO ::.?'}(' Bn9 4B,030 l. , f.:.O? ~5 + 0(?2 1 '')"' -· ., .~·-I •,) 
AH2:'.'i/' 44. 26(., 29~'?40 ~:.iB. 9~i4 ~n. lf.ll 50.277 1 t ;):l ~5 ~3.04'7 0.790 
r~,H2:':.;B 2B.999 :1.9,639 36 + /'3SJ 2/:..691 4!5.21.)3 1.696 :~ t 0?8 1 • 2'?0 
AH260 40. rno 2?t466 ~.i ;:i t () 9 ~.5 :5 .. q. 93B 5:1. .631 1 .47l3 3 • o ~=.i ~=s :1. .460 
r1H26:? 2B .. o:\:.~9 Hl.9.06 3B, O~'.iO ::~~:i ~?~52 ~:;2 + ;54!5 l .464 
•''t , ..... ,,.) 
,~.~~)/ .... · .. 1 {· /'~~0 
Ai-1264* 8:::.;,9:?)4 56.978 :1.:1.!3.~524 ::-64. 433 ~7i0 + 541 1 .468 2vS>6B 0.590 
t1H26B li'' 371 1:1.809 23. 124 33t U.8 ~iO' 844 1 + ~:-i3~j ::S.:l.2~5 2 + 8!50 
Al-l:?69ll< ~5 :1. 0(:)-; 2:1. ,/B2 41 .401 2S) t B3/' 4f.l.494 :l • 62~5 3t l ~.=;{; 
,., 
:t::io !' ~ .. • \.,1 .~ .A" .. of> 
111-127:1. :W.999 20.?6:1. 3S>, 420 2"7 t 16~5 4~:i t 620 l , 67S> ::-~tOBB l .'?60 
f>,H272ll< ~51 .28B 20.B09 40.94B ~30 + 8'7 /.~. 47.967 1 • ~=s~5-4 2. ~..iBl> 0.4/'0 
t11-127~:; 26 • J (')C." . _),..} :1.7.406 34.974 :~3.!7.;14 4'?.?72 1 .49J. 2.?00 2.060 
AH276 29 '5~54 :1.9.643 40.946 ~1!:3. 640 ~53. 5'70 L~m6 ••• > qo' ~.·_ •. · • .. ) <:;. o.B4o 
r11-12tl0 42 + 23~=.i 2B.222 52.911 2~5. 2'?B 4:~ t 242 1 • 71J. 3.014 0.910 
r1H2B!::! ~:.9. 834 26.9:1.5 ~i~5 t 452 3/1, Hl7 ~:j l .31? 1 ' ~:.; () l 3.0B3 ~5 t 320 
AI-I2B6 :~4. ~~'?7 23.033 46, O~'.i~i ~.L~, G92 ::i0.639 l • •194 3.027 2.310 
Al-l30f:l 41 • 1 f.-~8 2'?. BBB ~32 t 260 2<:) t BD2 4~:;. 429 :l • 6'70 3+09/ 1 t ~:) ~j () 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 25: YAP MIDDLE PERIOD UNLAMINATED WARE CN=30] 
SAMPLE SIZE= 30 
t..ltni.:r:; r1BSDF:PT I ON ( ;~) 
NEt1N== 3:1. + ~) :~ +-- O.BO 
SD=== .o .• 'Jl) .. ~. ·- 0 +~56 
S!~:EvJNE;:;~:;; (BET t'1 1 ):::: 0-' :1. ~:.; (,,1 :1.:::: Ot96 
KUFrT'OSIS ( IJETti 2) ".:: 3.43 1A2== o.B(? 
APF't~,I1ENT PDI10~:; I TY ( ;~) 
NEtiN= 4B.64 +·-· O.b? 
SD"= :~ t 69 + .... 0~4B 
SI{E~JNES[~ < BETf1 l )::: 0.20 !;,11.::: 1 .u. 
KUFnDSIS (BEll\ 2):::: 4. 18 \!.)2:::: 1 .9t:. 
f.llJLt\ DENSITY ( Gi"l/CC) 
l"!EAN:::: l r:· ~ +-· 0.02 +..._I C) 
SD== o. 10 + .... o.o:L 
Br\El4NE!3f:) (BETA :1. ) -· 0.04 (,Jl:::: 0.49 
KUHTU::3IS ( BETr1 2) == 2t !:i4 W2:::: -·0,3B 
SPECIFIC GF~t'J\} I TY ( Gr1/CC) 
t·lEAN~-= 3. o:5 +- 0.02 
8[1:::: ().OB +- 0.01 
SKEkiNESS ( BETt'1 j ):::: 6.0? lJl::: 6.08 
KUHTDSI B ( BETr't 2):::: 12.59 W2=::: l~~.~~B 
NAGNETIC SUECEPTIDILITY tW 
NEt'JN:~" :J. .4:1. +·-· o. l :·5 
f:)If:::: 0.71 +-· o.os> 
St<El,JNE5~3 (BET t1 l ) :: 0.?} [.,l:l == ,., 17 .\·,. ~ 
KU:iTD~:'li~; (BETA 2)::: 3. n t,l2=: 0.4b 
( 
221 
ASSEi"if.!L.t"lGE 26: Yr"JP Lf'ITE l..MliNf',TED WtiF:E CN:::30J 
Wd Ws l~I..J Wf'l frP BD SG MS 
AH166* 22.4:1.9 1.4.3:34 27.307 2:1. , B\)3 37,(:>7B :1. .728 2.Tn 0.6~,)0 
AH16? 27 > ~~3:1. 17 '749 3:~ t 68!7j 23,24U ~59, B-:1 ~.~ l • 71~3 2 t B~52 :1. .250 riH1.7l 2b.790 .1.7 •. ~:_;08 34 + ~:j()6 28.B02 4~:.i. 608 l , ~)B4 2.9J.l 2.070 AHl90 :1.3.634 8.9b4 1b~763 22 ~ ~.?~:;o 40.121 l .74B 2. 9:1.(? :L .640 AH1S"'2 l9 + 6!::;~~ 13.0?3 24, :l.BO 23.022 40,i:)14 l .773 2.995 2. 0!7.i() Al-!194 1 S' t 0~:5~5 12.560 r) 1::' ~.·~ \.J + 129 :·5 :1. .B90 4f:l ( ~541 l + ~516 2.?34 2. !'570 
r1Hl9~.'i* 2~~j ~ 622 :t b. s~~-:.io 3~~ + 2!::i6 29 + ?9~) 46,B:I./' l • ~)}1 2 + 9~5~5 ::.?,B30 
AH202 2!5 + 4B!5 :1.6.7!:1:1. 3~~.474 :~ :1. • ~54B 47, B!':iB l t52'7 2t92B l .660 f>,H206 20 + 232~; 12 ~ 92~j r'J I:!' fl RV I'') .. ~. '··' f i \."> ... ~. 2~:.i t j '')'''' . .. :./ 40,fB3 1 •'~")t;;' t () .. ~. ,,,1 2.?4? ? ~ ~520 t,H207 26. f:ltl2 :1.?.44:1. :~4. ~534 2B V 4·b~7j 44.76/ :l • ~5?3 ::.?.B4? 2 ,.070 r1H20B 22 t :360 :1.4.~D'6 26, 9~H 20' 44:3 36.40B 1 .7!31 2 .!30:!. O.?BO t1H20S' 29. :1.27 19. 1 ().<~ 3bt3B3 ?4.S'l2 4:1. (' 99:~ 1 .bB6 2. s~o6 (),760 AH21.0 2'7,) t 934 .1.9.439 :56~29[:5 :~~ :1. .260 37.?4B :J. + ~7 76 2. B!::i2 :1. .090 AH2:l:l. :i.~:.i. 9B9 :1. ()' 3~:~7 1?.460 21 ·-,. ')0 ' ·'· \, ' ~m, o4·7 1 ·-•c:· ··z • 1-.J ~.} 2. B29. :1. .600 ii!-12:1.2 31 '1. ()/ 20,37B 3(?c-l2::~ 2~::; + '? (:.9 42 + ?l:.:1. :1. • 6~::i9 2 .. B99 1 .. ~:iOO 
r'1H2?2 2:1. ,fl45 l4? ~;523 2B.32'7 2(/ f 6'7~:~: 46 + 9~:_;7 :1. t ~5f:.l3 2c-9B3 2.5:50 
AH22~) 26c-24B :1.6.320 32.~!:1.4 22 .. ?2f;) ::;7 + ~7j:'3b 1.6!:i:J. 2.b44 o. ~:.oo AH226 22c-:-50B 14~6~.)2 ;;;<_;.>,OB<'!- :~o. T?!'! 46. 9:il 1 <· !"j46 2.914 2 ,.3:?0 t''rl-122'.:'' ;7.~:5 t f:3E?o6 :·3 ~~.i + ~:.i :~ 4 69.741 ::.~9 ~ 423 46. :3!50 1. + ~:i?~j 2 t 9:~1.) ]. • 0~~0 
AH22S' 17.~540 11 .679 2:~ t ~542 28.~:51B .46 t 046 •f , ,S:L5 2. 99:5 :t. .160 .. 
r~H2:~2 2';> t 669 :1.9.494 :~B, 046 2B, 2:3!5 4~5 + 1. ~.:.4 1. + 5)'H? 2.9.1.6 1 ,B90 riH246 f.:.'7.02B ·44 t 6~5~5 B7.3f.:.B :·5o. 346 4?.6;.~o •J .!:i69 2.996 0.9BO 
t1H24D* 4B t- 7!~.i2 31. • ?S)~}> 62.710 28 tl)31 4!:i + l ~:i:::i 1. + ~:j~i'7 2tf:J?b :1. ,.4?0 
111-1249 37' 0':58 2:3.962 4fl, 12~3 29t864 4!:i.BO:J. :1. t ~5~~4 2.1:1:30 :1. • 4~50 
,~,1-!2~54 :~::~.bl2 1.9.947 40.802 2:1. .3?1. 34.4?6 l .612 2.460 2. 2~)0 (',H2'?8 38.754 24,9B4 49.407 27.4f.l9 43,6:1.9 l.!::iB7 ?. f.ll4 2.240 Al-l2Bl* 3?.74:1. 22.912 44.7?5 :1.!:1. 69:!. 32 t 23~5 l + 72~) 2 t ~545 l ,9/'0 
('J!-!~507 48.320 32.2:1.0 62. 126 2B,!"j'72 46.149 1 + 61~j 2.r:n9 3.700 
r"rH309* 24.204 1~5.6B3 32.742 :~~:j V 2?~~ ~'iO,O!:iO l .41.9 2.841. l + ~5BO 
r1H312 40. :l~i4 25t850 ~'i:l • 6f30 28~?04 44.623 :1. c:·r::·J:::' ~ ,J ~J ..J 2.B07 :1. ,960 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 261 YAP LATE LAMINATED WARE CN=30J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 30 
I!Jti TEr~ riBBDiiPT I ON ( i;) 
t'!Er"JN"" 26+62 +···· 0 . ~? 4 S[lo:: 4 ,()7 +-- 0 • 5:5 
~;I<Et,_lNEB~:; ( BETt1 1 ) :::: (_), o::.! l<J l =-~ 0 ~ .::.o ~':) 
1\URTO!:) I ~3 < :t-:ET 1°1 2) == ") .1.'-+ 14 l,J:;?.:::: 0 C.>t:~ .... + .~ ,,.l 
APF't~HENT F'OiiO~;;; J TY ( ;, ) 
rlEf1N=o 42.95 +··- o. p··· .. ) .... ') 
SD=" 4 • ~:;~s ·f· ··- () ' ~i9 f.)I"\EL~I·.JE~~~3 (HET f1 l. ) -·· -·· 0 ':~B w:L= :J. + ~:.i2 KURTOSJS( F.-:ETI'\ 2) "" 2~ 41 t.J2::= -·0 r.:: -;,-t ....... f 
BULK DENB I TY ( Gr·l/CC) 
t'lEflN'" ·, l .63 +-·· o. 02 
SD'"' (I .o<t ·f· .... 0 • 0:1. 81\Ei<Ji'-lJ:~SS (I< ET t"l J. ) == 0 o-·· lA) j_ ::: o. 40 • '~ 
KUnTD~:;Ib < BETf, 2) == ") • :P l.tJ2== -··0 t A,., ··- t. . .{' .. _ 
SPECIFIC GF~t~,t~1 TTY <GN/CC) 
MEAN:::: 2 .86 -1·- 0.02 
SD== o. L3 .f.·- o. 02 
Si':EvJNE~:;::; ( DFTt'l 1 ) -:.~ .2 + 32 w :l. "' 3 ' "?,1) I<UBTO::; IS ( BETt1 2) '"' 5~ ~.=:; ~:5 vJ2=== 3 • C) .{'•) 'JJto· .. 
NM·;NFT:fC f.:U~::~:·t::!:)T I I~ I L I TY t-!lyl 
i'1Ei'1N=·: 1. • n:J +·- o. :1.3 
~)IJ:::: 0.72 +··- 0 ,. ()C~ 
Ef<EklNE~:;s ( BET(\ 1 ) .... 0.22 l-<.1:1. ":: ·I • :!. ~=:.i ·'· l\UF~l Ob I f) ( BETf'1 :n".:: -z '·' ,, 19 1,,12== 0 . 5~:.i 
ASSEMT~L.AGE 2'?! NGULLJ ISLAND Wf•,liE Cl-1:<50] 
Wd Ws 11-lw WA 
AH1l6 1B, 9~54 l:l. .7'27 '23.484 24. o:n 
AH 1:1.7 3~5.416 21 .877 44 t ~562 :53~ 3~:;~5 
AHU.9 .t.19 ~ 6:3<? :~2 ~ 2"?3 61 t :5::~6 23 t ~:;b4 
r~H120* ~i3 f 64~i ~54.0:1.3 f.>7.~547 
'") 1::" f."J ·' c.~ ;.:_.,J y ) l-...1 
AH:t::J.:J. 24.770 1.6.338 :w.9B::'.i 2~5. os>1 
AH:I.22 40. ~'.i4!5 26 '~590 ~:jO, ~53B 24. :1.53 
r~1H12;:~ u. .38B ?.20? J.4 + 3613 2t6t l6B 
AHL32 1.7.461 l:l t /'~55 22. B9~5 31 • 12:1. 
t"'H1.33 24.609 l6tb.22 32.309 3:1. • 2B9 
(~I-I :1. :~:"5 27,B26 :!.B, :!.54 34 .. 2B<S 2~~;.21t.. 
f'IH1;:~.!.'* 40.392 .:?!:i. 094 49.008 2:1. .::n:J. 
f'li-IL"';B ~n. 796 ~?0. Bf:.,f.'-:.· 40.762 20.6:1.2 
r'll-1.1 L'} o>r.: 2::.~. 434 :1.4' 1?4 ;:)B, :1.07 2:.Jt2BB 
AH:t.4::5 2~3 + ~=;b 1 :1. ~5 t :?~.59 3:1. .270 ~52~7:1.(? 
t1Hl4::'i 16.3:1.2 10.3?4 21 .26f.l 30, 3B~~ 
AH14b 2:1. t82:1. :1.3.6(?4 26 + ~j2B 21 '!5/' 1 
f'1H147 l:l. •;'C'I "") t ~ .. ..,._ 6.910 14.8BO 2b.J.B'? 
f'tHl.4D)f( 3~3 t 82!:5 22 + t:J/_;2 ·'-'~?. 60? 2!.5 + 96:'5 
t1H149 22 + ~.i02 l !::,it 
j .,, .-, . / .(.. :~9 '0/f:l :~2 ~ ?'79 
r1Hl.50 34. 4~74 22.Bn2 42.20"7 22.:.360 
f~li-115:1. 16,/'2:2 :1.0 '~.'.i31 :t'1.!7.i:J.'? 16.7l;:.i 
AH1::'.i3 17. 1.::.>:L 10.B:I.O 21. -z''> 1..
 ....... ... : .. ~-· 24.2?0 
f~H 15-4 ?.326 ~=.i + Ol :1.- :1. o. ;;n :~ 40 + 7?;·5 
Al-11.~55 9. 3::i6 6.4:1.7 13. 1 o::····
 .• J ... ") 40, ::iB4 
Al-11.:7:.6* :1.3 + ~:i63 9. :~23 J. S' .195 4:1. ~ !52!::i 
AH15B 42.64S'1 26.B83 ~:j2 t 6~j2 2~5. 4::'i4 
r1H1 ~)S' 9.976 6.748 12.?0J 
,.,.... _,_., , 
... : • ./ + \o;\..~t' 
Al-1:1.62 3.421 ;:.:~8:1. 4.702 37. 44~i 
t1H:l. 63 :~.::::~ + !::i02 2:1. .23B 39.?00 
1'),..! 
~: •• ·"- + 146 
AH:I.64 44.035 2B. 2:~~:5 c:· -·~ o '") -~' • .. )..; + ~ ... _ 'I 22.4~5'7 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 27: NGLJLU ISLAND WARE CN=30J 












11 E t1 Ne-" 
8[1::: 










AP BD SG MS 
3B.700 1.610 
"") 1 r)-• 
.• ~. + <:>~: .. / 0. 5::'i0 
49. :1.34 1.47:3 2.89/.i :1. .8:7.0 
40.247 1 .700 2 t B~:jB 2' 27() 
4:1. t 4~51:> :t .600 2 (> ?~~:·5 :l. ,:)30 
42.432 1 .691 2 .9;:58 ') ... ~. + 100 
41. P)C:' .. • ::.. .... } .l :!. .700 2.907 O.f.ll() 
4:1. .614 1. l:''f:j'"· i' •• ) ... t,l 2.72A 1 .260 
4D,7B4 . • ~)68 ;:-;. 061 2.840 .1 • 
49t0t~!5 1 • ~:i69 ~~ • OB:l 
rl 
...... c- l ::'j(l 
40 + 04;:5 :l + ?2!5 2.UT7 4,430 
36,029 1 .6B9 2~640 :1. t2~.i0 
~5!'5. () 1. 2 l .6?9 ::.~ t 6:1.4 (),9!30 
40. ?"?~5 1 .612 2 + '723 2. 4;;~o 
4B,l4B :1. ~472 2.B3G 1 • :~40 
4~:.i. 4?3 1 ~ 4<,;i .. ? 2.?47 1 ,t)()() 
~~(: ... 6)?6 1 .?0() '") {.f;Jl!:' .~. + (;1'...' . .J 2. 720 
:r>8t'?45 1 ~ABO 2.4:1.::'! 0.090 
44.4"7~l :1 '/'13 3 t OB~:~; 1 .530 
~iO. l~}6 1 t ~:j~5() 3.0/0 2.~;j\)() 
39,9:1.2 :l ,/'05 2.97:1. :1. .660 
3:1. • :1.04 :1. ,B6l 2.701 2. 160 
3'-? t 60b 1 t t.:'52 2.702 () • 7:L () 
~=.it ..\+ 33l 1 .3H::! \;':tt 1..1.,~) !:.i.490 
:.if:,. ~5.:S9 l. .3B9 3. l.B3 ;:),()::!() 
~!?, O!:'iO 1 • ::r74 3.:1.99 ~5 t "7 ~:,; () 
3B.Bl8 1 • b ~:j~=:.; 2, ?O~:; :1. .230 
4~5. 7~J3 :1. t (.) '?!:.i 3.0?0 3.240 
5~5. :t(n 1 .474 3. 2B~;) 8.300 
~5B. 9BB :1. .760 2tBB~.i 2.620 
38. 4'1!5 :l .71.4 2 .. ·.?B'? 0.650 
27 • 4,1;, +- 1.17 6, 40 +··- o.H:3 
0.70 V.J:J.,;: ::.~ . n-· \. / 
'") .B6 l.J2== o.on ~~.· .. 
43. 5:~ +-· :1. .24 
6 • ?? +··- 0 . B/ 0 ~ :~3 ~,1 j_ :: :l. . 42 
2 t ~:;2 t.J2=~ -··0' 40 
1 .61. +-· o. o:;~ o. L~ +-- 0 "') + 1.., ·'·· o. OD ~·J :1.:::: 0 . ?:? 
r) -z a 
,; .. t ... } .• V..l2== -··0.6"/' 
2.B? +-·· 0.04 
0 .2:1. +··- 0' o::z, 
0 .0:1. ~J :1. ::;: 0 . 2B 
') ·- • 29 W?== -··0 + /4 
2~29 +-·· 0 .3.1 
:1. "1""" + .' \~ +-- 0 .22 
r) 
··- ' B~~j W:l. ::: 4 . 1? 6t 2!::.i W'">-·· .~.-· 4 + ~):;: 
t~SSEMBLf',GE 2G! f'f,LAU PLAIN vJr1HE C"N=:~~OJ 
Wcl Ws vh.J WA 
AH6?3 3'7 .9:59 24.224 45.B25 .20,?86 
('d-16(~4 42. 141 26 T ~344 ~:i 1 • f:l60 23. 06~5 
AH69~:i 3~:.i ~ l64 22.210 44,/~37 2?. 2l3:!. 
M·i696 3~5' 342 22 t 3:i7 4:3.~391 22 ~ }?~~.i 
AH697 2?,BOO l.B,?B:i. :5? t 160 24.b9B 
Al-16(?8 26,2Bii :1.6. ~5B~:3 
_,,.) '")~"),. 
~ ... -.... ,.·-A.. I."-
''> ... > c:·o ... ) 
,:..~..·_ t ... J ,/ .;..·_ 
AH6?? 32.01.6 :;~o. :i60 40.449 26.340 
AH/00 ~~0' 7'26 1.<"' 7 t lljs> :57. 9?!3 ;:.:5~66"7 
t~H70:1. l~!.?BO 1.0. 1. ~:iB l'1.?B6 2~3.f):J.7 
AH702* 43, E!20 27,B20 ~53 t ~~}0~5 
,. .. , 
.:.._ ......... :1.02 
r1H70:3~~< 43.402 1') ··~· .600 ~:.i::i t?44 2B + B~:)7 .. :. ,1 
AH704 .clf:l, :1.56 ~50, 4~'iB ~i~:,i t 83/::. 1~5.94B 
t1H70~.:i;{< 30.721 1? .2:1.6 3B.bB2 2~5.914 
AH706:{< 23 {· :5/'B :L4,./?0 2?.674 26,93:1. 
r,H70".7 .ci/ ,902 30.16:~ 60,B47 ~?7. 0:?4 
AH70B 41 ,903 26 + 92~:.) 
t::· -z <J"i ' ... J-.J t .... • ,._ ('.} ~-~B. -4~:54 
f,H70?*- ~i6, 0/B 34 ~ 7~:.iB bB~227 21. .664 
t1H71.0 n.nn l4. 943 ~50+ 4,£,3 ?7.3l:L 
fd-17ll 4b. 4~.'.i8 2B. ·7~17 ~'i} + ~'i90 23v<?61 
AH314 :1.2 + 8~7j2 
{ ... 
<'.)+ 166 16.0.:~2 24 t 6(:)~::; 
AH3:t~:; 36.93b 22.B'?9 44.922 ~~ :1. .621 
AH~H6 26.B4B :1.6.867 32 + :?1.1 21 .838 
t~H3:1. 7 2~'.i,Ol6 l~'i,/10 31. . 130 24.440 
A H:H f:J 2~) t (:;.~54 :t6, 2:.iO ~52.01.1 24,/BO 
f'lH3J. '~' :J.B,B44 u. .7:1.6 22t92C) ?:I. .678 
r,H~·52o 20.508 :1.2.7?8 24.660 20.246 
AH3:;~:l. 2:1. v6~1 5 1.3.435 26.4 . /'7 
'")~") 
........ ._ t l ~5~5 
AH322 26.917 :l.6.4<i2 32 + 7~56 21 • 69:5 
r"'d-1712 33, 85S' 19.862 40.048 18,279 
AH71.3 27.01~~ 16.820 3~1. 576 24.300 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS OF: 
ASSEMBLAGE 2B: PALAU PLAIN WARE [N=30J 




C·Kt:t INr-r·C' 'r rTA 1 ) 

















AF' BD S!3 riS 
3\~ + ~)08 :1. + 7~:ii) 2.'766 :l. .300 
3f:l. 0?0 :l. t \."':''1 ~ \,) ~.,I.,•M 2,6(.:-8 0.190 
42.~:i47 1 ~ ~.i60 ;.~. ?l :~.i 1 .:no 
::~B .. 267 1 .6BO 2.722 1. • (),.1,() 
40,4B6 1 .63? 2 t ?~54 1. ,810 
37, 9f.H 1 .681 2, 7U l • :~90 
42.400 1..610 2 t 79!:5 1 ,310 
:5f:l,62l 1 + 63~! ., 
t c:·c) 
l." .. +(.)d') :1. .260 
~!)S' + 531 1. .660 2 .. ?4!:-i 2.:200 
37.707 :l. .706 2 + 73S' :1. .320 
44.3/'4 l t ~;:~6 2.76l 2 ~ ot..o 
~50. 262 1.B':»f3 2. '?2:L 1 .040 
40.!39} l. • ~)7B 2tf.>'70 0.720 
42.300 :l • ~i7:1. 2 + ?;?2 :1. .B40 
4.2 ~ :J.BB 1 t ~:.ib:l. 2.700 :1. ,0\30 
44.322 :1. • ~.:i ~::_; B 2<-79B :1..2:1.0 
:~6. 299 l t l)?\-s 2. C.<30 0 + :5,'.\0 
42. :1.07 1 ,,.. ",.) + ... J·"'t .... _ 2. 66~3 o. no 
:.1n. 609 1 .611 2 (-62~.; 0.4:.iO 
4 () t ::~ ~~.i l 1 .b36 2.743 0 + ?!:j() 
:36 + 22 1·:7 :1 . • r.)·/6 2.b2B :L ,2BO 
· 37, OO~i 1. t C)lo· + :) I' \.} 2.690 l ,860 
39. 6!':i0 1 .622 2.608 l .740 
40,334 1 .62B 2 + /'2!3 :?..000 
36.43:1. 1. .6Bl ") .644 
., .910 • c J • 
34.944 1. .726 ~~ + 6~5:'5 :l. .600 
3b,B20 l .662 2 t 6:50 0.770 
3~5 + 791 1. t650 2. !"i70 0, :i?O 
:~o. 660 1. .677 2.4:1.9 1 .230 
39. 174 1. .6:1.2 2.650 l .270 
2:~ + 63 +-·· 0 +~54 
2.94 +-·· 0 -zo + '-'l.) o. j ':) W:J. "" O.B4 
3.16 kl:';.':"" 0.5:1. 
3B,70 +-·· 0 + 6;.: 
3 + ~=$9 +·- 0.44 
0 + ~J3 1;..1.1. """ i ,li ·I ~ + Y.J. 
~). 4:1. ~~2"-" O,Bf.:o 
:1. • b~} +-- o.ot 
0.07 +···· o.o:t 
:l. .40 ~Jt:::: 2.92 
5.9B w:;~:::: 4. 5:5 
2. 6(') +- o.o:J. 
0.07 + -· 0.0.1. 
"l l4 klJ.:::: :.~. 6:1. .~ ' .. , 
f B~'5 W"l···· 
..., .20 
' ,.: .. ···· I 
:1. .26 +-- O. lO 
o.~".t~1 -t· ·-· () '07 
o.o:1. \.o..l :1. =~ 0. ~·,) 0 
r) ,..J l. 
~:.. t .1.~. L) t,l :;~ :o -·0, ?B 
224 
tlSBEMBLME 29: Ff1Ft1N I:3LAND Cf1LCf·diEOUS lJM~E I:N::::22] 
l<J cl Ws Ww ~JA AP BD SG MS 
AH634* B2.B:I.4 51 
r.:·~::-c; 
f .._ld ... J 107.B:I.7 30. 192 44.440 1 .472 2.649 o. ~i<?o 
r1H63~:; 67.462 44 .2~'.i:l B6,6BO 28 V 4'B7 4~'i. 294 :l + ~S90 2.906 0.490 
r1H636 :1.6.962 10. 6(,/.f 22.?~:j:l 34.1.29 4'?.894 :l • 40:5 'i /
..07 
~:~ • \J ·' ... ) O.T50 
Pii-163"/'* 36. ?:r? 23. :5o::~ 47.474 2'7? ~22/' 44.4:!.9 1 , ~.i;.~o :;~. 7:34 0.220 
t1H6:58 :~o. 67!5 ::: () . :1.4:1. 40. (j)99 33. 6:56 49.497 1 ,4'71 :::..9:1.2 0.470 
,,1-164 :1. 27.047 1.7 • :~ () :.; :~4. 144 26.240 42. 1.46 1 .606 2.7?6 o. :l./0 
AH642 30.501 19. f:l?:~ 4:1. .6B4 :36.6tl4 ~:.; :1. 1 ~::i ~:.) :1. + :59~:i 2.B56 0.4/0 
r1H64!':.i 22 + .60~) 1 ::'i' :1. 6'1 ~30' 902 36+?04 !:.;2 + /'36 1 
4 _,_, 
• -..'>1 3.040 o. 7/)0 
Al-1646 27, 4B~3 1/' 747 :56. 6<?2 33, 4~?B 40 + !5?~V l • 4~~i:i. 2t822 0.420 
r'H647 27 f t~·33 17. 3'.1'1 :~!::i + bb2 29tO!::ib 43. B'?l ... 1 • ~:; :1.1 2.69:-5 0.2BO 
t'1H649 :B.491 2:1. .6:1.3 4"' ,). 1 () ::; :.;'B, 705 44.733 1 + ~;~=:.iB ::?..B20 o.e:so 
AH6!52 1. '?. 1. :1. () l.O.'i'BD 22t30B 30,3BO 4~5.9:l? 1. ' :::; :1. 1. 2 t ?9~.i q,J~O 
f1H<S~:i6 77 t2:.:.i3 ~50' :1.09 :l()(),:/.90 ~.:.~9 t f>20 4~:.;. 90B :1. t ~:5 :·3 <? ~>., B46 (.>, 7,,,0 
t"lH664 1.9.0?0 1.2~034 2~:i t :51 :i. 32 t ~:rBB 4C) + B!::t!:i .1 t43B 2' 70!':; 0 + ;~?0 
r1H65'? 24. 32)l l~:.; t ~.:}~32 :n • :1. ;::; ~:; 2B, O!;.'i/' 4::5 t 692 :1. + ~:_:; ~:5 "? 2.1'6b 0. ::>.90 
r'H6BO ~j2.7f.)9 :54~ B'/'~:i 68~Bl0 ~~0 t :;)99 -'1'?.2'?0 :1. • ~.i!::i!5 2.94? 0.420 
AH6B4:t: 24.01.2 :1.':';, 1~5B ;:>.9, 60B n. ~50!.'5 :~B • '?:.:'.'? 1 .662 '") -··of "") ,.· •. + I.!.:: .. 2 + :560 
AH6B:.i:t: 23.19:3 14,'?4B 30.646 32. 13~~; 4.6, BOO 1 • 4~:;9 2.?4b 2. ~300 
AH6Bb;f< ~)2.2:1.0 :5:·5, B'?f..l 64.'?63 ~)4. 043 40.644 l • {,9() 2,.n4n 2.000 
f1H6BB 8.963 :::; • '? 1 :1. :1.1 +4:1./' 27~~~)'9 43' ()()"/ 1 t ~.=,; ·;;• 1 2 t 7:.ii) 1 . :1.?0 
AH65>1 ~~ t 325 2.1~5~5 4.300 2'?' 323 4~i. o:·5!::; l t ~5:36 2.'?94 .. • f.l'l'O "· 
Al-1692 7.951 r:· ,,} . :1 '"' ") ,\..(,;., 9.896 24.462 40.999 :J. .b7b 2.B41 :~. 2:~0 
BASIC STATISTICAL RESULTS DFI 
ASSEMBLAGE 29! FAFAN ISLAND CALCAREOUS WARE CN=22J 
SAMPLE SIZE= 22 
\,.,lr,TEr~ f~f~BOF<.PT I ON ( :>~) 
i'IEI'Jt~::." 29. 5'3 +-.. 0.79 
f:)JJ:::: :~. 69 +·- 0.56 
SI<DJNEE;S ( BETr~ i ) :::: 0.01 ~.1.1"" o. 1/' J. 
KUF>TOSIB ( BETtl 2) "" 
r) 
...... .4!:1 \·.)2:::: -- 0 • ::} ~:.; 
APPt~1F:ENT PCH\OS I TY ( ;{.) 44 l'lEAN"" 4~:j + +-· 0.'?2 
SD"" 3 t37 +··- o t ~s 1 
SI<EklNE~:)~:; ( BETr~ l ) ::: (),03 ~) l "" 0 . 3B 
KUF;TCJ~:; I ~3 (BET t1 2) ::: 2 • 04 W2:::: o. n 
BULK DENSITY ( Gf'l/CC) 
t'iEr1N'"' :J. + ~:;~-~ +-- 0 (i'~ ~ \.~ 4~. 
SJJ:::: \) ,OB +-- 0 .0:1. 
Si·(EI;JNES~:; <BETr1 1 ) _, o. :1.0 W:J.:::: o. n 
KUF;TO~:; IS (BETA 2) ·-· 2 • 40 L~2:::: ··-0 + 
•p:.-.q. ,,,1 
SPECIFIC GRrW I TY ( Gi'l/CC) 
r·lEt1N:o: ~?. 80 +-· 0.02 
SD:::: 0. O':i'' +"- o. O:l 
SI<E~JNES!3 ( PET£''1 .1 ) :::: o. 3B kl:! ::: 1 .34 
t<UF~TDS It) < BETt1 2) :::: '"7 '·' 
l::·.r, 
+-..!') 1,.)2:::: :i. • :1.3 
tlt"'GNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY l'lV 
'\ll'''·"'"' 
<.; +- v. •! ..... I"IC.f'JJ~·- • ]" ..:.> .I.Q 
~){!::: o. Bb +-· o. l3 
SI<El,INE~:;~; ( BET£'\ J ) :::: :1. • 7S' vn.:::: ~··· "~· .... ('"t'"'~' ,Y\:) 
l<t.Jr;:TD~:>I~:; ( BETf1 ;? ) ::;: ~~ ' 6•1 (,,1::.?:::: :J. • ;?o 
225 
ASSEMBLAGE 30! NAN MADOL PLAIN WA
RE CN=29J 
vJd 
BD f.H3 t·'i ~:; 
1 • 477 
-z ... ' j_ 04 6 • ~S60 
:1. • ~so::5 
,, 




&:. . 904 !.:=.i ' 0 :1. () 
:1. • ~:;?:.:: ::?. ' '7~'53 :5 ' (:
,?() 
:1. ' 6A :1. 
r) 
' 9/A 8 • ·<i :1. 
() .• : .. 
:l. • ~:; :1. "i I 2 : <)>29 .. :) . :300 
l . ~:533 ,., 96:~ 4 • 030 .~:. 
:1. f.:.?!:J '"' l. l. ''t 0 4:.:.'() . J.': • + ~-.' \,J .... • + 
:1. . 60~.; ~, ' ?60 -z ··~70 .~:. •·' • 
l • 6A2 
''l. 
.~ . 0:.34 ~? . l~-?:o 
l . ~:iAli r) ..... . (;9~=j :l . . 7 .<:\() 
1 + !500 3 • () !.:. ~(. !:5 • 740 
:1. 7'1)' 
r) t:;i-49 ·' 7?0 + .. ~. . '''? • 
1 ' 
~:.) :l '? .
. J. . :1. :1. ''''} 6 ' 430 ,_ . I 
:1. 
, ... , 
j, 
r) ?ll ~:.i 020 . ·.~) / :!z + . 
.1. . ~.::.i /i:'5 ,) . oou ~:.i • :t <':)o 
l • ~:iB9 
r) .. ~. ' n~.:-~3 ~~ • 9 :1. 0 :! .• '?~.~~ 4 r) ... ' ?02 :3 
., 0'70 
:I. ' 39~:s 3 ' l B
7 ".? •·' + -6(.?0 
:l + t-.:·2{:;) :·s <· () ~:j-_? 4 ' (.!50 
:l. ' 667 3 ' 02D 
~t 
' 490 ···' 
:1. + '7!;:i9 
r) ,. ... • ?B~,?. 4 . :->;n" ,_ J 1.,} 
:1. • 6b".? 2 ' ')4
2 4 • ~~iOO 
:1. . ~5 :Ll '1 :: .. . ~:~ 6 \? ~5 + 000 
:1. + b6l 3 • 070 
'") . 920 ~: .. 
:l + 670 3 + 260 
1::: . ., BO .... • • L 
J. • ,;1
 '')r) 
·1 • .:..; .. 3 <· J. c:. C:t \,.•! .::.-. ' i_,~:5o 
l + 704 "1 :1. :l :l 2 :l ?0 ,_ . . ' 
:1. • 4:51 3 + 04<;) 
::.:l • El :1. 0 
B0~~C_ST0II0TICAL RESULTS OF! 
~~.,f..>l7.1'·L!:·:J...r·,t;E ~:~o: i'·lM·J r·lr',nrn PI Ar1·• '·'AI'\···=-.·. 
r •.:::::::-.'.o-_·1 
SAMPLE SIZE= 29. ··-- - ..• ~ 
[ 1 ' .. I 
V.Jf'ITEF: t~,.£iSOI'~PT I 0!'-..l ( ;; ) 
r·1Et1N== 29. :,ifj +-- 0. B!:i 
8[1::: Li. ~:..-
1::- +-· 0.60 
GKEl,JNEBS ( BETt'i ) :::: 
Y t -..J~I 
1. 0 t ~::: .~~ l,J:t:::: 1 • /,~ 
KUF:T0~\1: S ( DETf1 2) :: 2.oo w::~"" o.oo 
ftF'F't1F:ENT F'OHOS I TY ( ;~) 
rlEAN::: 4.1>.60 +-· 0.82 
SD:::: 4,39 + .... Ot5B 
~)KEV..INESS (BET t, 1):::: o. :1.9 Wl:::: :1. .07 
t\UHTDSI S \ DET1~, 2) :::: 2(·~i9 1.<-12::: --0 + 30 
BULK DENB I T'r' ( Grl/CC) 
t·lEAN::: :!. + ~.i9 +-.. 0.02 
8[1::: o. :1.0 +-- 0.01 
SI\El.o..!NESS (BET t''1 1 ) -- 0.04 k!:J.:::: 0' ::;.1. 
tnmTOS IS\ BET t1 2):::: 2. lB {,J2"-:: .... o.nn 
SPECIFIC GF;r1t.) I TY ( Gr·l/CC) 
i'lEAN=:: 2.99 +-· (). 0~5 
S[l::c o. 2. 4 + .. - o.o::.: 
81\EkiNESS ( :E<FTA 1):::: 0 + .:-:::~ [.;11 ::: l . lf.; 
KUF;TDSIS <BElt'\ 2) ::: "1 .1.:1. W2:::: 0.44 ... ){' 
t1AGNETIC ~3l.JE;CJ.7:PT I UI L I TY i'lV 
MEAN::: 4 ~· .l~. :5 +-- c'" ~5~;.; 
f..\:0:::; 
SI\El,INES~:; (BET f~ 
t.9l +-· 0 t 2~5 
i ) ::.: () "l"Z Wl.:::: l .40 
J·\UI:;;TDf)Tf'; ( HETr~, :~) ::: 
+ .... :.,_• _,, , , !,J2:::: l +22 ~ ~ t~)\~) 
A P P E N D I X 
B 
DATA GROUP B 
The following are the basic results for all 
12 .variables for each assemblage studied. 
WAI Initial Water Absorption 
API Initial Apparent Porosity 
BDI Initial Bulk Density 
SGI Initial Specific Gravity 
WAF Final Water Absorption 
APF Final Apparen·t Porosity 
ABF Final Bulk Density 
SGB' Final Specific Gravity 
MSI Initial Magnetic Susceptibility 
MSF Final Magnetic Susceptibility 
SAP Degree of Sand Temper 















~- r... -:--: -n 
·~-n·<:: . t·~ t=-.: 
... ... 
coo r·-~c'; 
r<; -:-: t)-. <:t 
o--. ....:J r·· ... o 
+ 4- + 4-
cor...-.: 
,-: .. .(: .. .. 
0"--0 









~c: coo tr.:o:: 
f<') ......: t·~ .,....; t·~ 
<>o C= () C.: C.: 
u-.:c': ..--:::::= c:::::·.:: 
C.: -..o it.: CG f ..... 0) 
C> r··~ tr.: tr.: r.('.: ~r-
e·-~ r·J. -=-= r.:~.: ~ r·:"; 
f·~ C= ".C: () f··~ C= 
r·.~ r--... :.r. ~r.: -..:::: tr:: 
r· .... r"; --.o r-=:: -..o r-:; 
.. + 
f" ... c;: .e:ro r'.::::> 
r-~ r-.... f'. t·~ -c:.:r- <::1' -..o C·~ CD .q- O ... 0 
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